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BECAUSE OF LIMITATIONS DURING THE ACTUAL STUDY, THIS
PROJECT WAS DELIMITED TO THE STUDY OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
USING MATERIALS ADAPTED FROM STRUCTURAL AND GENERATIVE
GRAMMARS UPON THE ABILITY OF SEVENTH -GRADE STUDENTS TO WRITE
MORE MATURE COMPOSITIONS. FORTY -THREE STUDENTS WERE GIVEN
EXPERIMENTAL LINGUISTICALLY-ORIENTED MATERIALS DESIGNED TO
TEACH THEM TO ANALYZE ENGLISH SENTENCES BY A STRUCTURAL
GRAMMAR APPROACH AND TO CRE TE AND COMBINE NEW SENTENCES BY A
GENERATIVE- TRANSFORMATIONAL APPROACH. FIFTY STUDENTS IN THE
CONTROL GROUP WERE GIVEN TRADITIONAL ENGLISH GRAMMAR
INSTRUCTION. AS PRE- AND POST-TESTS OF WRITING MATURITY, ALL
STUDENTS TOOK THE SEQUENTIAL TESTS OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRESS
(STEP) WRITING TEST AND WROTE SAMPLE COMPOSITIONS WHICH WERE
APPRAISED BY EMPLOYING THE T...UNIT LENGTH. THE RESULTS
INDICATED THAT BOTH GROUPS MADE SIGNIFICANT GAINS IN
ACHIEVEMENT DURING THE STUDY AND THAT, ALTHOUGH THE
LINGUISTIC GROUP MADE SIGNIFICANTLY HIGHER SCORES ON THE
POST -TEST, THE DIFFERENCES IN THE GAIN BETWEEN THE
EXPERIMENTAL AND CONTROL GROUPS WAS NOT STATISTICALLY
SIGNIFICANT. THEREFORE, NO SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE IN STUDENT
ABILITY TO WRITE COMPOSITIONS WAS SEEN BETWEEN STUDENTS WHO
HAD MATERIALS BASED UPON STRUCTURAL AND GENERATIVE GRAMMARS
AND STUDENTS WHO HAD TRADITIONAL LATINATE GRAMMAR
INSTRUCTION. IT IS FELT, HOWEVER, THAT ANOTHER STUDY, WITH
THE SAME THEORETICAL BASIS AND WITH MORE CAREFUL CONTROL OF
SOME FACTORS, WOULD SHOW A SIGNIFICANT POSITIVE CORRELATION.
(AN APPENDIX CONTAINS THE INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIAL AND
EXERCISES GIVEN TO STUDENTS IN THE EXPERIMENTAL
LINGUISTICALLY- ORIENTED GROUP.) (AUTHOR/DL)
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1. INTRODUCTION

Background,

The relation of the study of English grammar and its effect
upon the ability of students to write more mature compositions --
by whatever criteria -- is at once one of the most important and
yet one of the most elusive questions that the public school
teacher of English must face. With the increased attention paid
to the new descriptions of English grammar made by linguists, the
hypothesis has been advanced that perhaps there is tentative
evidence to support a program of writing for students in which
they study English grammars that are baseci upon the most accurate
research available and which describe English realistically and
accurately. There is a stated need for the most recent and
accepted research in linguistics to be translated into practice
in the public school classrooms; the problem of the relationship
between achievement in writing ability and study of modern
grammars of English is one which deserves close attention.

The editors of the Harvard Educational Review, Spring, 1964,
an issue devoted entirely to Language and Learning, stated:

If a theme pervades the Issue, it is criticism of the
current teaching of a first language at all academic
levels. That almost every one of our contributors
comments upon this inadequacy suggests that university
specialists in many discrete disciplines are eager for
new insights Wollarguage to be translated into class-
room practice.0.0)

In 1962 H. A. Gleason quite unequivocally maintained that "The
point of contact between comp9sition and literature lies within
language, broadly conceived."(7). For Gleason, students should be
trained to understand English in terms of syntactic patterns.

This of course should not be begun in Freshman English,
nor for that matter in high school. Junior high school
students can do very well at it. They can work out
inductively the basic principles of English grammar and
they can carry this far beyond what is set forth in the
school textbooks. We desperately need some thorough
explanation of the abilities of school children in this
field. I suspect that we will be astounded at the depths,
to which they can penetrate in language analysis as well.kb

In 1964, Gleason wrote that the study of English grammar by
linguistic approaches "has a relevance in the study of literature
and composition simply because it deals in a systematic way with the
same basic stuff which they use as their medium. It is the central
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component in a comprehensive English curriculum."(6) For Gleason,
what is required in composition instruction is an appreciation of
"artful patterning," a developing in the student of the ability to
make choices of sentence patterns effectively. Gleason concludes
by observing that a total change in the method of presenting language
is needed, that students should be introduced to techniques by which
grammatical formulations are arrived at. This would most effectively
be accomplished by inductive teaching, by leading the students to
discover principles by themselves.

Martin Joos, relating the study of modern grammars to the
teaching of writing, recommended that teachers should lead students
to learn bow to write by encouraging them to experiment with gram-
matical and derivational transformations until they bit upon those
patterns which are satisfying to them. The suggested method, would
involve continual experimentation in the creation of varied sentence
patterns with encouragement and little criticism by the teacher that
would inhibit this creation.(12)

Some linguists, on the other band, state that the study of
modern English grammars, by whatever method, will not help students
to write more mature compositions. For Paul Roberts, linguistic
study provides a teachable and pertinent subject matter for the
teacher, and it is interesting for the students. Linguistics,
states Roberts, will not lead to iipprovement in writing or sentence
sense for those who don't have n.0.6) Linguistics, furthermore,
has no cure for the problems of the composition class, writes
Roberts; what it does have to offer for depart -eats of English is
a subject matter.(15) In agreement with this point of view is
Robert B. Lees, who believes that the major importance of gram-
matical studies is in the area of behavioral sciences and not in
"supposed applications to the pedagogy of rhetoric."(13)

It may be true that there is no or little correlation between
a student's knowledge of traditional grammatical descriptions of
the English language and his ability to write. The very point,
however, may be that the students have been exposed to Latinate
grammar, which -- it is generally agreed by most linguaa7=1oes
not accurately describe the English language as it is spoken and
written by native speakers of the language. As Sumner Ives has
pointed out, the studies that establish the lack of correlation
between a knowledge of traditional grammar and of an ability to
write effective English sentences may not be valid precisely
because traditional grammar has been taught, 4nd,this grammar does
not accurately describe the English language.11)

The Problem

The original aim of the exploratory study was to determine the
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effectiveness of English language instruction using structural and
generative grammar approaches and its relation to student writing
and understanding of poetry and short fiction at the seventh- and
eighth-grade levels. Because of limitations in assimilation of the
experimental materials by the teacher and by students, the problem
was delimited to include only the relationship between modern grammar
study and writing improvement 4 also the experimental materials were
used during the actual study with on seventh-grade students, not
with seventh- and eighth-grade students.

The immediate significance of the exploratory study was to
ascertain whether a knowledge of the English language through a
study of structural and generative grammars would improve student
writing. The further significance of the study was to determine the
feasibility of applying the principles and procedures -- modified
for grade and ability levels -- at the kindergarten through six
grade levels. Eventually, it was anticipated that a fully-articulated
program of language instruction and writing could be developed for
grades kindergarten through twelve.

The general hypothesis was that students who are taught to
analyze their own spoken and written sentences and sentences of
representative professional writers by a structural grammar approach
and who are encouraged to create a variety of sentences by a gener-
ative grammar approach will write more mature compositions.

The following null hypotheses were to be tested as appropriate
guides leading to the identification of differences between the two
groups.

It.

1. There is no significant difference in student ability
to write compositions as a result of the method in
which they received instruction in English grammar.

2. There is no significant difference in student ability
in reading comprehansion as a result of the method
in which they received instruction in basic grammar.

Because of limitations during the actual study, the null hypoth-
esis number one only was tested.

Originally, the following specific areas and objectives were to
be covered in the experimental treatment:

English Grammar

1. To provide the students with an understanding of the process
of analyzing English sentences by a structural grammar approach.
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2. To provide thJ students with an understanding of the process
of generating a variety of English sentences from a basic body of
kernel sentences.

3. To encourage the students to create many "generated" sentences
with a variety of modifying structures such as prepositional phrases,
dependent clauses, and verbal phrases.

4. To give the students many opportunities to analyze their own
sentence patterns and those of representative writers from the com-
plementary points of view of structural and generative grammatical
approaches. Because of limitations, the students were not able to
analyze sentence patterns of professional writers in a systematic
fashion.

Writing

To encourage wide and constant experimentation on the part of
students in creating varied English sentence patterns. The emphasis

was on analyzing and creating sentence patterns as a means to under-
standing and employing tie language better.

Literature

To provide the student with opportunities to analyze poetry and
short fiction from a linguistic approach. Because of limitations,
very little of this type of analysis was accomplished.

Related Research

Although some linguists such as Roberts and Lees state that a
study of English grammars by a linguistic approach will not help
secondary school students to become better writers, by whatever
criteria, there are a few research reports that provide at least
tentative evidence to the contrary.

As early as 1959, Donald R. Bateman reported that eighth-grade
students who were given grammar materials based primarily upon
structural linguistics over a three-quarter period wrote sentences
that were more heavily modified and richer in detail, longer, and
more carefully interrelated than were sentences previous to this
instruction. (1).

Another report of research conducted by Frank T. Zidonis found
that eighth- and ninth-grade students wrote significantly more well.
formed scntgnces after instruction in.selected aspects of generative
grammar.t16) The reason for this concluded Zidonis was that:

With the advent of generative grammar, which in essence
represents the psychological process of producing sentences,
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a logical approach to the study of composition has become
available. For it is the goal of generative grammar to
specify by ordered rules the well- formed, and only the
well.forned sentences, of English. X18)

The key to the effectiveness of generative grammar and its
relation to writing and to literature would appear to be in its
accuracy for describing the very process whereby language is learned
by an individual. This thesis is supported by a study of the develop-
ment of English syntax in children between eighteen and thirty-six
months of age made by Brown and Bellugi.t2) The researchers found
that imitation by children of their mothers' speech patterns was
one method of language development; another was the eupansion of the
childrens' patterns by the mothers. A third and very complex method
was that of generating new patterns and of progressively differen-
tiating among syntaxtic classes. By such a process, children seemed
to gain an increased knowledge of the possibilities of their language,
and it seems reasonable to infer that such a process lies at the
heart of communication.

Finally, W. Kellogg Hunt, in his analysis of the writing of
average students at the fourth, eighth and twelfth grades, found
that, almost without exception, the structures used by twelfth
graders were also used by fourth graders as well; many of the
structures, however, were used with significantly more frequency by
older students.(9) For Hunt, "The sentence- combining part of
transformational grammar offers an especially promising approach
for writing development studies."(9) Continues Hunt in the section
of the report on "Implications for the Curriculum":

This study suggests a kind of sentence-building program
that probably has never been produced. Such a program
would deal with sentence-combining transformations.
Obviously such a study should come after the constituent
structure section of a course in transformational grammar.
The student should be exercised in the process of combin-
ing kernel sentences into more complicated sentences. He
could also be given complicated sentences to break down
into kernel sentences .

Whether the sentence-combining process should be taught
at all is not self-evident. If skill in that process is
the most important factor in sentence maturity, then a
teacher is certainly tempted to try to force the growth.

But forced growth is not always firm growth. It may be
that the older student's ability to write longer T-units,
incorporating a larger number of kernel sentences, comes
only as a result of years of physiological and experiential
maturing. It may only come with the development of all
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thought processes. In that event, attempts to force
growth will not succeed. Nonetheless, the experiment
should be made.(9)

This present report relates the results of one such experiment.

Sunulia

One of the most important problems that faces the public school
teacher is the question of the relationship between the instruction
which students receive in grammar and its effect upon their ability
to write better compositions, by whatever criteria. Although many
linguists and teachers who work in applied linguistics state that
modern English grammars will not affect any student's ability to
write better, a few scholars maintain that a program in which students
receive information about the English language based upon the most
accurate information available from modern linguistic science will
produce a marked effect upon the students' writing production with
relation to selected criteria. This particular study was conducted
to determine the effectiveness of English language instruction,
using materials adapted from structural and generative grammars,
upon the ability of students to write more mature compositions. The
study was originally intended to test the relationship between such
language instruction and the students' ability to understand poetry
and short fiction; but because of limitations during the actual
study, the problem was delimited to include E22:tte relationship
between modern grammar study and student writing improvement. The
actual study was also limited to seventh-grade students only, nct
seventh- and eighth-grade students. The general significance of the
study would be to ascertain whether or not a study of modern English
grammars would lead to improved student writing. The further signif-
icance of such a study would be to determine the feasibility of
applying the principles and procedures in a fully-articulate, program
of language instruction for grades kindergarten through twelve in
the public school.
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2. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

Selection and Pre 8........xatiaof Materials.

The original objective of the experimental materials was to
provide the student with an understanding of how to analyze English
sentences by a structural grammar approach and of how to create and
combine new sentences by a generative- transformational approach.
It was hoped that the students, as a result of this instruction,
would write longer, more mature sentences and would understand
better the structure of poetry and short fiction. A general outline
of the original plan for instruction of the experimental group is
as follows:

1. Introduction to the linguistics approach

2. Structural grammar
Analyzing of basic patterns
Attention to means of modification
Analyzing of varied patterns

3. Generative grammar
Kernel sentences
Transformations
Creating varied sentence patterns

4. Writing
Use of varied sentence patterns
Use of various kinds and levels of modification
Use of concepts and concrete details

5. Reading poetry and short fiction
Analyzing patterns of language
Concentrating on style as choice of patterns

Because of the limitations of time and of the ability of the
teacher to assimilate the materials and of the students to comprehend
the new materials, the "Use of concepts and concrete details" from
the writing section and the complete unit on "Reading poetry and
short fiction" were not covered during the actual experimental period.

Since there was a paucity of linguistic materials available for
use, especially at the junior high school level. the Director adapted
nateriala from several sources and wrote lessons with exercises
appropriate for junior high school students. The books which were
the primary sources for Vhc especially prepared materi4s were Pries'
The Structure of English(5), Roberts' English Sentences(14),
Whitehall (s btructural Essentials of English(17), the article,
"Structured Structuralism: Composition and Modern Linguistics" by



Michael Grady(8) which reports the results of materials used in the
classroom based upon an approach to rhetoric developed by Francis
Christensen.(314)

A short outline of the lessons prepared by the Director and a
description of their content follows. The complete lessons are to
be found as Appendix A of the report.

JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL LINGUISTICS MATERIALS

Junior High School Linguistics Materials

LESSON TITLE

ONE: WHAT IS GRAMMAR?
Grammar is defined as building sentences which would be
used by native speakers of English. Nonsense sentences
can be grammatical.

Exercise: identifying grammatical and ungrammatical groups
of words.

TWO: GRAMMAR AND USAGE
Three "levels" of English are established: 1. formal 2.
illiterate 3. ungrammatical.

Exercise: identifying the three"levels" of English.

THREE: FORM CLASS WORDS
Four ways of identifying form class words are established:
1. inflection 2. derivational affixes 3. word order 4.
stress. Analysis of nonsense sentences introduced as a
means of identifying form class words.

Exercises: changing form class words to different classes
in sentences, changing form class words by changing
stress, and identifying form class words in nonsense
sentences.

FOUR: FORM CLASS WORDS: NOUNS
Identifying nouns by substituting words in noun "slots"
of minimum free utterances; identifying nouns by in-
flection, affixespwOrd order, and stress.

Exercises: substituting words in noun slots in sentences,
changing nouns in sentences by inflection, and changing
designated woL'ds in sentences to nouns.

FIVE: FORM CLASS WORDS: VERBS

Identifying verbs by substituting words in verb "slots"
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in sentences; identifying verbs by inflection, affixes,
word order, and stress.

Exercises: substituting words in verb slots in sentences
and changing designated words in sentences to verbs.

SIX: FORM CLASS WORDS: ADJECTIVES
Identifying adjectives by substituting words in adjective
"slots" in sentences; determiners, comparison of adjectives;
characteristic derivational suffixes of adjectives.

Exercleas: substituting words in adjective slots in sen-
tences, changing isolated words to adjectives by changing
derivational suffixes, and changing designated words in
sentences to adjectives by changing derivational suffixes.

SEVEN: FORM CLASS WORDS: ADVERBS

Identifying adverbs by substituting words in adverb
"slots" in sentences; identifying adverbs by inflection,
sttfixes, word order, and stress; adverbs and prepositions.

Exercises: substituting words in adverb slots in sentences;
changing isolated words to adverbs by changing derivational
suffixes, and changing designated words in sentences to
adjectives by changing derivational suffixes.

EIGHT: STRUCTURE WORDS

Identification of major structure words: 1. determiners
2. auxiliaries 3. intensifiers 4. coordinators 5. sub-
ordinators 6. prepositions 7. interrogators 8 mis-
cellaneous structure words.

Exercise: substituting words in structure word slots in
sentences.

NINE: THE SENTENCE: SUBJECT

Basic relationship between subject and predicate; normal
sentence order of subject and predicate; use of nouns,
determiners, and pronouns in the subject.

Exercises: substituting countable, non-countable, animate,
and proper nouns in subject slots in sentences; changing
inverted sentences to normal order; and identifying nouns,
determiners, and pronouns in the subject position in
sentences.

TEN THE SENTENCE: PREDICATE
Use of auxiliaries to qualify verbal meaning; types of
verbs; principal parts of verbs;

Pattern One: (D) N V (Adverb)

The girls sing happily.

9



Exercises: identifying basic verbs from complex verb
forms in sentences; filling in principal parts of verbs;
writing sample Pattern One sentences.

ELEVEN: SENTENCE PATTERNS ONE AND TWO
Sentence Pattern One: (D) N V (Adverb)

The dogs growl ferociously.
Sentence Pattern Two: (D) N V Adj.

The rose smells sweet.
Ambiguity in sentences, e.g. She looked fast.

Exercises: explaining ambiguous sentences; identifying
Pattern One and Two Sentences; creating original Pattern
One and Two Sentences.

TWELVE SENTENCE PATTERNS THREE AND FOUR
Sentence Pattern Three: (D) N1 V (D) N2

My aunt abhors those dogs.
Sentence Pattern Four: (D) Ni V (D) N3 (D)

Our secretary gave the class the

N2
mlnutes.

Exercises: identifying and creating Pattern Three and Four
Sentences.

THIRTEEN SENTENCE PATTERNS FIVE, SIX, AND SEVEN
Sentence Pattern Five: (D) N be Adverb

The girl is here.
Sentence Pattern Six: (D) N be Adj.

The roses were lovely.
Sentence Pattern Seven: (D) Ni be (D) N2

The umpire is my uncle.

Exercises: identifying and creating Pattern Five, Six,
and Seven Sentences.

FOURTEEN: KERNEL SENTENCES AND TRANSFORMATIONS
Explanation of kernel sentences and transformed sentences
and rules for the passive transformations.

Exercises: changing simple sentences to passive trans-
formations and breaking down complex sentences into basic
sentence patterns.

FIFTEEN: EXPANSION BY MODIFICATION: ADJECTIVES AND ADVERBS
How single word adjectives are derived from basic sentence
patterns; nouns and verbs as adjectives.
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Exercises: deriving single word adjectives and adverbs
from basic sentence patterns; using adjectives and adverbs
to expand sentences.

SIXTEEN: EXPANSION BY AUXILIARY OR HELPING VERBS
Using modals and auxiliaries to expand verb forms for
qualified meaning.

Exercises: creating original sentences with expanded verb
forms according to prescribed patterns; changing complex
verb patterns to simple forms; and writing new sentences
using many types of auxiliaries.

SEVENTEEN: EXPANSION BY PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
Prepositions of location, direction, and association;
deriving prepositional phrases from basic sentence
patterns.

Exercises: identifying prepositional phrases in sentences;
writing new sentences using prepositional phrases; chang-
ing complex prepositions to simple prepositions in sen-
tences.

EIGHTEEN: EXPANSION BY RELATIVE AND SUBORDINATE INCLUDED PATTERNS
How relative and subordinate clauses are formed by
sentence- combining transformations.

Exercises: identifying relative and subordinate included
patterns; producing relative and subordinate included
patterns by sentence- combining transformations; and
writing new sentences using relative and subordinate in-
cluded patterns.

NINETEEN: EXPANSION BY INCLUDED VERBAL PATTERNS
How participles, infinitives, and gerunds are 'ormed by
sentence-producing. transformations.

Exercises: identifying included verbal patterns;. producing
verbal included patterns in sentence-combining trans-
formations; and writing new sentences using verbal
included patterns.

Sources of Data

Originally the experimental materials were to be used with two
existing seventh- and eighth-grade classes in two different junior
high schools. Because of changes in personnel, both the experimental
and control classes were taught by one teacher at the Barker Central



School, Barker, New York. Two existing seventh-grade classes were
given the experimental materials and two other existing seventh-
grade classes were given traditional Latinate grammar and language
instruction. One teacher taug'...t both the linguistic and control
groups. The seventh grade level was chosen because it usually
represents a transition period in language instruction when students
usually receive a heavy dose of traditional grammar and mechanics.

Field- Testing the Linguistic Materials

The linguistic materials were initially field-tested by the
Director and Associate Researcher with two seventh-grade and two
eighth-grade classes of the State University College Demonstration
School at Brockport, New York during the spring of 1965. Many of
the concepts seem to have been assimilated and understood by the
students; however, all of the units were revised and re-written
during the summer of 1965 and throughout the academic year 1965-66.

Assigning the Students

The linguistic materials were used with two seventh-grade
classes of the Barker Central School, and the control groups were
comprised of two seventh-grade groups at the Barker Central School.
Both experimental and control classes were taught by the same teacher;
therefore the differences between training, experience, and person-
ality of two teachers was eliminated.

Administration of the Study

The study lasted from October, 1965 to June,1966. Ninety-three
students were involved in the study with forty-three students working
with the linguistic materials and fifty students working with the
control materials.

Prior to the use of the linguistic materials, all of the students
were given the STEP Writing Test, 3A, as a pre-test. Also, a writing
sample from all of the students was gathered. For the writing
sample, the teacher wrote a topic sentence on the chalk board, such
as one of the following:

1. The wind is blowing the leaves from the trees, and
boys and girls walk along the streets, their shoulders
hunched against the cold.

2. The snow seems almost gone; perhaps spring is on its
way.

12



3. The trees are covered with fresh, new leaves, and the
sun is hot once again.

The teacher then asked for evidence from the students which
added to the description and wrote the sample details on the chalk
board.

These directions were given to the students:

Using the topic sentence, write a paragraph
composition paper provided. Make the paper
esting as possible, using as many different
sentences as you can. You have the rest of
in which to complete your composition.

on the
as inter-
kinds of
the period

The students were allowed to finish the compositions, making
only those corrections and revisions which could be completed within
the class period.

The teacher was sent several copies of the linguistic units and
multiple copies of the exercises for use by all the students. Usually
there were two lessons for each week during the original time chedule;
however, the teacher found that a much longer time was needed for her
to assimilate the materials, to present the new ideas to the students,
and for the students to assimilate the new materials through the use
of the exercise materials. The new ideas for each lesson were.
introduced by the teacher; the exercises, for the most part, were
done in the classroom itself with explanations and suggestions given
freely by the teacher.

The control groups were given traditional language instruction
appropriate for the seventh-grade in parts of speech, traditional
Latinate grammar, and usage. Writing assignments were given period-
ically to both the linguistic and control groups. Appropriate units
in literature were also assigned throughout the school year so that
a too heavy dosage of English grammar would not be given.

At the end of the experimental period, all of the students
were given the STEP Writing Test, 3B, as a post-test. Also, a
writing sample was gathered from all of the students. The same
procedure was used for gathering the post-writing sample as was
used for gathering the pre - writing sample. The teacher wrote a
topic sentence on the board, asked for sample details from the
students, wrote some of these details on the chalk board, and the
students wrote a composition, using the suggested topic sentence, in
the classroom during the allotted class period.
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Treatment of the Data

The t test for the comparison of mean and standard deviations
of the standardized test scores and of the mean length of the IL
units for the pre- and post-writing samples was chosen as the
appropriate statistical treatment. The two groups represented
intact classes previously assigned in a public junior high school.
In terms of the STEP Writing Test, 3A, the linguistic group was
significantly higher in achievement at the beginning of the study
than the control group. In terms of the mean length of T-units,
however, there was no significant difference between the two groups
at the beginning of the study.

A fuller discussion is appropriate at this time for describing
the treatment of the data of the writing samples. An original aim
of the study was to determine whether or not students wrote more
mature compositions, from the standpoint of more complex sentences,
after instruction in principles of structural and generative grammar
than did students who were given instruction in traditional Latinate
grammar. As W. Kellogg Hunt points out in his recent study(9),
traditional analyses of language development studies have used
sentence length, clause length, subordination ratio, and kinds of
subordination clauses as criteria for measuring growth in writing
maturity.

Some young students, however, write long groups of words
connected by many "and's" and *but's"; such a group of words might
contain a great number of words, but the words would not necessarily

irepresent a "good" or "mature".sentence in any sense of the word.

For instance, here is an example of one of the pre-writing
samples gathered for the present study.

Autumn

The bright red and yellow leaves fall, the mornings
grow cold/ and the scent of autumn fills the air. (Topic
Sentence)/ 1(And) it reminds me of hunting and fishing.
2When all the ducks and geeses come back and the fish
begins to jump. 3(And) when I go out in the flieds with
my gun, and see very many kinds of deer and the pretty
trees and leaves, it alwys makes me think of autumn.
k(And) when I go fishing in the streams I hope to catch
a fish. 5(And) when you look carefully you may see two

anc, it looks as if they are thinking of a place
:;co sleep. 66 (And) then the air became colder and the
water becomes colder, then you no that winter is on its
way, then all of a sudden thing begin to turn while, but
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some day autumn will be back. 7(And) the leaves and
trees will be a bright color red and yellow.

If we exclude the topic sentences, do not count the "and's" and
"but's" at the beginning of groups of words, and consider a sentence
as a group of words between a capital letter and a period (as had
been done with previous studie51 which considered the length of
sentences as the criterion for evaluating student writing), then we
find that this student bas written seven "sentences" with an average
number of 19.14 words per sentence. Without an explanation, we would
find the number of words per sentence quite impressive for a seventh
grader; his composition, though, must be examined more carefully.
"Sentence" six, for instance, is composed of 36 words; however, the
words are joined in the following fashion: two independent clauses
joined by an "and"; an independent clause tacked on with a comma
(a run-on sentence, in popular terminology); and another independent
clause tacked on with a comma and joined by a final independent
clause connected by the coordinate conjunction, "but." This hardly
seems to be mature writing.

If we follow W. Kellogg Hunt's directions for identifying what
he calls the T-unit, we have a much more realistic appraisal of the
writing.

The investigation could then cut up this connected dis-
course into the shortest segments which it would be
grammatically allowable to write with a capital letter
at one end and a period ox question mark at the other,
leaving no fragment as residue. Each segment would
contain one main clause, which might or might not have
a noun clause or adjective clause embedded within it.
Any adverbial clause would have to be attached to a
preceding or following main clause. Two main clauses
would become segments. These cuts between segments
would fall exactly where an over-zealous grammarian would
put periods if he were putting in as many as possible,
respecting grammar not style.t9)

Following these directions, then, the preceding composition
would be broken up into the following T-units:

Autumn

The bright red and yellow leaves fall, the mornings
grow cold/ and the scent of autumn fills the air. (Topic
Sentence)/ 1(And) it reminds me of hunting and fishing.
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When all the ducks and geeses come back and the fish
begins to jump/ 2(And) when I go out in the flieds
with my gun, and see very many kinds of deer and the
pretty trees and leaves, it always makes me think of
autumn./ 3(And) when I go fishing in the streams I
hope to catch a fish/ 4(And) when you look carefully
you may see twc turtles,/ 5(And) it looks as if they
aree thinking of a place to sleep./ u(And) then the
air became colder/ 7(And) the water becomes colder,/air

you no that winter is on its way,/ 9then all of
a sudden thing begin to turn while,/ 10(but) some day
autumn will be back./ 11(And) the leaves and trees
will be a bright color red and yellow.

We now find that the student has written eleven T-units, of
which the average length in words is 11.90. This appraisal seems a
great deal more accurate than the former.

On the basis of a chi-square analysis applied to the four
variables which may be used to measure growth in student writing
ability -- sentence length; clause length, subordination ratio, or
P-unit length -- W. Kellogg Hunt found that the best predictor of
grade level ability (from fourth grade level to twelfth grade level)
was the mean P-unit length, with mean clause length, subordination
ratio, and sentence length ranked in descending order.

It was considered, then, that the mean length of P-units in the
writing samples would be the best indicator of student growth in
writing maturity throughout the experimental period. All of the
pre-and post-writing samples of control and experimental groups were
broken down into T-units as previously described., and the mean ILunit
length for each student was calculated.

Some rather outstanding problems were seen, however, when the
mean P-unit lengths for the pre-writing samples were compared with the
mean P-unit lengths for the post-writing samples. For instance, over
30 percent of the students in the experimental group showed a negative
gain in average length of Tuunit in the writing sample during the
year. After checking over the writing samples, we found that some
students had written as little as one sentence of twenty-three words
for the pre-writing sample during the class period allotted. In the
post-writing samples, the same students had written longer compositions,
but in over 30 percent of the cases, the average T-unit length was
shorter for the post-writing sample than it was for the pre-writing
sample.

For example, here are the pre- and post-writing samples for one
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student from the experimental group.

Fall

The bright red and yellow lease fall, the morning
is crispt and claer will tell us it is fall. (Topic
Sentence)/ 1When I go outside I 'ee all the bright
colored leaves and all the bird geting ready to fly
south for the winder./

Summer

The hot summer weather is here again, school is
almont finished for the year, and I am looking forward
to many of the pleasures of summer vacation, and not the
work. (Topic Sentence)/ 1I like to fish is a stream
where there's no bug or insects like mosito's and ants./
2Where I go fishing I feel lazy and sleeply./ 3These
work too like like mowing the lawn and weeding the garden./

The student's contribution in the pre-writing sample is one T-unit
of 23 words in length. His post-writing sample consists of three T-
units of 17 words, 9 words, and 11 words, gir'ig him a total con-
tribution of 37 words with an average T-unit length of 12.33 words.
Although he has obviously dropped in mean T-unit length from the
pre-writing sample to the post-writing sample, we didn't feel
satisfied that the first sample was superior to the second sample.

In order to allow for the simple factor of number of words in the
writing samples (the students were told to write a composition during
the class period allotted; there was no maximum number of words de-
manded), it was decided to weight the average T-units in the writing
sample by multiplying the number of length of the average T-unit by
1 if the words in the sample ranged from 0 to 25 words; 2, for 26 to
50 words; 3, for 51 to 75 words; 4, for 76 to 100 words; and 5, for
100 plus words.

Thus for the student just discussed, since his pre-writing
sample contained just one T-unit of 23 words, his =averted score
would be 23 X 1, or 23. On the other hand, his post-writing sample
contained three T-units for a total of 37 words and an average T-
unit of 12.33 X 2, for a converted score of 24.66, which seemed like
a more realistic appraisal of his gain in sentence sense during the
year from the two writing samples.

All of the numbers of the length of the average T-units of the
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writing samples were then converted, and the t test for the com-
parison of means and standard deviations of test scores was applied.
The results are reported in section 3 1.11esu.

Although there was negative gain for the length of average
T-units for many of the students, some students made considerable
individual gains, and, in some cases, rather spectacular gains.
Here are the pre- and post - writing samples for one student in the
linguistic group.

Autumn

The bright red and yellow leaves fall, the mornings
grow cold and the scent of autumn fills the air. (Topic

Sentence)/ 'The leaves flutter carelessly down from
the golden colored tree's,/ 2(and) the wind swoops
them up in a big gust./ 3The squirrels and chipmunk
scurry around gathering nuts for the soon coming
winter./ b0verhead ducks fly, trying to find a pond
where the can rest./ 5The deer walk by so carefully/
6not one fallen leaf moves./ 7The aroma from a distant
house brings the pleasent odors of roast turkey and
pumkin pie./

For the pre-writing sample, the student contributed a com-
position of 70 words with an average T .-unit length of 10.00 and a
converter' score of 3 X 10.00 or 30.00.

Summer Fun

The hot summer weather is here again, school is
almost finished for the year, and I am looking forward
to the many pleasures of summer vacation. (Topic

Sentence)/ 'One thing I enjoy most about summer is
going swimming./ 20n a very hot, humid, dry day, when
the bugs are as thick as molasses, it's very refresh-
ing to go to the beach./ 3To lay on the white sand,
with cool, glimmering water lapping at my feet, and
the nice cool breeze blowing the big green trees and
the crisp grass, with the sea-gulls smoothly and
listlessly flying overhead, is my idea of a restful
afternoon./ 4Noisy crowds and men selling food and
cool beverages also add to the summer atmosphere./

/5The most refreshing part of the beach through,
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is dipping smoothly into the lake, and feeling the cool,
crisp water brushing against my hot, sweaty body,
after having been laying out in the bright sun trying
to get a tan, but only succeeding to burning my back/
6Then, to slowly glide through the water, and feel
the sun strike down on my refreshed body is pure
delight./ 70f all the ways to enjoy my self during
summer vacation, I find swimming is my favorite.

The post-writing sample contains 175 words, 7 T-units with an
average -unit length of 25.00 words,and a converted score of 25.00
X 5, or 125.00. Not only was the average T.-unit longer in the post-
writing sample, but the writing was considerably more mature than
that of the pre- writing sample.

The data collected was organized and analyzed according to
TABLE I: the results are reported in section 3. Results.
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111MIM.

Data

TABLE I

TREATMENT OF DATA

Groups

II. STEP Writing Test, 3A

III. STEP Writing Test, 3A
STEP Writing Test, 3B

IV. STEP Writing Test, 3k
STEP Writing Test, 3B

V. GAIN, STEP Writing Test,
STEP Writing Test, 3B

VI. Pre-Writing Sample,
Mean T -unit length

VII. Pre-Writing Sample,
Post-Writing Sample,
Mean T-unit length

VIII. Pre- Writing Sample,

Post-Writing Sample,
Mean T-unit length

Treatment

Linguistic Control t test

Linguistic Linguistic t test

Control

3A Linguistic

Linguistic

IX. Post-Writing Sample,
Mean T-unit length

X. GAIN, Post-Writing Sample,
Mean T-unit length

XI. Pre-Writing Sample,
Converted scores,
Mean T -unit length

XII. Pre-Writing Sample,
Post-Writing Sample;
Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length

XIII. Pre- Writing Sample,

Post-Writing Sample,
Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length

XIV. Post-Writing Sample;

Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length

XV. GAIN, Post-Writing Sample,
Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length

Control t test

Control t test

Control t test

Linguistic Linguistic t test

Control

Linguistic

Linguistic

Linguistic

Control t test

CfnItrol t test

Control t test

Control t test

Linguistic Linguistic t test

Control Control t test

Linguistic Control t test

Lihguistic Control t test
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Summary,

The Director prepared linguistic materials and exercises
designed. to provide seventh-grade students with an understanding
of how to analyze English sentences by a structural grammar
approach and of how to create and combine new sentences by a
generative-transformational approach. It was intended that the
students in the experimental classes, after such instruction,
would write longer and more mature sentences. The linguistic
materials were field-tested. and then revised and rewritten. For
the study itself forty-three students were given the experimental
linguistically-oriented materials, and fifty students were given
traditional English grammar instruction. One teacher taught both
experimental and control groups. The new ideas for each lesson
were presented by the teacher; the exercises were done in the
classroom itself by the students, with explanations and suggestions
given by the teacher. As pre-tests, all students were given the
STEP Writing Test, 3A, and contributed a pre-writing sample, which
was completed during one class period. As post-tests, all students
took the STEP Writing Test, 3B, and produced a post-writing sample,
which was again completed during one class period. The t test of
significance was the basic statistical treatment applied to the
STEP Writing Test, 3A. and 3B, scores. Since many of the pre-
writing samples were shorter in number of words than were the
post-writing samples, the average T-unit lengths were weighted and
converted by multiplying the number of the length of the average
T-unit by 1 if the words in the sample ranged from 0 to 25 words;
2, for 26 to 50 words; 3, for 51 to 75 words; 4, for 76 to 100
words; and 5, for 100 plus words. The t test of significance was
also applied to the average length of T-units for each writing
sample and to the converted scores of the average length of T-units.
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3. RESULTS

TABLE II shows a comparison of the means and standard devia-
tions of the linguistic and control groups for the STEP Writing
Test, 3A, scores. It is evident that in terms of this standardized
test that the linguistic group is significantly higher in achieve-
ment than is the control group. The two groups represented intact
classes previously assigned in a public junior high school; therefore
it is not surprising that in terms of this standardized test the
groups were significantly different in achievement.

TABLE II

A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS
OF THE LINGUISTIC GROUP AND THE CONTROL GROUP
OF THE SCORES OF THE STEP WRITING TEST, 3A

Group N M S.D.

Linguistic,
STEP Writing, 3A

Control,
STEP Writing, 3A

43 34.5 8.5
t=6.4
Sig. at .01

50 24.1 6.6

A comparison of the means and standard deviations of the
linguistic group and the control group with respect to the pre-
and post-test scores for the STEP Writing Test, 3A and 3B, in
TABLES II and III, shows that both groups made significant gains
in achievement in terms of this test during the period of the
study. It should be noted that the standard deviation of the
control group increased during the study while the standard
deviation of the linguistic group decreased.

TABLE III

A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE LINGUISTIC
GROUP ON THE PRE- AND POST-TEST SCORES OF THE STEP WRITING TESTS,

3A AND 3B

Group N M S.D.

Linguistic,
STEP Writing, 3A

Linguistic,
STEP Writing, 3B

43

43

34.5 ----8.5

t=2.7
Sig. at .01

39.3 7.9



A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
TEE CONTROL GROUP ON THE PRE- AND POST-TEST SCORES

OF 7HE STEP WRITING TESTS, 3A AND 3B

Group N M S.D.

Control,
STEP Writing, 3A

Control,
STEP Writing, 3B

50 24.1 6.6
t=3.9
Sig. at .01

50 30.0 8.6

Since the linguistic group was significantly higher than the
control group in terms of the STEP Writing Tests, 3B, a study of
the pre- to post-gain scores of bo..11 linguistic and control groups
should reveal a more meaningful comparison.

TABLE V

A COMPARISON OF THE PRE- TO POST -GAIN SCORES OF THE
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE LINGUISTIC

GROUP AND THE CONTROL GROUP OF THE SCORES
OF THE STEP WRITING TEST

Group N M S.D.

Linguistic, 49 5.5
Gain scores of STEP
Writing Test

Control, 50 5.9
Gain scores of STEP
Writing Test

5,k

t=.9
N.S. at .05

A comparison of the gain scores of the means and standard
deviations of the STEP Writing Test, of the linguistic and control
groups in TABLE V,shows that there was no significant difference
in gain between the two groups.
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Because some students had missed one or another of the writing
samples, some students had moved away, and some students had been
assigned to other classes during the study, the number of students
who contributed writing samples was thrity-nine in the linguistic
group and forty-five in the control group

TABLE VI

A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
LINGUISTIC GROUP AND THE CONTROL GROUP OF THE MEAN
LENGTH QF THE T-UNITS OF THE PRE-WRITING SAMPLES

Group N M S.D.

Linguistic, 39 11.5 2.3
T-units of pre-writing
samples t=.9

Control, 45
T-units of pre-writing
samples

N.S. at .05
11.0 2.9

TABLE VI presents a comparison of the means and standard devia-
tions of the linguistic and control group with regard to the mean
length of the T=units of the pre-writing samples. There is no signif-
icant difference between the length of the mean T-units at the begin-
ning of the study as this table shows. Since the linguistic group was
significantly higher in achievement on the STEP Writing Test, 3A,
scores than the control group, it should be emphasized that there is
no significance difference between the groups with respect to the mean
length of T -units from the pre-writing samples. Possibly. the STEP
Writing Test and the T=units measure two unrelated elements in the
writing process.

TABLE VII

A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE LINGUISTIC
GROUP OF THE MEAN LENGTH OF THE T-UNITS OF THE

PRE- AND POST-WRITING SAMPLES

Group N N S.D.

ape-,
4,110

Linguistic, 39 11.5 2.3
T-unitl of pre-writing
samples t=3.0

Linguistic, 39 13.3 3.1
Sig. at .01

T-units of post-writing
samples
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A comparison of the means and standard deviations of the
linguistic group and control group of the mean length of the 71-units
of the pre- and post-writing samples, in TABLES VII and VIII, shows
that both groups made significant gains in achievement during the
period of the study.

TABLE VIII

A COMPARISON CF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF
THE CONTROL GROUP OF THE MEAN LENGTH OF THE T-UNITS

QF THE PRE- AND POST-WRITING SAMPLES

Group N M S.D.

Control, 5 11.0 2.9
T-units of pre-writing
samples t=3.0

Sig. at .01
Control 45 12.8 2.9
T-units of post-writing
samples

As shown in TABLE IX, a comparison of the means and standard
deviations of the linguistic and control groups of the mean
length of the T-units of the post-writing samples, the linguistic
group made a slightly higher gain than did the control, but the
difference in gain was not significant.

TABLE IX

A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
LINGUISTIC GROUP AND THE CONTROL GROUP OF THE MEAN LENGTH

OF THE T=UNITS OF THE POST-WRITING SAMPLES

Group N M S.D.

Linguistic, 39 13.3 3.1
Tr-units of post-writing
samples

Control, 45

T-units of post-writing
samples

12.8 2.9

t=.8
N. S. at .05
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A comparison of the pre- to post-gain scores of the means
and standard deviations of the linguistic group and the control
group of the mean length of the T-units of the writing samples,
in TABLE X, also shows that although the linguistic group made
a slightly higher gain than did the control group, the gain was
not significant.

TABLE X

A COMPARISON OF THE PRE- TO POST-GAIN SCORES OF THE
MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS QF THE LINGUISTIC
GROUP AND THE CONTROL GROUP OF THE MEAN LENGTH

OF THE T-[AMTS OF THE WRITING SAMPLES

Group

Linguistic,
Gain scores of T-units

N M

39 1.9

S.D.

Control, 45 1.8
Gain scores of T-units

3
t=.1
N.S. at .05

3.4

Because there was a wide range in the number of words found
in some of the pre-writing samples, particula* those in the
control group, it was decided to convert the T-unit scores by
weighting the average T-units in the writing samples by multiply-
ing the number of the average T-unit by 1 if the number of words
in the sample ranged from 0 to 25; 2, for 26 to 50 words; 3, for
51 to 75 words; 4, for 76 to 100 words; and 5, for 100 plus words.
The converted scores were then analyzed.

TABLE XI, a comparison of the means and standard deviations
of the linguistic and control group of the converted scores of the
mean length of the T-units of the pre-writing samples, shows that
at the beginning of the study, the linguistic group had significantly
higher converted mean P-units than did the control group. This
greater achievement of the linguistic group at the beginning of the
study was probably due to the greater length of the pre-writing
samples by the linguistic group, which became evident when the
T-unit scores were converted.
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TABLE XI

A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF xiit
LINGUISTIC GROUP AND THE CONTROL GROUP OF THE CONVERTED

SCORES OF THE MEAN LENGTH OF THE T-UNITS OF
THE PRE-WRITING SAMPLES

Group N M S.D.

Linguistic, 17.3

Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length of
pre-writing samples t=2.1

Sig. at .05

Control, 45 39.2 17.9

Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length of
pre-writing samples

A comparison of the means and standard deviations of the

linguistic group and the control group of the converted scores of

the mean length of the T-units of the pre- and post-writing samples,

in TABLES XII and XIII, shows that both groups made significant

gains in achievement during the period of the study. The greater

gain made by the control group may be due to the comparatively

longer post-writing samples contributed by that group.

TABLE XII

A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE LINGUISTIC

GROUP OF THE CONVERTED SCORES OF THE MEAN LENGTH OF THE

T-UNITS OF THE PRE- AND POST- WRITING SAMPLES

Group N M S.D.

Linguistic, 39 7.2

Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length of
pre-writing samples t=4.67

Sig. ut .01

Linguistic, 39 65.4 17.0

17.3

Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length of
post-writing samples
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TABLE XIII

A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
CONTROL GROUP OF THE CONVERTED SCORES OF THE

TUNITS OF THE PRE- AND
POST-WRITING SAMPLES

Group

,111

N M S.D.

.;ontrol, 5 39.2 17.9
Converted scores,
Mean-T-unit length of
pre-writing samples t=6.55

Sig. at .01
Control, 45 61.3 13.7
Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length of
post-writing samples

TABLE XIV presents a comparison of the means and standard
deviations of the linguistic group and the control group of the
converted scores of the mean length of the T -units of the post-
writing samples. Although the linguistic group gained more than
did the control group, the difference was not significant.

TABLE XIV

A COMPARISON OF THE MEANS AND STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE
LINGUISTIC GROUP AND THE CONTROL GROUP OF THE CONVERTED

SCORES OF THE MEAN LENGTH OF THE T-UNITS
OF THE POST- WRITING SAMPLES

Group S.D.N M

Linguistic, 39 65.4 17.0
Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length of
post-writing samples t=1.2

N.S. at .05
Control, 45 61.3 13.7
Converted scores,
Mean T-unit length of
post-writing samples
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TABLE XV shows a comparison of the pre- to post-gain of the
mans and standard deviations of the linguistic and control groups
of the converted scores of the length a the mean T-units of the
writing samples. The coatrol group made a higher gain than did
the linguistic group, however the difference in gain was not
significant.

TABLE XV

A COMPARISON OF TEE PRE- TO POST-GAIN OF THE MEANS AND
STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF THE LINGUISTIC GROUP AND THE

CONTROL GROUP OF THE CONVERTED SCORES OF THE MEAN
LENGTH OF THE T-UNITS OF THE WRITING SAMPLES

=11=.1111111IMIMPIIIIMMOMINNMMNISIMINIIMIMINEW...
..01111.11.1.

Group N M S.D.

.11111

Linguistic, 39 25.0
Gain converted T-unit
scores t=1.1

N.S. at .05
Control, 45 22.8 20.8
Gain converted T-unit
scores .

The results indicated that the linguistic group was signifi-
cantly higher in achievement than was the control group at the
beginning of the stud, .ith respect to the STEP Writing Test, 3A.
While both groups significant gains in achievement in terms
of this standardized A.Ist during the study, the linguistic group
made higher gains, although the gains were not significant. The
results also indicated that there was no difference between the
mean length of the T-units of the writing samples foil both groups
at the beginning of the study. Although the linguistic group made
a slightly higher gain in the mean length of the Tuunits during
the period of the study, this difference was not significant. A
comparison of the pre- to post-gain scores of the length of the
T-units also revealed substantially the same result. A study of
the converted scores of the mean length of the Ts-units of both
groups showed that the linguistic group had significantly higher
mean converted T-units than did the control group at the beginning
of the study. After the study, however, the difference was not
significant. A comparison of the pre- to post -gain of the con-
verted scores of the mean length of T-units of the linguistic and
control groups revealed. that there was no significant difference
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between the gain in the converted length of mean T-units after
the study.

The null hypothesis was thereby sustained: as measured by
a standardized test, the mean length of T-units in writing
samples, and converted scores of those same average T-units to
account for length of writing samples, there is no significant
difference in student ability to write compositions between
students who have materials based upon structural and generative
grammar and students who have traditional Latinate grammar instruc-
tion.
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A t test applied to the scores of the STEP Writing Test, 3A,
for the students in both groups revealed that the linguistic
group was significantly higher than the control group. The
results of a t test applied to the STEP Writing Test, 3A, and
the SW Writing Test, 3B, showed that both groups made significant
gains in achievement. The linguistic group also made significantly
higher scores on the post-test STEP Writing Test, 3B, than did the
control group; however, a comparison of the gain scores of the two
groups revealed that, although the linguistic group had made a
significantly higher gain over the period of the study, there was
no significant difference in tne gain between the two groups.

A t test applied to the mean length of the T-units of the
pre-writing samples demonstrated that there was no significant
difference between the two groups at the beginning of the study.
The linguistic group made a slightly higher gain in the length
of the mean T-units over the period of the study than did the
control group, but the gain was not significant. A comparison of
pre- to post-gain scores of the two groups revealed essentially the
same results.

Because there was a wide range in the number of words found
in some or the pre-writing samples, particularly those in the
control group, it was decided to weight the number of the average
T-units in the writing samples by multiplying the number of the
average T-unit by 1 if the number of words in the sample ranged
from 0 to 25; 2, for 26 to 50 words; 3, for 51 to 75 words; 4,
for 76 to 100 words; and 5, for 100 plus words. The converted
scores were then analyzed. In terms of converted scores of the
mean length of the T=units of the pre-writing samples, the linguistic
group had significantly higher scores than did the control group.
This greater achievement of the linguistic group at the beginning
of the study was probably due to the greater length of the pre-
writing samples by the linguistic group. Both groups made
significant gains in converted scores of mean T-unit length; the
difference, however, was not significant. A study of the gain
in the converted scores of the mean T-unit length showed that,
although the control group had made a slightly higher gain than
did the linguistic group, the gain was not significant.
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4. DISCUSSION

The original aim of this exploratory study was to determine
whether or not students would show increased maturity in writing
as measured by the mean length of T-units in writing samples
after instruction in materials based upon selected aspects of
structural and generative grammars. Although there was no
significant difference between the mean length of T-units for
students in the linguistic group and for students in the control
group after the study, the writer believes that another study,
following the same theoretical basis and controlling more care-
fully some of the factors, would show a significant positive
correlation. The one, overall impression that remained with the
writer after the study and the analysis of the data was the
enormous complexity involved in attempting to measure in
objective terms writing improvement.

The following factors, in the judgment of the writer, tended
to limit the results of the study.

1. The teacher who taught the linguistic materials found that
she needed more time than was planned to assimilate the new ideas
and approaches.

2. Although the students adapted to unique information and
new techniques and seemed to enjoy the linguistic materials once
they were understood, they nevertheless could not comprehend the
lessons as easily as it was first anticipated.

3. More time than was originally planned was needed to
present the linguistically-oriented materiels. Three or four
class periods were needed for each lesson, of which there were
nineteen. Such a period of time would comprise almost half of
the normal public school year of forty weeks. With instruction
in literature and other normal junior high school activities,
there was simply not enough time for the students to understand
and to be able to manipulate the linguistic materials. It is
recommended that a future study of this nature require at least
two academic years.

4. For the study, the teacher was given lessons explaining
linguistic concepts and exercises of from one to three parts.
The students were given only the exercises to work on and keep.
It would seem more effective if all of the students had individual
copies of the explanatory lessons to study and to keep.

5. One serious problem was observed in collecting the writing
samples. For the study, the students were asked to write a paragraph
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at school within the limit of the class period for pre- and post-
writing samples. This resulted in writing samples ranging from
one sentence of twenty-four words to samples of paragraphs of
more than one-hundred and fifty words. A need was seen to have
a uniform number of words for each sample. For a future study,
three or four pre- and pest- writing samples might be collected,
and a random sample of approximately one-hundred words could be
identified and analyzed.

6. There was an unnerving lack of correlation between student
performance on the standardized writing tests and the mean length
of T-units from the writing samples. The linguistic group scored
significantly higher than did the control group on the pre-standardized
writing test, but there was no significant difference between the
length of the mean T-units for the two groups from both the pre-
and post-writing samples. It may be possible that what is measured
by this particular standardized writing test has very little relation
to the ability of the student to write longer, more complex, and
more mature sentences. Another inference may be that while we have
assumed that students who score higher on standardized tests are
better writers than those who score lower, in actuality, such
students who score lower on a standardized writing test may, in
fact, write as mature sentences as do those students who score
significantly higher on certain standardized writing tests.

7. The time actually expended in analyzing the data from the
writing samples was simply much longer than had been anticipated.
The T -units for each writing sample had to be identified, fragments
and "garbles" (unintelligible groups of words) omitted, the number
of words for each T-unit taLliad, the mean T-unit for each sample
computed, and. all of the mean T=units converted to allow for
glaring discrepancies in the number of words in the samples. In
the future, students could be matched by some external criterion,
and a smaller number of writing samples could be analyzed.

8. In the exploratory study, fairly extensive materials on
the identification of form class and structure words were presented
at the beginning of the study to the students in the linguistic
group. It is now the ccxiviction of the writer that this was the
reverse approach to use with students to help them become adept
at manipulating syntactic patterns in their writing. The approach
of moving from single words to phrases and clauses seems too
closely related to the traditional approach of identifying parts
of speech and then moving to larger units of language. A future
study of the nature of this exploratory study should start with
the students manipulating linguistic units larger than the single
word and then learning to identify form class and structure words
after dexterity in manipulating phrases and clauses has been
achieved.
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9. Another rather disquieting observation from the exploratory
study was the fact that many students had a negative gain in the
length of ILunits over the period of the study. Some students,
in other words, wrote longer mean 5-units at the beginning of the
study than they did at the end. It would seem that there are still
other factors and variables which have not been identified yet in
this complex, psychological act of writing which need to be accounted
for in the future. In spite of the :problems encountered in this
study, however, the writer thinks that the T -unit can become a
reliable and objective means for measuring growth in writing maturity.
Notwithstanding the results of this exploratory study, the writer
maintains that students who have an insight into how they and
professional writers manipulate syntactic patterns and who have
much practice in creating new and varied linguistic patterns, will
write longer and more mature sentences. Such a hypothesis, for
reasons thus advanced, was not adequately tested.



5. CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS) AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conclusions

This exploratory study was conducted to determine the effective-
ness of English language instruction, using materials adapted from
structural and generative grammars, upon the ability of students
to write more mature compositions. The study was originally in-
tended to test the relationship between such language instruction
and the students' ability to understand poetry and short fiction;
but because of limitations during the actual study, the problem
was delimited to include only the relationship between modern
grammar study and student writing improvement. The actual study
was also limited to seventh-grade students only, not seventh- and
eighth-grade students. All students were given pre- and post-
standardized writing tests and contributed pre- and post-writing
samples. The linguistic group was given materials designed to
give the students an understanding of how to analyze English
sentences by a structural grammar approach and of how to create
and combine new sentences by a generative-transformational approach.

The linguistic group was significantly higher in achievement
on the scores of the standardized writing test. Both groups made
significantly higher scores on this test after the study; the
experimental group, as would be expected, also made significantly
higher scores on the post-standardized writing test. With relation
to the mean length of the T -units from the writing samples, there
was no significant difference between the two groups at the begin-
ning of the study. Although the linguistic group made slightly
higher gains in the length of T-units after the study than did the
control group, the gain was not significant. When the numbers of
'man length of T -units were converted by weighting according to
the number of words in the writing sample it was shown that, although
the control group had made a slightly higher gain than did the
linguistic group, the gain in the converted scores of the length
of the T-units was not significant.

The null hypothesis was thereby sustained: as measured by a
standardized writing test, the mean length of T-units in writing
samples, and by converted scores of these same average T-units
to account for the length of writing samples, there is no
significant difference in student ability to write compositions
between students who have materials based upon structural and
generative grammars and students who have traditional Latinate
grammar instruction.
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Ikplications

It is the opinion of the writer that the theoretical formu-
lations of the present exploratory study are still valid; for
reasons previously cited in the section DISCUSSION, the original
hypothesis was not adequately tested. Although the effectiveness
of a phrase- and clause-building approach to writing based upon
the most appropriate knowledge to be gained from structural and
generative grammars has not been substantiated, it has not been
disproved either. It may be that there is no correlation between
a stud ant's knowledge of grammar -- any grammar, be it Latinate,
structural, or generative-transformational -- and his ability to
write longer, more complex, an& more mature sentences; the writer
prefers to think, however, that the ways of isolating and controlling
the numerous physical and psychological factors in such studies that
may help to disprove such a hypothesis have still eluded us.

Recommendations

On the basis of the experience gained from conducting and
of analyzing the data from this exploratory study, the writer
wishes to make the following recommendations:

1. Future studies should be conducted with students at many
different grade and ability levels in which much attention is
given to a sentence- combining approach to creating new sentences
based upon insights gained from generative-transformational
grannars. The appropriateness of certain types of knowledge and
techniques is yet to be determined. Such exercises, for instance,
could be used in the elementary grades without formal, verbal
descriptions of terms and activities.

2. A concerted attempt should be made to determine how the
T-unit can be made to serve in a more accurate and objective manner
as a criterion for judging more mature writing after special
instruction.

3. After more objective devices have been developed for
measuring growth in student writing, attention should be given to
the differences in linguistic structures among such varied modes
as narration, description, exposition, and persuasion or among
such modes as fiction, non-fiction, and poetry.

4. Finally, besides activities leading to an adept manipu-
lation of linguistic patterns, information which provides students
with specific and accurate tools for analyzing syntax in student
and professional writing and literature of all kinds should be an
integral part of the general English language curriculum.
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APPENDIX A

LESSON ONE: 'that is Grammar?

There are many ways of talking about grammar. Some people
say that the following is "bad" grammar:

He don't want to come.
She ain't my friend.

Can you think of any other examples of such "bad" grammar?

Actually, such sentences demonstrate what we call a level
of usage; that is, these sentences are "used" by a certain group
of people who have not been --ighly educated. Highly educated
people, for instance, would say the sentences in the following
way:

He doesn't uant to come.
She isn't my friend.

The first group of sentences really does not represent "bad"
or "incorrect" grammar because these sentences are said by people
who have spoken. English all their lives--native speakers of Eng-
lish--and other speakers of English could understand them. Now
notice these sentences:

Doesn't to come he want.
friend isn't she.

Although both of these sentences have the "correct" forms,
they very definitely represent "bad" grammar. No native speaker
of English would even use such sentences. What we have frequently
called "bad" grammar then is really only a matter, of what dif-
ferent types of people use- -whit we should call usage

Are you afraid of grammar? Do you think it is impossible
to learn? Would you be surprised to find out that you already
know all about Snglish grammar? Of course you do, because you
speak English and have spoken it so that others have understood
you since you were quite young. Actually you learned all the
basic rules for making English sentences by the time you were
four or five years old. We're not sure how you learned such a
complicated process, but you did, and linguists--those who study
language scientifically--are only now beginning to find out how
the process takes place.
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If you're not convinced that you know English grammar well,
look at the following sentences:

1. The cat chased the mouse.

2. Chased the cat the mouse.

3. She doesn't believe re.

4. lie doesn't she believe.

5. School will probably let out after the assembly.

6. After the assembly probably will let out school.

Of course, sentences 1, 3 and 5 are grammatical, and sen-
tences 2, 1 and 6 are ungrammatical. Can you tell why they are
not grammatical? You may not know all the terms, but you can
easily identify the grammatical sentences.

Now look at this sentence:

Hy dog Penny prefers to drive a Honda to a motorcycle.

Is this sentence grammatical? Yes, it is, but it is also
nonsense although it does conform to the general rules for
naking English sentences. The terra "grammar" does not apply to
sentences spoken by native speakers of English who are not
highly educated, nor does "grammar" have to do with a sentence
"making sense" Or being "true". The word urfrannar", for our
purpose, means building seri...ten= g.A212 mg= be used la natlye.
speakers of gryirish.

If you already know how to say grammatical English sentences,
then you may ask, "Why should I bother to study grammar now?"
First, you have learned only the basic rules for making grammatical
English sentences. Now you Lust begin a study which shotild last
the rest of your life to understand how you can create new and
interesting sentences in your speaking and writing. A conscious
study of your grammar should help you with this. Second, if,
-while studying English grammar, you have a lot of practice in
writing new and varied sentences, you should be able to write
more mature compositions. Third, even if your study of grammar
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doesn't help you with 7ceading c.nd writing, it will help you to
understand one of the Lo2t tuportant topics that you can know
about: the study of how you eaumunicate through language with
other people.



LLssor ONE: What is Gramar?

Exercise A. Before the following groups of words, write G if the

words represent a gramatical sentence, or write L if the words
represent an ungramLiatical sentence* Don't be fooled by nonsense
words; if they follow the scheme of English sentences, then they
are grammatical. Above each ungrammatical group of words, write
a sentence which would be correct. Be prepared to give reasrl
for your choices.

1. I swam the Atlantic Ocean in one day,

2. Spheroid a baseball is.

3. Sailed the Pacific Ocean I.

4* Superman is the /prircipd of or school.

5. All boys juppled the corstan.

6. Purple cats make the best kind of first basezen.

7. Willie Nays a great baseball player becomes*

8. he don't like peanut butter on bananas.

9. Flobleys frequeiatly spuggle with the greatest of ease*

10. Vinegar and spice are of made little girls.

11. Our league the football team win will.

12. Puppy dog tails are uade of and pizza pies big boys.

13. Weren't you learned any better than that?

14. We weren't surprised when James Bond vas chosen hiss America.

15. Gloops would rather globble than fletch.

16. The great secret agent James Bond is.

17. He just didn't know no better than to pour raspberry jam

all over the cat.

18. My pet hamster is the best student in our class,

19. Wouldn't you blobber have a syntrax than obey lother doff?

20. To be on the honor roll not an honor just it is if a grind

greasy are you.
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LESSON TWO: Grammar and Usage

We have seen that the term "grammar" refers to how sentences
are put together by native speakers of English. Gramar does not
necessarily refer to the meaning of a sentence. For example, the
sentence "A baseball is rectangular", is grammatical but nonsensi-
cal. The group of words, "Sailed the Atlantic Ocean I", presents
an idea which makes sense, but it is not grammatical.

If this were all there were to the problem of grmnnar, you
would have no trouble telling grammatical sentences from ungram-
matical sentences. To make the problem more com-Aicated, however,
some people have mixed up the term "grnnmar" with that of "usage".
Notice these sentences. Axe they granr.atical or not?

1. He done his work.

2. Henry brung his mother some flowers.

3. He don't do nothing right.

4. Me and Eddie grabbed him and throweci him out.

5. I like nine better than yourn.

From what we have just learned, we know that these sentences
are grammatical. They are spoken by native speakers of Engiish and
are understood by other speakers of English. Such sentences, though,
are sometimes incr.' rectly labeled "bad grammar" because highly
educated people would not talk like this. They would say the
following:

1, He did his work.

2. Henry brought his mother some flowers.

3. He doesn't do anything right.

4. Lddie aid I took him and threw him out.

5. I like mine better than yours.

With respect to their use of language, people can be divided
roughly into two categories. The forlial level includes the speech
used by highly educated people while the illiterate level would
apply to the speech of uneducated people, people who simply had not
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had the chance to hear or to learn formal English. To these two
levels of us -which are both "correct" gramuar, as we mean the
uord "gramar"--we add a third level of :ngliSh which we will call
ungranuatical. Notice these sentences.

1. George climbed the Lountain for his girl.

2. George clumb the mountain for his girl.

3. George his girl climbed the mountain.

Sentence 1 represents the forcal level of usage, sentence 2
represents the illiterate level, but sentence 3 is clearly gum-
rztica1. lihy do NO prefer sentence 1 to sentence 2? Is sentence 1
clearer? Is the sound of the words better in sentence 2? We pre-
fer sentence 1 simply because we associate it with educated people,
and we associate sentence 2 with uneducated people.

This is an important fact about our language: educated people
do not say sentence I, "George climbed the Lountain for his girl",
because it is better than sentence 2. On the other hand, educated
people say it, and that Lakes it better. There are no rules of
logic involved. If you want to be thought educated, then you
should learn the formal level of usage. If you wish to join the
business, professional, or academic world, then you should try to
raster this first level of usage.

It is iLlportant to note that there is nothing wrong with
level two The language used by these people is capable of express-
ing a great deal of force, clarity, and tenderness. many of our
original foiksongs represent the illiterate level. During the
great depression in the 1930's when highly educated people could
not find jobs, farmers and other workers who used the second level
of usage ate regularly. To point out the apparent contradiction
here, Will Rogers, the humorist, said:

"Rum that don't say ainl t 7 ain't eating."

Such a situation can still exist, but people who use level
one still tend to look down their noses at people who use level
two. This is rather snobbish, but it is nevertheless true.
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There is still another problem involved in the distinction
between levels of usage and grammar.

1, Who are you going with?

2. Lvelyn wanted to really help with the dance.

3. You will go to school today:

4. Can I go to the movies?

Sentence 1 ends with a preposition and uses "who" instead
of "whom". In sentence 2 the word "really" comes between the
words "to" and "help" this is called a split infinitive. Sentence
3 uses "will" instead of "shall", and sentence 4 uses "can" in-
stead of "may". SoLe individuals who arc very fussy would prefer
the following:

1. With whom are you going?

2. Evelyn really wanted to help with the dance.

3. You shall go to school today!

4. Nay I go to the movies?

Without a doubt, the original sentences are grammatical, but
do they represent level one or level two of English? The answer
to such a question lies in your ability to listen to educated
speners and to learn how they use our language. Obviously, "Who
are you going with?" is not comparable to "George clumb the moun-
tain for his girl." In fact, some educated people would state
that the sentence, wraith whom are you going?" is too formal and
artificial. In any evcrt, you should learn the difference between
these levels of usage. It is necessary to remember that the first
group of sentences are not ungr.ftsatical2 except in a very trivial
way. There are Dore serious matters to worry about.

If you already know whether 7nglish sentences are grammatical
or not and you only need to be able to tell the difference between
usage level one and that of usage level two, why do you need to
bother with written English at all? Yon must, because serious
written English is quite a different thing from spoTTen English.
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We might even call *written. English a dialector special type --
of spoken English. We Night say that spoken language represents
reality once removed while written language represents reality
twice removed.

it

The real object.

I

21

"t-r-c-e."

3.

TREE

The sounds in English The written syn-
stand for the real object. bols which stand

for sounds which,
in turn stand for
a real object.

With written English we oust all learn and agree upon a common
set of vocabulary, spelling, and grammatical pattern, not because
they are "correct", but because they are efficient. If we didn't
all agree on the general conventions of the English language, we
wouldn't be able to communicate with each other.

For instance, a person can say the words, "you can come", and
he can use the rising and falling of his voice, the loudness of his
voice and the use of gesture to demonstrate exactly what he means.
In written language? however, he must use symbols that we all agree
on to make his meaning clear.

1. "You can come?" she a,Aced hesitantly.

2. 'You can come," he said, as ho ict the rest of us go and
pointed to me.

3. "You can come!" he yelled when I shook my head.

The real problem in 1: ruing how to write serious English is
to change over from spoken language to the use of conventional
symbols and patterns. This means much practice and careful attention,
but anyone with average intelligence and a certain desire can learn
to write English competently.
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1,236011 TA): Grammcr and Usage

Exercise 1. Bcforo c"ach of the following sentences, write the
number 1 for those that arc acceptable for educated speakers, the
number 2 for those that are characteristic of uneducated speakers
only, and the number 3 for those that are clearly ungrammatical.
Be prepared to give reasons for your choices.

1. We had seen him just ycsterday.

2. We seen him the other day.

3. Could you tell Le not busy?

4. It was quite evident that some one had been in the house
while we were gone.

5. He ain't telling the truth.

6. Without a doubt, he was the one who done it.

7. Jimmy did a good job of shoveling the walks like he
should of.

8. Be spent most of the day just laying around.

9. We shall your coLpany enjoy to have.

10. Our neighbor said that Henry didn't look where he was
riding and run down the little boy.

11. Shall we leave at eight?

12. He just cone into the living room and laid down on the
sofa and didn't say nothing.

13. Stanley seems very happily lately.

Your father speak to ne like he no like LO.

15. With whom would you prefer to sit?

16. Feeling he was right, Oscar refused apologizing.

17. He Jiould of tended to it hisself,

18. If I were he, I would be very careful of ny writing.

19. It is sometimes very hard understand algebra.

20. Yes, it is I. With whom would you like to speak?
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LESSON THREE: FCRI; CLASS 'ARDS

In the first lessons, we looked at the problems of grammar
and usage in. English and found that, for our purposes, the word

grammar would mean how sentences were put together in our lan-
guage. We also found that such a sentence as "Henry brung his
mother some flowers" was not ungrammatical but actually was a
sentence which was acceptable by some native speakers of Eng-

lish. Although such a sentence made sense, educated people
would frown upon its use. Therefore, what is commonly called
"bad" grammar may simply be a type of sentence which is not
accepted by educated people.

Since you were quite young, you have been able to make
English sentences that were graL,,atical. Lost of the time you
didn't even know how you made these sentences. Now you should
begin to study English sentences so you can have a better
understanding of how they are put together. This knowledge
should help you in reading and writing, but the information
is also interesting in itself.

Individual words do have Leanings of their own, lexical- -
or dictionarymeanings, but they sometimes acquire different
meanings in the process of forming sentences. The word race,
for instance, has the lexical Leaning of "contest", such as
in the sentence, "He won the race." Notice, however, how the
word race -way change its Leaning when its relative position
in a sentence or its form is changed.

He won the race.
The hot rods raced yesterday.
The race was exciting.
nacing: around the track, the hot roes roared.
The sailboats were stuck in. "the race" when the tide came

in.
Race Point on the tip of Cape Cod has a beautiful beach.

For a long time students have had difficulty in identi..

fying parts of speech in Pnglish precisely because words do
change their Leaning according to how they are used. You will
not be asked to learn definitions of parts of speech and then
be asked to pick these out of sentences. Rather, you should
learn how to look at actual sentences--ones that you write,
ones that you speak, and ones that professional writers have
written--and know how to recognize different types of words
as they are actually used in grammatical 7nglish sentences.
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Generally, linguists--or those scholars who make their
life work the study of language--state that there are four
major form classes or parts of speech in English. in fact,
Charles C. Fries analyzed fifty hours of telephone conversa-
tions by educated speakers of English and found that 93% of
the words spoken fell into these four form class groups. By
form class, we mean words that can be identified chiefly by

their form. The other 7% of the words--which we shall
examine later--were called structure words.

The four form classes may be called nouns, verbs, adieu
fives, and adverbs. Pronouns are different to some extent,
but we may call then a subdivision of the noun class.

If it is sometimes difficult to identify individual
words in English until we can see how they are actually used
in sentences, then hov can we distinguish different form
classes? There are four ways of identifying these classes.

1. Inflection. By inflection, we wean the change or
letters at the ends of words that in turn c:iange

the Leaning of the words.

boy boys
fox foxes
give gives
who whom
run runniu

The inflection s changes the word la to mean
more than one boy, boys. The inflection es changes
fox to the plural fox, and the inflection s changes
the verb iglu fron the present singular or plural
to the third person singular; present tense, gives.
The inflection m changes the nouinative who to the
accusative wholl. Who save you the Lonkey wrench?
You gave the Lonkey wrench to whoL?) The inflection
ning, changes run from a word that shows action taking
place to a word that shows action scuLtipa to take
place. (I run. I an runnlnE4)

11.
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2. Derivational suffixes. Suffixes are letters added
to the ends of vords which change their form and
also meaning. These particular suffixes are called
derivational because they derive frog: the word it-
self and are Lore closely connected to the ord than
the inflections we have just examined.

courage courageous
wove movable
terror terrible

The words courage, move, and terror are changed
from nouns to adjectives by the use of derivational
suffixes.

3. Word order. We can also identify form class words- -
nouns, verbs? adjectives, and adverbs--by their order,
or position in an English sentence.

1. The fast first baseman stole second.
2. Conscientious abjectors sometimes fast until they

are almost starved.
3. The fast color did not run.
4. Do not drive fast.

11th some words in English, we can tell their
meaning only if we see how they are used in sentences.
The first use of fast is as an adjective, telling us
that the first basel.an was not slow. The second fast
is a verb, meaning to go without food. The third
use of fast is as an adjective, but this tine it is
applied to a color which does not run when it is in
a washing machine with other clothes. The final fast
is used as an adverb and tells people how not to drive,
In one respect, we can identify the form class words
by their position or word order. In another way,
however, an and of the total meaning of the
sentence--or how the words are DLit together as a
whole--is necessary before we can distinguish the
different form class words.

+. Stress. Stress umns the comparative loudness or
softness with which we accent words.
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suspect

insult

imprint

contrast

suspect

insult

imprint

contrast

By shifting the stress froL the first to the second
syllable of the preceding words, we change them from nouns to
verbs. Thus, in spoken English, we would say

I suspect Adam; he is a prime suspect.

not

I suspect Adam; he is a prime suspect.

Also, we mould say,
I

You can't insult Joe; an insult doesn't bother him.

not

You can't insult Joe; an insult doesn't bother him.

Before we analyze fn more detail the form class words and
the structure words of the English language, let's examine a
nonsense sentence. This is a valuable exercise because it
demonstrates how we can identify individual words without
knowing their meaning at all. can, you reLeLber, identify
the form class words by inflections, deAvational suffixes,
word order, and, sometimes, by stress.

A Ana rang 2=4191 the linnest blurbs tetly.

We can't tell the lexical or dictionary Leanings of the
words in this sentence because there are only two words--a and
the--that we recognize. Yet the gramLatical meaning of the
sentence is clear. The article a identifies ran g as a noun,
which can be Lade pluralmous B lurbs has the plural inflec-
tion of a noun. gIuoy is an adjective because of the suffix
as well as its position between an article and noun. The

word linnest is also an adjective because it is located between
an article and noun, and it is further distinguished as an
adjective by the superlative inflection est (lire, linner, linnest).
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.rrt..,,-..vfmkrmern(v.tror,

pickled, is a verb because it has the past tense inflection
of ed, and it also has the elerivational suffix of le comLon
to such verbs as rattle, crackle, battle. Lie= should be an
adverb because it ends in and because it appears at the end
of the sentence whore adverbs frequently appear.

All of this gramLatical inforLation can be learned with-
out any attention to the meaning of the words. The sentence
pattern is a basic one - -Sub est - Verb - ablestwhich can be
repeated in an infinite number of senterl3e3.

An evil man located the bank stealthily.
The colorful ringLlaster entertained the crowd zestfully.
A dingy file covered the furniture lightly.

Furthermore, like any =Lest - astest - Verb sentence,
the nonsense sentence can be shifted to the passive.

The linnest blurbs were spicklod by a stung :cane tcitly.

This approach to classifying words helps us to identify
words which e.:0 completely unfamiliar to us and helps us to
understand the meaning of faLiiliar words used in new and
unusual ways*
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LESSON THREE: FORH CLASS WORDS

Exercise A. Immediately under the sample sentences, write a
new sentence using the underlined word in a different way.
Example: She sat on a tack.

He tacked the rug.

1. The au on the bottle was stuck tight.

2. The rattlesnake can coil itself into a sinister circle.

3. The duck flew away in great fright.

4. John's father is such a grave,, somber Lan.

5. I like to leaf through a Sears and Roebuck catalog.

6. A carpenter's plane is useful for shaving warped doors.

7. Fair weather is a blessing after a long, cold spell.

8. I have your telephone number in my file.

9. If you leaf through the book, you will find a fifty-dollar
bill.

10. The =II from the pine tree burned brightly.

Exercise B. Directly under the sample sentence, write a new
sentence by chaining the stress of the underlined word.
Example: The convict went to prison for ninety-nine years.

You can't convict someone without proof.
I

1. The insult didn't bother him.

2. To rebel against authority just for the sake of rebelling is
foolish.



Exercise B cont. -2-

I

3. The project net with complete failure.

Lesson Three

4. Conflicting stories about the lost wallet were given.

5, A breakthrough of enemy tanks at the front was greatly feared:

Exercise C. Under the sample nonsense sentences, write new
sentences that have meaning but which follow the same pattern
as the nonsense sentence. Be prepared to identify in class, if
possible, the form class words by the means which we have just
discussed: inflection, derivational suffixes, word order, and
sometimes stress.
Example: The scroopy tingle skobbed and skobbed.

The excited girl giggled and giggled.

1. The licky kares blane the bloxes a klunp.

2. A sputty poo moved and kooed bloppily.

3. In the bemmest dloom, a glovely larbar spang weetly.

4. A glob is blam's fest brend.

5. Darning down the splope, the most gloggerdang berl in the
glaze spocked spushishly.
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LESSON FOUR: FORM CUSS WORDS; NUNS fiEt=2=58

We have looked at some of the ways by which we can identifyform class words: inflection, derivational suffixes, word order,and stress. Remember, these four major classes of wordsnouns,
verbs, glectives, and adverbsLakc up over 93% of the words in
our language. What makes up the other 7? These words we may
call structure words.

In a later lesson, we will analyze in more detail structure
words, but it is necessary at this titre to give a short explana-
tion of structure words so that we can understand form class
words better. Structure words cannot be classified by formal
characteristics--such as distinctive form- -like the form class
words. For instance, we can understand the grammatical mean-
ing of a sentence if we substitute nonsense words for form class
words but retain the structure words.

That dugglo on the gloop which was drigglet. 12:L2
obsey has been toggled.

However, if ue try the reverse -- substituting nonsense
words for the structure words but retaining the form class words--
we have no idea of the grammatical meaning of the sentence.

=LIR house glob, s-olot hill pLiclas. 1.E._. g1 built ab
g.121 grandfather blut blub sold.

That house on the hill which xe.il built u grandfather
has been sold

The underlined words are all structure words; the remain-
ing words are form class words. Later, you will see a more
complete list of structure words. Here however, are a few
examples of rather common structure words.

articles: a, an, the
laciEL.im- verbs: can, should, may, would
zsmsti.0/21: in up, to, by, in, down
coujunctions: and, but, since, until
relatives: who, which, whose, whom
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Now, let's turn back to for class words and look more
closely at their distinguishing features, so you can begin to
identify then and learn how they are used in English sentences.

Nouns. One of the most important ways of identifying
fora class words is by their order and arrangeuent in actual
English sentences. T:ie recognized nouns by other ueans, but
word order shows us how fort. class words are actually used in
sentences. A simple and clear way of showing the word order
of form class words is called subsitution. /re take a short and
simple sentence--a minimum freeutterance, it is called by the
linguists--and substitute words in certain positions. If the
words "fit," if they do not change the structure of the sentence,
then they all belong to the sane form class group. Three simple,
short sentences like the following Ley be used:

FraLD L
The 21g; was good.

Frame B
The teacher forgct the attendance.

Frame C
The lay went there.

By substituting words for "pie" in fraue "A," we find that
any words that "fit" are of a particular forn class, in this
case, nouns.

Fraue L
The x42 was good.

soda
Liik
ice creau
bromic

We can see readily that words ending in s do not fit the
present frame. If we Lake a slight adjusthent, then many more
words can be added.

Fraue A
The cookies were good.

tootsie rolls
haubuulas
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The adjusted Fraue L. Light be shown in the following
manner:

Frau° A
(The) is/was good.

s are/were

We can place the word "the" in parentheses because,
although it precedes many nouns in English sentences, it is
not absolutely necessary.

Ian lress is good.
Sugar is good.
Coil:lents were good.

These words then although they do not use the marker "the,"
are nevertheless the nouns. We also find .any other nouns by
detemining what words "fit" the sane positions in the other
two simple, frame sentences.

Frame B
The teacher forgot the attendance.

Lother breakfast.
guard
soldier

Fraue C
The .b..92 went there,

teen
MIQUI
cat

We may now safely say that all words that fit the positions
in these three ninium utterances arc of the sane form class,
that is, nouns.

Llthough we can identify nouns by the substitution of words
in sentence frames, there are other signals that help us to
recognize nouns when we see thou.
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Nouns are froquontly Larked by words like "the"--which we
have already learncd--and which are called deteruiners, a group
of structure words that trecede the nouns they identify.

the pilot
A wouan

that record
his coat
five brats

DetorLiners include the articles a, an, the; the deuonstra-
tives this that, these, those; possessive foms of pronouns,
,LE, you, his; nuuerals, one, five; and other words which we
will identify and learn as ve go along.

Ls we have already observed, though, not every noun is
preceded by a deteruiner.

She enjoyed good health.
Breakfast was late.
Class vas early.
gm= is met.

Nouns use distinctive inflections to show the plural.

one boy - nany boys
a foot - two feet
the calf - three calves
the die - two dice
one index - several indices

Nouns also show possession in the following fashion.

a nurse's coat
a student's suitcase
a winter's night

Derivational suffixes also distinguish nouns.
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-ance defiance, brilliance, substance
-Lent - arguLent, increLent

-cr - writer, sini3er, swiLLIcr
-al - arrival, refusal, denial

Finally, nouns can be distinguishcd by the appropriate
stress on certain syllables.

Noun - The contest was fiercely fought.

Verb - Don't contest the decision.

Noun - The rbel cried, "Down with everybody:"

Verb - Psychologists think tiat is natural for adolescents
to rebel.



LESSOR FOUR: FORL CLASS WORDS: NOUNS

Exercise A. For the following frame sentences, write appropriate
form class words. i:ake sure the words "fit" and don't be afraid
to make then as interesting as possible.

(The) monster is/was incredible:

......

_..,...

The soldier dropped the rifle.

...... .......

.....

The 1'-"b sloshed down the street.



Exercise B. Immediately under the sample sentence, write a new
sentence, changing the underlined word from singular to plural
by adding the appropriate inflection.
Example: My foot hurts:

fly feet are black and blue.

1. The let roared off the runway.

2. In the dark, we heard the whining la.

3. The Lincoins have only one child.

4. Is the plural of mouse, "meese"?

5. We saw the great moose standing in the meadow.

6. The crisis was near at hand.

7. Do you know the radius of that circle?

8. A female graduate is an alumna.

9. Oh, my aching vertebra:

O. In the United States, a man may have only one wife.

Exercise C. Under the sample sentences, write a new sentence,
changing the underlined word to a noun.
Example: Will the umpire reverse his decision?

The reversal was booed.

1. Ey mother approves of my driving a Cadillac.

2. If we could only erase all of our lAstakes:

3. Did Columbus really discover ALerica?
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LESSON FOUR:
Exercise C continued

4. Jane will recover zron her headache in t17.Lle to go to the movies.

5. Joe likes to flc.tter girls.

6. The singer will perfork. tonight.

7. The manager will admit only children.

8. It pays to advertise.

9. The great try to achieve great things.

10. You amuse rae when you say the world will end tomorrow.

11. I lull to mow your lawn for seven years.

12. If you hit him with the pie, you may be minisheds

13. Henry pays, for his own clothes.

14. The two cars collided with a great crash.

15, The minister advised me to stop cussing.

16. Would you help rae with the garbage?

17. You can offend only your best friends.

18. I wouldn't mbjest a dog to that indecency.

19. "I obiect to that notion:" cried Oscar.

20. Please don't deride your father.
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Just as we deterLined nouns by their appropriate positions
in sizTle, saLple sentences, we ::ay do the sae for identifying

[1

verbs. ':Jo use the sere test fr46::.es and substitute new words,
this time in a new position.

Frame A
(The) pie is./yrls. ccod.

pies re/ilere
;3eeiiS7Seemeei

se.pr;1

sounds/sounded
sound
feels/felt
feel
becomes/beca:_e
become

LESSON FIVE; Fon:: CUSS '-!07.DS: VERBS

Actually, we see very quickly that the verbs that fit this
particular frame are quite few in nuaer. Later, we shall
identify this kind of sentence and the type of verb which it eu-
ploy as a special English sentence.

FraL.e B

[i

(The) teacher forcot (the) attendance.
teachers

wanted
paw
discussed
sur7rested
understood

U
For this fraLe, we can find a great I:any verbs that will

"fit." Later we will also identify this sentence and its kind
,J of verb as another special type of English sentence.

Free C
(The) boy went there,

boys
cato
ran
started
movedwe



Many different verbs uill also fit the slot for Frazee C,
and we have here another special type of verb in a special
English sentence.

Verbs Ley be identified by other Leans besides the L.ethod
of substitution in sw..iple fraLe sentences. For instance, the
various inflections of verbs are iLportant signals for reco(;ni-
tion.

Ease
5 -Fart
Past Tense
Past ;artic_14]..4.
Present Participle

3=1.021.1M1
I cast
he casts
he cast
he has cast
he is castinr=11.1.1. vwx...0 emematial

.t.n.URKLYS-2.1I coLe
he coues
he cao.
he hcs c2.4.
he is coillm:

-art verb
I sing
he sin .s.
he um
he has sung,
he is sine,

:s we can see? soLe types of verbs in :nglish have
different types of inflections, but Llost of the verbs can be
grouped under the headinjs of 3-part, 1+.-part, and 5-part verbs.

Notice that if a word can show tine, or tense, then it
Lust be a verb.

I yalk to school every day.
I walked to school every clay last year.
I au 1.4serable.
I was :_iserable.

Also, it is iuportant to notice that the English verb
characteristically adds the inflections to the third person
singular of the present tense.

I ring; the bell. I talk too ouch.
but but

She rings the bell. Jane talks too ouch.

Luxilaries, or helping: verbs, are certain structure words
that also help to signify verbs:
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The dog-faced boy uz r.ivi ng a show.

hce: y)eeri. f;iving
ig..ves. been giving

should r,ive
can give
Lust give

Just as there were derivational suffixes and prefixes
that identify nouns, there are appropriate suffixes and pre-
fixes- -which we 1..dght group together as affixes--that identify
verbs.

-ize . hypnotize, orranize, randoLize
- terrify., stupid, nystigy

-ate - operate, facilitate, instigto
- befriend, behead

en- . enrich, endear

Finally, verbs Lay be distinguished by stress.

I contest that ruling! - verb
I

The contest was absurd. - noun
I

"i2osent thee froze felicity," said Haulet. verb

The absent boy Lissed the cake and soda pop. - adjective
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LESSON FIVE: FOR/I CLASS WORDS: VERBS

Exercise A. For the following frame sentences, write appro-
priate form class words. Because there is only a limited number
of verbs to fit frame A, you nay use sone verbs already noted.
For franes B and C: try to think of new verbs.

(The) cake is/was good.
cakes are were good.

(The) monkey eyed the banana.

11111.00.11110. NIIIIIMMINNWEIMININOMMINO

11~0.11

(The) squirrel ran there.11
afameraimaimaxemsoaegeowe

Onegailinftwinumwdommall

11011
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Exercise B. Under the sanple sentences, write a new sentence,
changing the underlined word to a verb. A prefix ray be used
as well as a suffix.
Example: The arrival of the governor was anticipated by everyone.

When =He arrive?

1. The Acguital of the defendent was assured.

2. The departure of the train was delayed.

3. The Annuansa caused by little boys is souetiLes too mach for
adults.

4. The best offense is a good defense,

5. The catcher of a baseball team is many tines the best hitter.

6. A writer must work at his job of writing day-by-day all year
long.

7. That device for skinning fish is nighty handy.

8. President Lincoln bore the abuse with great sorrow.

9. The sutlecI of Joe's talk was "The Guppy as a Pet."

10. The Lad of illy affection is Rosemary,

11. Some historians think that the Viking colon in New Foundland
was the first in the NewWorld,

12. Elvis is still ray idol.

13. He took a bath once a month whether he needed one or not.

14. Is it true that "all nen are created slogan?

15, Old Cartwright is a bitter nem.

16. Say "inexpensive" not "cheap,."

17. The burglar left a note thanking his hosts for a delicious
snack.

18, The lea= of the United States is a constant wonder.

19. Whenever someone says "no" to hit:, James flies into a ram.

20. nag= will get you anywhere," sailed Susan.
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ra7_SSON SIX: PM CLASS WORDS: AWECTIVES

Actives. ks with nouns and verbs, we can Lost easily
and clearly identify adjectives by their characteristic positions
in English sentences. rain we can use the saLpie fraLe sentences
to see which words "fit" the adjective slot.

The fresh pie smells good.
delicious IMIX
hot NatIlgag

host words that fit these slots are adjectives, One excep-
tion is the noun soLetimes used as an adjective, such as the
word "blueberry," "e can say

The bluelzerra pie sLiells good.
but not

The hot pie smells blueberry.

Such nouns used as adjectives may be called "nomials"; they
sometimes appear in sentences where adjectives appear, but not
always, and thus Lust be designated as nouns used as adjectives.

Other words that have traditionally been called adjectives--
such as this or Ear-do not fit both blanks and therefore cannot
be called adjectives.

T_his rose smells this.
or

.t.z rose smells jdx.

Since words like this and tia do not do the work of adjectives,
we place them in the structure uord category and call them
deterndlipers because they help to determine the class of the word
which they precede.

If we substitute more words in the other sample sentences,
we can begin to discover some interesting features about nouns.
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The pills= teacher forgot the troublesome attendance.
The j)est teacher forgot the week),y attendance.
The prettiest teacher forgot the class attendance.
The porg boisterous boys went there.
The post slovenly boy vent there.

Can you begin to see what takes certain words, adjectives?
TLa two usual positions for adjectives are between a determiner
and a noun and after a special vexb such as look, smell, seem,.

ane...0 ,,row., and om. Frequently a special type of word which quali-
fies or intensifies the adjective precedes it like .11m y, quite,
or rather. Such structure words we Lay call intensifiers.

Determiner

D
this
the
a

-pie
Adj.
loony

attractive
beastly

Determiner Adjective Noun Verb

D. Adj. N. V.
this loony boy seemed
the attractive iguana appeared

a beastly teacher grew

Noun

Ns
boy
iguana
singer

Intensifier

I.
quite

rather
very

Adjective

Adj.
ususual
friendly
distraught

Adjectives are also identified by the inflections er and
est which are added to the bpse word to show aLount or quality
of degree. lie can simply call the degrees of comparison, 2.192111m,
coLDAratiyt s117107,1fives

?ositive

fEst
slow
ugly

4-1.s/^

fE'ster
slower
uglier

3uperlattve

fastest

ugliez4i

Of course, adjectives which have Lore than tvo syllables..
usually do not use inflections to show the comparative and sui...
lative degrees but place Lore or most. before the adjective.
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.3.

Comarative S=erlative

beautiful Lore beautiful Lost beautiful
devious more devious most devious
insidious more insidious most insidious

Another way of identifying adjectives is by learning the
many types of derivational suffixes which a7.e characteristic of
this form class. Lany times there are regular patterns of con
trast between adjectives and other or class words such as nouns
or verbs.

ILWAVI from Noun

baggy bag
cloudz cloud

beasqx beast
friendly friend

bookish book
childish child

accidental accident
brutal brute

faLous fame
porous pore

angelic angel
cubic cube

peaceful per ce
healthful health

AAAIEPive from Verb

confident confide
excellent excell

creative create
selective select

meddlesome meddle

nolten melt
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Finally, there pze a feu ,,.idjectives which are identical to
other form class words except for their pronunciation. The word
se atate Lay be either an adjective or verb, depending how we
pronounce it and where use it in the sentence.

seDarate room is preferable.
Separate those dogs:

There a::e Lany other exaraples, of course, of adjectives
which have been fomed frot other parts of speech. Your task
is to recognize the various for classes instantlywithout
long and conscious e7aLinationand then learn how to use theta
in English sentences.



LESSON SIX; FORH CLASS WORDS: ADJICTIVES

Exercise A. For each blank
three different adjectives.
unusual words.
Example: The fish

spoiled
fried
fresh

in the following sentences, write
Don't be afraid to try new and

smelled
unusual.
delectable.
t .om.

1. The boy appeared

1101111

2. The sauerkraut smelled

.1.041.411P10.

3. The singer looked.1.
,.1.11..1'

+. The, neat tasted very

armor".

1
5. The glob felt extremely

1101.11110.11 0.4.1111==1..11.72.MMNIIINIMMONINED

Exercise B. By changing the derivational suffixes of the follow-
ing words, change them to adjectives.
Example: dirt

1. wrath
2. father
3. lady
4. gold

4.110.1MINONIMESMIIIMIll....0111111.411.10Men

6. shrink
7. swell
8. possess
9. compassion
10. wool
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Exercise B continued Lesson Six
Adjectives

11. pay 16. faith
12. meddle 17. law
13. loathe 18. home
14. irk 19. beauty
15. conciliate 20. power

Exercise C. Under the sample sentences, write a new sentence,
changing the underlined word to an adjective.
Example: The dirt was all over the furniture.

The dirty. furniture was a sight.

1. We had the most fun at your party.

2. Some day my =me will come.

3. There's no fool like a young fool.

4. Put me down, you brute!

5. The pomp of the graduation ceremony was impressive.

6. Like has .Lore nerve than a brass monkey.

7. The power, of a woman's tongue is overwhelming.

8. "It is a good thing tiat wa is so terrible, or we would come
to love it," said ?I. E. Lee.

9. The spider's web glistened like silk in the early morning sun.

10. He who steals my bubble gum is a loathesome wretch!
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MSSOK SEVEN

ronE CLASS WORDS: ADVLRBS

The first step in identifying adverbs is by using the
same sample frame sentences which helped us to identify the
other form class vo;7ds. Any uords which fit the following
slots are adverbs.

Frame A

(The) fresh pie is/was good the rye.
pies are/were here.

alma s.
then
sometimes.

Frame B

(The) teacher forgot (the) attendance

Frame C

clearly.
s suff.IAIRatla

Lussikux
xftagIllz
soon.

(The) boy went there.
s Lacy.

out.

AMAIAiTs
CAR1422,

There are many characteristics of adverbs in English
sentences that we can observe from noticing how they act in
the representative slots. Some adverbs obviously belong together
and can simply be added after the verb.

The boys went down ra....24...aly after.

Some adverbs may not be listed in this fashion. We would
not say the following:
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The boys went down away.
The boys went early often.

Sometimes, the coula may properly separate the adverbs.

The boys went midloy eat:le:a.
The boys went ralAcilv,

'qe can also learn very quickly by observing; what uords
belong in the adverb slots that adverbs are frequently marked
by the derivational suffix Laxly times the 2y. is simply
added to the adjective fort:.

Altat7.1-ve

thoughtful
easy
happy
pretty
quick

Adverb

thoughtful
easilx
happily
prettily
quickly

There are, however, many other words besides
end in Ix that can appear in the adverb slot. In
we cannot rely on the derivational suffix, but we
the word in its correct position.

Adj. Adj.
The first Lan will be the last.

Adv.
James ran last.

Adv.,
His sister came in first.

Adj;;

The losa

(d j.
The hard411.67.0

dog looked like a frankfurter.

roll crunched and crackled.

Adv. Adv.
She sighed 2.cnct and hard.
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A few adverbs are identical to prepositions in form, but
we can tell the difference between the two by noting the stress
on the respective words. Note which word receives the major
emphasis.

Come on. (Adv.)
(preposition)

This is the train I came on.

Walk in. (Adv.)
(preposition)

This is the field I walk in.

As far as position is concerned, adverbs can move around
in the sentence the most easily of all form class words.
Frequently, they appear at the end of a short sentence, but
they may come before a verb, between an auxiliary and a verb,
or at the beginning of a sentence.

She walked gm.
She walked rapidly.
She walked often.
She often walked the dog
She has often walked the dog rapidly.
Often she has walked the dog L421.41.y.

One important point should be made from this simple
exercise with the moveLient of the adverb in a sentence. English
is such a flexible language that we may move around words,
phrases, and even sentences in paragraphs until the patterns say
what we want them to say. Actually this is what writing is all
about: moving words and phrases until they "sound" right. The
more you practice doihg this with language elements, the better
you'll become at it, and the better writer you'll become.

Adverbs may also be identified by words such as rather,
clg12, and ma. These wordswhich we may call intensifiers
because they intensify the adverb--often precede adverbs.
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Intensifier

rather
quite
very

Adverb

hesitantly
slowly
quickly

host adverbs can show degrees of comparison like adjectives- -
positive, comparative, and superlative- -and the typical way is
to add the words more and most to the positive degree.

Positive

quickly
rambunctiously
happily

Comparative

more quickly
r_ore rambunctiously
more happily

Superlative

most quickly
post raibunctiously
most happily

This is not always the case, however, because some adverbs
may be compared by simply adding er and est like adjectives.
Some forms may look like either an adjective or adverb.

fast
soon
early
happily
happy

faster
sooner
earlier
Lo05:19. happily

happier

fastest
soonest
earliest
most happily
happiest

A final way of identifying adverbs is by learning their
characteristic derivational prefixes and suffixes. Just as
with other forIA class words, there are regular patterns of
contrast between adverbs and other words.

Adverb from

noisily
wearily
gladly
hopefully
rhythmicly
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Adverb from Noun

away way
aboard board
aground ground
yearly year
seaward sea

Again, it is important to remember that there are many
other examples of adverbs. Your constant and continuing job
is to recognize the form class words and to practice using
them correctly in your speech and writing.



LESSON SEVEN

FOR/I CLASS WORDS: ADVERBS

Exercise A. For each blank in the following sentences, writethree different adverbs. Try to use as interesting words asyou can, but make sure that they fit the slots.
Example: She cried .

ince s saktja.
hesitantly.
resoundingly.

1. She talked

2. The dog sniffed.

3. The cat has yowled .

1+. does Joe complain.

5. My brother has cried

6. George went

Alm III 0 P. IN OFIMMIWO
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-2- Adverbs

Exercise B. By changing the derivational prefixes or suffixes
of the following words, change them to adverbs.

1. happy 11. open

2. separate 12. smiling

3. day 13. cross

4. month 14. head

5. polite 15. night

6. lee 16. bright

7. final 17. week

8. round 18. home

9. hour 19. idle

10. candid 20,. sad

Exercise C. Under the sample sentence, write a new sentence,
changing the underlined word to an adverb.
Example: The final day of class arrived.

We left school finally.

1. The Lord loves cheerful givers.

2. "That's a private joke," he laughed.

3. The normal way to prepare for an exam is to study all night
and then cross your fingers.

4. What social class do you belong to?

5. Oh: was he a tiresome speaker:
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6. The aim of education is not to prepare confident fools.

7. Jim is a frequent visitor to my house around supper time.

8. "Retract that slanderous statement, or I must demand
immediate satisfaction," demanded One-Eyed Pete,

9. Our annual, picnic was a flop; we drank only seventeen cases
of orange soda,

10, Hy right foot was so sore after the ten-mile hike.
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LESSON EIGHT; STRUCTURE '.TORDS

Now that we have found out the distinguishing features of
form class words--in whrt positions they occur in sentences and
how they may change their forms- -we must turn to a Lore detailed
examination of structure words. Our study will be by no Leans a
full summary of this special category of words, but you should be
introduced to structure words, learn how to identify thou, and
learn how to use them correctly in linglish sentences. although
there are fewer structure words than for class words in Lngiish,
structure words Lust be learned as separate items, simply LeLor-
ized, if you will. Structure words have no special identifying
features2for instrnce, like those of :Lori_ class words. lie have
come to expect that Lost words in English ending in ous are
adjectives (famous, joyous, spacious), but what connection can
we see between the two structure words, and and but?

1. Determiners (words which signal nouns).
Still using the saLpie sentence fraue, we Lay ask what words fit
the slot in which the word,the appears.

(The) fresh pie is/ was good there.
s are/were

sjan
your riany
John's this, these
one that 2 those
ImIx all

If we examine the words which can appear in this position,
we find out that words such as the2 a, an,Ly, vur,

th,

our, and
their always fuhction in this particular slot while e other
words ray serve in this position, depending upon how they are
used in the sentence. L11 such words we Lay call deterLiners2
because they serve to ,_.:ark off the noun form class.

2. Luxiliaries (words which signal verbs).
To find out what words represent the second find of structure
word, we may look for the words which will take the place of the
word can in the following frame.

,:44(r...45*
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Base Ilsom
(The) teacher "Ern forget the attendance.

could
Lay
Shall
will
does

We very quickly find zany other words that will fit this
particular slot if we change the fort of tAe verb which precedes
it. Do you reteLber the different parts of a typical English
verb that we discussed earlier?

Base
S. Part.
Past Tense
Past Participle
Present Participle

forget (or) to forget
forgets
forgot
forgotten
forgetting

Besides words like can appearing with the base forn, we
note that the following words Lay appear with the different verb
forus.

Present Partici-L-1.e
(The) teacher is forgetting the attendance,

s are
was

Past 2=1213211
. (The) teacher ha forgotten the attendance.

s have
had

Infinitive (to + base fort)
(The) teacher o_ upht to forget the attendance.

has
had
used

All such structure words-;-because they help verbsqa.ay be
called helpers or auxiliaries:
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le In (words which appear with ,7Cjectives and
adverbs). By noting all of the words that can occur in the position
of very, in the following sentence f2aLe, we can identify another
type of structure mord.

(The) pie was 1.212 good.

22112
reallz
fairly
rather

The intensifier can appe:r before an adverb as well as before
an adjective.

(The) boy went 2c:Ly rapidly.
suite
rather
D321121.11
Llrhtz
too

Coordinators (words which join equivalent graLut,tical
units). This croup of structure words helps to connect words,
phrases and clauses in English sentences, but they Lay connect
only those words on patterns which belong to the sale class.

(The) pie and ice creaL was E;oodo (connects nouns)

(The) fresh but tasteless pie was good. (connects adjectives)

(The) teacher forgot the attendance but apologized.
(connects verbs)

(The) girl ran 'iastily and cluLsily. (connects adverbs)

(The) girl ran down the street and around the corner.
(connects phrases)

(The) '.:s good, but the cake was better. (connects patterns)
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5. Interroators (words which can used at the beginning
of a sentence to signal questions). Such words, when they a:Tear
at the beginning of an English sentence, signal a question that
requires a response. SoLe of then (who, which, what) Lay have
other functions, but these functions are dependent upon how they
are used in sentences. Words that Lay appear in the position of
when are called interrogators.

When was the pie good?
WAY
Where
Mow

When did the boy call?

Where
h ow
Who
Which
What

6. Prepositions (words which are usually followed by a noun
or other norlia157Erds that take the place of the word at are
prepositions.

(The) pie at the school was good.
in
of
under
over

Llthough not all prepositions would fit this particular slot,
there are Lany others that you Lust learn separately andwhat is
Lore importantlearn how to use then correctly in English sentences.
There are quite a few words that fall into this group of structure
words, but you will probably be concerned for the Lost part with
only nine one-syllable prepositions that are the Lost important
ones in our language.

at on
by of
for to
from with
in
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The actual relationships that prepositions show are quite few:

AZI-A91
a. The relation of location:

at the house 4)
pa the house GO a
in the house
on the house 6

b. The relation of direction:
to the house

froze the house C) '4
up the house

down the house
off the house

through the house
out the house 0.4

c. The relation of association
of the fauily of David
for the cause of liberty
with the revolutionists

The preceding syiibols Lay be used to show the relationship
of the preposition to the noun or noLial.

7. Subordinators (vords which introduce dependent clauses).
The final general group of structure words that we shall identify
can be learned by listing all the words that Lay t,..ke the place of
after in the following sentence.

(The) pie was good after the new cook cnie.
when
because
42.-21941.111
since
before

The Lost iraportant feature of this group of structure words
is thet they always stand before a group of words with a noun and
verb which function as a subject cnd predicrte. We also learn
quite quickly that subordinators can occur in three lAjor positions:
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a. Before the zi:in clause:
Uhen the new cook cr..mo, the pie was good.
After
Before
Because

b. After the main clause:
The pie was good after the new cook cameo

before
since

co Within the main clause :

The coo' who was well prepared did a good job.
that

There are some other structure words which do not fall into
the preceding categories. You should at least know what they are
and be prepared to use them in your sentences.

a. The word not has no meaning except to show negation.
The pie was not good.

b. The words do cr did which appear at the beginning of a
sentence simply make it a question which requires a
response.
Do the boys go there?
Did

c. The word there at the beginning of a sentence serves as
a directive; it points out some thing.
There is a man.

It is different from the adverb there because it is always
unstressed.
I see a man here.
There is a man.

d. Words like yell, oh, nom, and Illy at the beginning of a
sentence serve to continue the communication. They have
no other gramizaatical Leaning.

I'll
isn't that nice?

Oh, 'll come along;
row, I wish you wouldn't do it.
u, we'll all help you.
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e. Finally the words acs and no at the beginning of sentences
siLply have a Leaning of affirLation or negation.
Yes, I'L cowing.
Yo, I won't be there.

After we have studied this list of the Lajor t-pes of structure
words, we Lay Lake some intcrestinE conclusions about theL.

1. There are relatively few structure words in English as
coupared to fora class vords, 'gut the structure words
are used over and over again in English sentences out of
all proportion to their nuLbers.

2. Form class words nay appear in very siiiplc sentences--
Linimum free utterancesbut structure words appear Lost
frequently in expanded sentcnces.

Adj. N. V. Adv.
(The) petty birds sing loudly.

Yes, the pretty birds, which woke LS? 11.R this Lorning at
eight o'clock, sing rather loudly, but I lam core to love them.

It seems ident that structure words are essential to the
process of exps__Lciing English sentences and to holding together
the different parts.

3. Form class words usually have dictionary or lexical
meanings as well as graLnatical Leaning; structure words have only
graLLatical Leaning. qe know the "Leaning" of forLi class words
likelax, hot La, laut, hzatily, or luall but what are the
meanings of words like the, shall, La l and, but?

4. Finally, we Lust learn all of the structure words as
iteus; we Lust LeLorize theL. If we substitute a nonsense word
for a structure word, it is iipossible to deterLine the Leaning.

The girl Lab given a wic.
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What do we Lean?
The girl has" given t wig. (or)
The girl wc.s given a uig.

The separate structure words are few in nuLber, but they do
an indespensible job in the 7nglish language. They show rela-
tionships between and aLong foru class words. They help to "ceuent"
these words together, if you like. Although structure words are
few, they have no special fortis or positions by which we can
identify theti. They Lust be ueLorized as single iteuse



LESSON EIGHT: STRUCTURE WORDS

Exercise A. In the following frame sentences, list five different
structure words which are indicated. In some cases you may have
to change the sentence slightly.
Example: Deterniner

The cat were fighting.
cats

Several.

1. Determiners

The cowboys roared into town.

ua
This
Our

g

2. Auxiliaries

The cowboys ?ould roar into town.

10.1.0.111111M11W71411111IIIMMIIMIIMPO

11111.411111LIMINIMIINIOVJIJIA4

AUNSIMMIlt

3. Intensifiers

The very boisterous cowboys roared into town.
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4. Interrogators

Who roared into town?

-2-

5. Prepositions

The cowboys roared into town.

arillOwilinalsinaM11111

Structure Words

6. Subordinators

Although the cowboys roared into town, we were (not) afraid.



LESSON TfINE: THE SErTENCE: SUBJLCT

Now that you have learned how to identify the fort: class
and structure words that go to Lake up the sentences in our
language, we should exaLine the basic patterns of English sen-
tences. We 1..ust reLeuber that fort class and structure words- -
although they Lay have individual Leaningsare used chiefly in
our language to show relationships along two or Lore persons,
things? qualities, or ideas--which in turn stand for real-life
situations*

1 2
Subject Prceicate

I like Henrietta* (persons)
Joe dropped his books. (P erson and thing)

Ey _other prefers honesty (person and quality)
Free Len will select a deiocracy rather than a totalitarian

state. (persons and ideas)

The siLplest and clearest may to begin to understand these
relationships is by identifying; the basic sentence patterns of
English sentences. First of all, these basic patterns are in the
fon+ of stateLents, not coLLands5 and they are all active, not
passive.

Basic Sentence Pattern

1, Henrietta rowed Lightily*
CoLLand

2. Henrietta, roes LUhtily:
Passive

3. The boat was rowed Lightily by
Henrietta*

Lctually, you can see quite easily that sentences 2 and 3
have a great deal in coLLon with sentence 1. For reasons that we
will discuss later, however, we will say that sentence 1 is a
basic sentence; that is, it cannot be broken down or changed to
a siLpler sentence. The other two sentences are derived directly
frotl sentence 1, however, and htve e. close relation to it.
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For purposes of graLLatical analysis and understanding, me
Lay state that all basic sentences consist of two parts, the
subject and predicate. FurtherLore, Tie Lay say that the nomal
position for L.ost -English sentences is that of the subject, first,
and the predicate, second.

1 2
Subject Predicate

Birds sins.
Snakes wiggle.
The girls were wicgling.
A boy snickered.
He caLe
He ca Le in a hurry.
His father washed the dishes.
Els Lother ate bonbons.
She loved feeding the snakes.
iy brother preferred to yell in Ly ear.

The sentence "Birds sins4 deLonstrates a basic pattern even
though such a sentence would probably never be spoken or written.
The simplest kind of subject is a noun--saLetiLes preceded by a
deterLiner such as the, a, his, Lv. Another very basic subject
nay be a pronoun.

As you have already learned nouns are form class words
that can appear in the position of the rord j in the following
sentence; "(The) -.)ie is good." All words that fit this position
are nouns and include such words as birds, snekes,
father, Lother, and brother. Other words thatra:4be used as nouns
are Amigo house, tablc, beauty, truth, Justice,
Ljaul, Lan, Jennifer, SLIth, Jones, and ;,.a...r:i-EL. Such words
then, Lost often for: the basis of a subject in Thglish.

If we observe closely how different nouns are used to show
relationships aLong persons and objects, qualities, and ideas,
we can see quite quickly that there are tlifferent kinds of nouns
in this general forL class catecoTy.
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For exaLple, me can say:

,Jere there many Auks there?
;ears
people

But we cannot say:

'!ere there Lally sand there?
rrass
flour

Also, we can say:

There was Luch sand here.
flour
r,rass

But we cannot say:

There was Luch apples here.
rialmr

Peter

One way of dividing nouns could be by the following:

Countable: :,sere there Lary ar:ples there?

Hon-countable: There was Luch sand here.

Anit.ate (living): It excited the deer.

Proper (particular naLe): This is Beulah.

You should reLeuber, thou :h, that llords that look itouns

Lay also appear as different fon. class words, depending u! -:,r. how
they are used in the sentence. The word shield, for insta.1..a, Lay
be a noun or a verb.

The shield protected the Greek marrior froL Lcny dangers.

Shield your face frog_ the sun.
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liany nouns, of course, cannot be used in place of sole fora
class words. ':'or instance, the cord truth cannot be used as a
verb. We cannot say

He trv.thed it.
or

He will truth it,

';e can, however, use the noun truth as an adjective, such
as in this sentence:

The truth serm was used as a last resort.

Lany nouns, of
he, a hAal and 1.12
adjectives, but they

course, are preceded by deterLiners such as
Traditionally such words have been called
really don't behave like rdjectives.

In the sentence "The boy looked honest" we know that the
word honest is an adjective and that all words that can take the
place of the word honest are adjectives. If the mord the is an
adjective, then it should be able to take the ;:lace of the word
honest, but it is quite evident that we cannot say

The boy looked the.

We can't substitute other words such as a, the, or his for
the forte: class word "honest" in the sentence, "The boy is honest."
They don't do the work of adjectives, so we Lust place theL in a
separate category and designate theL as deterLiners. Here is a
list of comLonly used deterLiners that Lay arTear with nouns in
the subject position

the
a
an
his
her
this
these

those
=LC
Larry
few
several
all
Lost

Lore
our
your
every
each
any
neither

Uords like he, she, it, or they Lay also appear in .the sub-
ject position in bcsic sentences. Such mords are called pronouns.
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(The) .p.12 was good.
It

(The) teacher forgot the attendance,
she

(The) boys went there.
They

Here is a list of coLuonly used pronouns placed in three
general categories.

Personal Pronouns: I, Le, Line you, yours, he, his, she,
iher, hers, its, Le, our, ours, they,

their, theirs.

DeLonstrative Pronouns: this, that, these, those.

Indefinite Pronouns: each, every, soLeone, anyone, several,
few, one, none.

For the Lost part, you have already learned how to use pro-
nouns correctly in your speech, but as you continue to analyze
your language you will cone to uflderstand better how pronouns
function. For instance, you know that such pronouns as hiL, her,
LA, US, and the never appear as the subject of a sentence.
Educated speakers, at least, do not says

HiL is my brother.
Her will come to Ly rarty.
he am the ono who troke the window.
TheL are the boys who went swil.:Ling.

Liso, soue deterLiners Lay appear as pronouns, depending how
they are used in the sentence.

Deteruiner:
Pronoun:

DeterLiner:.
Pronoun:

DeterLiner:
Pronoun:

This baby buggy is Line.
TM is

Each octopus gave cc a friendly squeeze.
= gave Le a friondl:, squeeze.

Those fire crackers are Ly father's.
Th.1ose are Ly father's.
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The i4ort(nt thins to .-ecLoL.be2 is that language is used toconvey relationships in actual life aLons persons and otherpersons, ideas, or qualities, We Layfor the sake of simplicity--divide the c:.:pression of this relationship in English into thebroad categories of s211c2I, and -)redicate,

1 2Auk= Predicate

Girls giggle,
Several girls giggle.
They giggle.

As ve have observed, nouns, eeterLiners, and ,pronouns very
commonly appear in the subject position. FurtherLore--and this
is a very iLport=t fact about the English language--the nornal
order for most English sentences is that of the subject, first,
and the predicate, second.
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LESSON NINE: THE SENTENCE4 SUBJECT

Exercise A. We know that nouns like apples,, sand, kitten and
flowers are different. You are given four sentences with blanks
where different kinds of nouns can appear. Two examples are
given. You are to find eight amore that will fill the blanks.

1G (Countable noun)
Were there many apples there?

gloves,

ememilsm11110.41101441611

=mgmasw;1111104INNIENVINew

IIMIIIIIIIIM10111=.10.11.11111111M1

2. (Non-countable noun)
There was much sand here.

happiness

11=11.1111.11.0

famswasrmesammiram.11=~111.0somessmamale

ino10=wilmmIrs

111111110M1111.111111.411111Mlloft

3. (Aninate noun)
It excited the kitten.

beetle.

111..111.10.11.1111100Innule=mlopm1
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Lesson Nine

3.

A11111.111=.114.1

4. (Proper noun)
This is Penelope.

Thomas.

....

1111111=t.10110.."

AINIONIII

-2- The Sentence: Subject

Exercise B, The following sentences are examples of other than

basic sentence situations. Below the sentences re-write then so

that they are in the normal subject, predicate order.

ExaLple: The cat vas chased by the dog.
The dog chased the cat.

John, cone heret
John comes here.

1. Are the dogs barking?

(continued next page)
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11 Lesson Nine .3. The Sentences Subject

Exercise B. (cont.)
2. Was the hippopatoL.us gruubiing?

3. Did somebody pop his guy.?

4. Lester's beard was triLLied.

5. The right answer was Liven by each contestant.

6. Boys, stop snickering and chuckling.

7. Leslie's lustrous hair was stroked.

8. Please go to your seats without gruLbling, girls.

9. Have the sailboats left already?

10. nuch water was found in the basenent by the plumber.

Exercise C. The following are exatples of basic sentences.
Above the subject of each sentence, write the capital letter "N"
for noun, "P" for 2E242un, and "D-N" for deterniner, and noun.
Examples: N

John laughed uproariously.

P
She loves candy.

D-N
The cat scratched with vigor.

1. The baby poked me.

2. Joe gulped quickly.

3. Everybody cheered furiously.
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LESSON TEN; THY a.. FT'? PRrDICLTE

The sentences that e have been working with represent basic
patterns. The subject Lay be only a noun, a pronoun, or a deter-
miner and a noun. The 1-redicate also can be quite siLTie, or it
can become as coL2limted as ue vish to Lake it,

1. I like you
2. I Light like you.
3. I 14.221.1 have liked you.
4. I Light have been about to like you.

The first sentences Lakes a direct state..ent which describes
a situation that takes place at the present. The idea which is
stated, "I like you" is different froze the idea that describes an
event taking place in the future, "I shall like you," or an event
that took place in the past, "I liked you." In sentence 2, the
verb 12.. e l r or auxiliary is added the.t qualifies the siLple state-
ment of "I like you" to a state-"ent that "I Ljcia..'ht like you,"
if something or other hap; ens. Sentence 3 conveys the idea that
"I Light have liked you" at one tiLe, but I don't now; and
sentence 47Triat "I LighI have been about to like you" at one point,
but something stopped nee

The verb, which is the core of th' predicate, is an iLpor-
tant factor in the varied sentence patterns of English and is
primarily responsible for deterEining the particular sentence
pattern. The verb can be quite plain and simple, or it can be-
come complex by adding auxiliaries which qualify the Leaning of
the verb. Furthermore, both the subject and predicate can add
single words such as adjectives and adverbs, phrases, and clauses
to represent Lature and complex ideas.

This process of starting out with simple
patterns and then addinc uords2 phrases, and
sentences become long and intricate is much 1
which a baby goes through in learning how to
the baby first Light learn to identify an obj

, basic sentence
clauses until the
ike the process
talk. For instance,
ect and say:

haLLa.

Later, he Lay add a verb which expresses a relationship.

Love LaLLa,
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He nay then include the subject and probably, at first, use
the wrong forL. o the pronoun.

Ile love LaLna.

As he grows Lore adept at handling his language and as he
listens Lore to grown-ups speak, he undoubtedly will choose the
correct fort of the 1-ronoun and use the ord "Lother" rather than
"maraLa."

I love Lothor.

As the individual grows older, then, his thoughts become
Lore coLplcx, and he finds that he :_ust onploy Lore courlicated
sentences to express Ids Lore nature tnoughts.

thoughtful toy, mho has 412A22 felt that his
nother has loved him and taken care of hip.., mimaring hiu
for what even life. can rsim, will alLost orkinly feel
a deems love for his Lother, even though, at ties, he has
wished to be inAeLmnt _rm_ her supervision.

This sentence is certainly a lot longer than the preceding
ones, and the idea that it expresses is i_uch :_ore coLlplex than
that conveyed by the others, but the basic patterns Lay be seen
as siLply this

Boy will feel love for his :.other,
or

Boy feels love.

As you grow older, you should learn how to use words,
phrases, and clauses to Lake your mritten and spoken language
reflect your uore nature thoue,hts.

All predicates in the basic sentence patterns contain a verb
or some fort of the word be. Although we have traditionally called
be a verb, in nany ways the word does not act like verbs. For
our purposes, then, we mill place it in a separate category.

As you have already learned, verbs are words that can appear
in the following positions in the saLpie fraue sentences.
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(The) teacher 12E= the attendance.
s reLeLbered

saw

(The) boy went there.

jaughea.

Words
"(The) pie
verbs of a

(The)

that can fit the position of was in the frame
w.,; s. good" are different forms of the word la,
special typo which we shall discuss later.

pie was good.
ALP.,

are
looked
smelled
became

sentence,
or are

Verbs? then, are words like see, go, walk, feel, becoue, taste,
lighten, fieht, develoR, invade, sumarylsal instigate, abrogate,
and solidify. ReLouber that verbs Lay act like other foru class
words. For instance, you can taste the food, and the taste of
food can be good. You can sigkt the good battle, but the fight
can go against.you.

The verb systet. of English, in one way, is quite simple.
lost of the title, we use the siuple forLs: present, future and
past.

I shall laugh.
I laurhcd.

These siuple fQrus are used in most of our everyday speech
and in a great deal of our writing. However, as you have already
seen, we can Lake the verb quite coplex by adding auxiliaries,
wAch qualify the Loaning.

I Flight have lam to have learned to laugh.

Such a verb, with all of its verb helpers or auxiliaries, is
really a cuubersoues -4Jrnstrous thing. Chiefly, we should try to
use sii.;ple, straight forward verbs and save such couplex verb forms
for situations when we really need they.
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To describe the Triglish verb systeE quite siLply, we Lay say
that there are five different parts ane three Lajor kinds of verbs,
plus the word be.

Base
S-Part
Past Tense
Past Participle
Present Participle

Bose
S-Part
Past Tense
Tast ?artiiple
Present Participle

27part verb

I cast
he cast-s
she cast-s
they have cast
cast-ing

.17.22UYat

I sing
He sing-s
she sang
they have sung
sing-ing

part --a

I come
he comae -s
she came
they have come
con-ing

mord be

to + be (1 aL)
he is/we are
she was/they wore
he has be-en
be-ing

As children we originally learned to speak and to use verb
focus in English by listening to grovn -ups and other children
say English sentences. Then we copied these sentences, said them
again and again, were corrected by older people, and learned how
to coLpose now sentences froL the basic patterns.

We actually learned the various verb forLs in English by
listening to adults and repeating, what we heard. For the Lost
part, me know quite well hot: to use our verbs correctly, but now
we can see how English verbs take their distinctive forts by ar-
ranging theL like this

ast -'resent
Basq SPart Past P-r+icile Participle

1;alk ualks /Jaiked ualked walking
talk talks talked talked talting

jumps jul-ped ju,..ped juLping
drive driver drove driven driving
sing sings sang sung singing
ring rings rang rung rinr:ing
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The first three verbs a:?e cc lied regular vcrbs because the
Past and Past Participle forLis are the sane. The last three
verbs are irregular verbs because their Past and Past Participle
forLs are not forLied n ny regular way and siLply ust be learned.

Pattern One. The first and probably the siLplest basic
sentence.pattern that we shall exauine consists of just a subject
and predicate in the following orderz

2
AmhLat Predicate

Birds sing.
The bird sings.
Many birds sing.
Dog growls.
The dogs growl.
Boy laughs.
This boy laughs.

Because the verb in the predicate of this particular pattern
does not take an objectdoes not show a relationship aLong one
or Lore persons, ideas, or qualities--we call this type of verb
intransitive.

Notice that the Base fora: of the verb occurs when the subject
is plural. When the subject is singular, the -s Lust be added to
the verb fort... When the action takes place in the past, the fond
of the verb is always the saLe.

Birds sang. Dogs growled. Boys laughed.
The bird sang. The dog growled. The boy laughed.

To this basic sentence pattern, adverbs Lay or Lay not be
added; if they are, they usually appear after the verb.

The birds sang + sweetly.
The dogs growled + ferociously.
The boy laughed + uproariously.
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Another type of adverb may be added to this basic sentence
pattern.

John went 4. away.
The cat looked T up.
The tank passed + by.

Ldverbs like "away," "up," and "by" are quite different frog..
adverbs like "sweetly," "ferociously," and "urroariously."
Ldvcrbs like "by" Lay also be prepositions, depending hod they
are used in the sentence.

1. John stopped.
(adverb)

2. John stopped by.
(pre position)

3. John stopped by the jewelry store.

can also note the difference in the ti)o uses of "by" in
sentences 2 and 3 by noting the stress given the words. The
adverb "by" is stressed while the rreposition "by" is not.

For the next few lessons, we will be 072Liming several
basic sentence patterns in the English language. These patterns
forn the heart of Pnglish sentences. 'roe. thcL an infinite
variety of new sentences can be forted. The it:portant points to
be reLeLbored about PLTTLP.i On is that basically it consists of
a noun and verb, to which an adverb Lza be added. The verb,
because it does not take an object, is called intransitive.

PIITTT.RIT ang The trout leaned + gracefully*
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LESSOY TEN: TIT SENTENCE: PREDICATE

Exercise L. After the following sentences, write the simple
verb fort.' which is in the predicate. Disregard the auxiliaries
or ve:b helpers. You uay have to chance the form of the verb.
Example: jin should like his new bicycle. like

1. The canary should have liked its new cage.

2. I have had rung that old bell many tines.

3. Ethel should have been going to every meting.

4. The snow light have been falling for days.

5. His Grundy ought not to have been giving us such hard tests.

OM.

Exercise B. Write the appropriate fortis of the verbs which are

listed. If you do not know the correct fora, you nay have to

consult a dictionary.

(see page 2)
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Lesson Ten

Exercise
nemkr.lber

and verb
Examples

Don't be

2.

3

5

6.

7.

3

9.

Predicate

C. Write ten exaLples of the MTI.LIFIT ONE sentence.
to follow the fora:: which hes been established noun
with or without at adverb.

Crocodiles snicker.
All crocodiles smirk happily.
afraid to write interesting sentences.
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LESSON ELEVEN: SENTENCE PATTERNS OBE LND TWO

The first sentence pattern that we examined was one like the
following:

The dogs growl.

We can say that this is a basic pattern because it cannot be
expressed in any sil4ler form, except by omitting the determiner
the. We ray also add an adverb after the verb to tell us how the
dogs growled.

The dogs growled ferociously.

For the rurpose of understanding the basic pattern of this
sentence without any attention to the Leanings of the individual
words, we can use letters as symbols to stand for this general
pattern from which an infinite number of new sentences can be
created.

(D) N V (Adv.)

The D stands for determiner, and the parentheses enclosing
the deterLiner mean that the determiner Lay or may not occur in
the sentence as a part of the basic pattern. N and V stand for
the noun and verb. The form class words, of course, are essen-
tial to this pattern and Lust be included, As we have just ob-
served, the adverb, like the determiner, may or Lay not occur in
this particular pattern, and, therefore, it is also enclosed by
parentheses. Here are Lore examples of PATTERN ONE sentences,

(D) N V
Kittens play.

r,everal kittens play
All of the boys sing
Some boys do not
by dear mother Lay be

(kdv.)

happily.
lustily.

sing on key,
about to scold unmercifully.

All of the saLple sentences may be different, but the basic
pattern for each one is the same. Can you find the basic patterns?
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The second basic sentence pattern which we shall ma:Line Lay
be represented by the following letters arranged in this forriula.

(Di N V Adj.

You will notice that although the deterLiner Lay or Lay not
appear, the adjective Lust come after the verb in this particular
pattern, Here are sole exaL.ples of PLTTERN TWO st 'tences:

CD)
Josephine

The roast
The tadpole
The Lusic
The pickle
The rose

I
The class

V
looked
seemed
'lecaLe
sounds
tastes

feel
grew

Adj*
sad.
singed.
happy.
loud.
sour.
site et

bad,
restless.

All of the verbs in PATTERN TWO are called linking verbs*
They belong to a particular class of English verbs that is a fair-
ly stall one. You should learn to recognize the verbs in this
class and notice that they operate in a different way from other
verbs. In order to meLorize theL Lore easily, you Light simply
reLember the verbs becoLe, seeL5 a" ear and Ego, and verbs that
pertain to the senses--f sue,. baste, andsLello These few
verbs are used Lost frequenteel,ly as linking verbs; there are other
verbs, however, which are used less frequently but which are net
at all unusual.

(D) . N
The door

Susan
Many sailboats

It
Hy aunt
His followers

That answer

V
bangs
blushed
broke
got
keeps
retained
can rest
rIngs
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shut*
red.
loose.
late*
thin,
loyal.
easy.
true.
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Although such sentences uay seeL a little unusual, they are
perfectly appropriate English sentences. The test we Lust apply
to deterLine whether the sentences represent PATTERN TWO is to
ask if the adjective Lust follow the verb. If it Lust, then the
sentence represents PATTERN TWO.

It is important to reueLber that the adjective, not the ad-
verb, Lust follow such linking verbs. If we wrote that "The
pickle tastes sourly," the Leaning would be that the pickle had
a tongue and that the tongue tasted in a sour Lanner. The adjective
sour after the linking verb tastes Lodifies the noun trickle. We
should be able to hove sour to the adjective position before the
noun pidkle. We can say

The sour pickle tastes sour.
but not

The sourly pickle tastes sourla.

We also say in English that "The rose swells sweet," not,
"The rose sLells sweetly." With the latter sentence, the Leaning
vould be that the rose had a nose and that the nose swelled in a
sweet tanner. The sentence, "I feel bad," is an unusual one, even
for a PLTT:RN TWO sentence. If lie wish to use the forts of Eng-
lish used by educated speakers of the language, we should say,
"I feel bad," when we Lean to iLply that we are sick or unhappy.
If we say, "I feel badly," then we Lean that our fingers hurt and
that they are "feeling badly." One exaLplo of an individual who
"feels badly" would 1-3 a safe cracker who has hurt his fingers and
therefore who can't "feel" the tuLbiers clicking in a safe. He
would literally "feel badly."

In previous lessons, we have been studying how words in the
English language convey grauLatical Leaning--by inflection, deri-
vational affixes word order, and stress. SoLetiues, however,
these signals fail us, and we are confused by a particular sentence.

She looked fast.
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Such a sentence could be either PATTERN ONE or PATTERN TWO.
If it is a PATTERN ONE sentence, then the Leaning would be that
she looked quickly for something. If it is a PATTERN TWO sentence,
then the Leaning Light be that she looked like a "fast runner."
The Leaning also night not be a literal one but rather that she was
a sophisticated girl, one who had "been around," who was "fast"
in a special sense. This ambiguity occurs frequently in Engl:s4r.
Sometimes it happens because writers don't know that they are
writing an aLbiguous sentence. Other tit:lest writers take advan-
tage of the English lenguage which can permit such maneuverings
of words and write "puns," cr, plays on words, in which double
Leanings occur. The ambiguity of the sentence "She looked fast,"
could be cleared up iur.iediately by adding words to the original
sentence or by writing the different sentences.'

She looked fast,
She looked like a fast runner. (add words to bake the meaning

clear)

or

She looked quickly.
She looked sophisticated. (new sentences)

Part of this problem of ambiguity lies in the fact that in
English, words may appear as more than one form class word; nouns
may act like verbs, for instance, and vice versae You can "man
the ship," and you can be a "Lan on a ship." You can "sail on a
ship," and you can "ship the sails." Unless you have some struc-
tural signals, however, such a sentence as, "The girl looked fast"
is simply ambiguous.

When we have the signals to help us, the4, we can tell the
patterns represented and can understand the Leaning of the sentence.

The girl looked careful.
(The word careful is an adjective; the sentence Lust be
PATTFRN TW777.

The girl looked carefully.
(The word carefully is an adverb; the sentence Lust be PATTERN
ONE.)
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The doe looked warily.
(The word warily is an adverb; the sentence Lust be PATTERN ONE)

The doe looked wary.
(The word wary is an adjective; the sentence Lust be PATTERN
TWO.)

Actually, aubiguity occurs only in simple, Lininum structures
such as we Light find in newspaper headlines or in telegrams where
we do not have structural signals to help tell us the Leaning.
Such a sentence as "Ship sails today" is ambiguous. Does the
ship sUl fran port today, or does the buyer wish his sails shipped
today? The problem can be solved very quickly by adding words to
nake the Leaning clear.

The ship sails today.
Please ship Ly sails today.

Unless you are deliberately striving to create ambiguity,
you should attempt at all tines to writeand speaksentences
that can be understood easily and quickly by others.



LESSON ELEVEN' : SENTENCE PATTERNS ONE AND TWO

Exercise A. The following sentences are aLbiguous because the
structural clues are Lissing and because words that represent nore

11
than one fora class are used. FroL the original sentences, write
two different ones in which the Leaning is perfectly clear, and be
prepared to explain your answers.

it ExaLple. Priscilla looks slow.
1, Priscilla looks around the root slowly.

Priscilla looks as if she is slow on her feet.

1. The gangster looks hard.

2. Joe looked better than Henry.

1101111101111.! 11.M.a.
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3. The new car appeared faster.

4. Student views reverse.

41
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5. Army watches end.
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Lesson Eleven -2- Sentence Patterns
One and Two

Exercise Be Before the following sentences, write the number 1 if
the sentence is a RLTTLRN ONE and a 2 if the sentence is a PATTERN
TWO. More words have been added to the basic pattern, but your job
is to distinguish the particular pattern in spite of the additional
words.
ExaLples: (D) N V (Av.)

PATTERN ONE: The birds sang sweetly.
(D) N V Adj.

PATTERN TWO: The birds seeued sweet.

1. Joan laughed.

2. Joan laughed uproariously.

3. The hot lunchseeLed nourishing.

4. The cat looked quickly.

5. The cat looked quick.

6. The cheese smells bad.

7. Henry aLbled in.

8. The steak tasted rare.

9. The shipuent of bicycles arrived on time.

10. I feel sad.

feel extremely sad.

12. Louise skipped over to Ly house.

11 The pizza steaued deliciously.

14. The visitor grew obnoxious,

150 As the L.eeting progressed, the visitor suddenly grew Lore
and Lore obnoxious.

16. The frightened girl passed out.

17. The pizza sLelled delicious.
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Lesson Eleven

Exercise B. (continued)

18. Jane becaLe bored by the whole shebang.

19. The party looked exciting.

20. The party finally ended with one, last song.

Sentence Patterns
One and Two

Exercise C.

1. Write ten original sentences following PATTERN ONE.
(D) N V (Ldvs)
The bully laughed viciously.

41.111101.0_ 41.116.116
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Lesson Eleven

Exercise C. (continued)

Sentence Patterns
One and Two

2. Write ten original sentences following PLTTERK TWO.
(D) N V Adj.
My sister seeced cautious.



LESSON TWELVE:

SEITTENCE PATTERNS THREE AND FOUR

The first two sentence patterns which we have studied are
as follows:

PATTERN ONE: (D)
The

PATTERN TWO: CD)
The

N V
girls giggled

N V
cyanide sLelled

(Adv.)
continually.

Ldj
deadly.

The verb in PATTERN ONE may be called an intransitive verb
because it does not take an object. The verb in PATTERN TWO Lay
be called a linking verb because it links the subject with an
adjective which Lodifies the subject. It is an important fact to
reLeLber that the verb in our language is chiefly responsible for
deterLining a particular type of pattern.

PATTERN THREE Lay be represented by the following symbols.

(D) N1 V (D) N2

1. My aunt abhors smelly dogs.
2. Most boys relish these sandwiches.
3. I prefer pandeLonium.

This pattern shows a very cor.non type of English sentence in
which a relationship is shown between two completely different
nouns. In sentence 1, the words "aunt" and "dogs" refer to two
totally dissimilar objects. In sentences 2 and 3, the words
"boys"--"sandwiches" and "I"--"pandeLoniuL" also represent different
objects or conditions. The verb in this pattern Lay be said to be
transitive because it Lust take an object. In othex words, the

action of the transitive veir veEkg12 or froL the first noun to
the second noun. We show that the nouns are different in this
pattern by using the subscripts 12 2, and 3 with the letter N.
(N1, N29 N3) . It is important to reLeuber that this pattern ex-
presses a common and, therefore, an luportant relationship along
people, objects, and ideas in our language. There are literally
thousands of verbs which Lay appear in PATTZRIT THRTE sentences.
Here are some samples of this pattern.
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(D) N1 V (D) N2

pancakes.
crackerjack.
tirade.

The glutton ate Lany
I . love

The speaker continued his
A stick hit

Girls detest
All dogs enjoy
hy brother steals ny

Lice,
bones.
candy.

There is a type of sentence `which follows this pattern but in
which the second noun is in fact the saLe as the first noun.

(D) N V (D) N

She hurt herself.
Jiu cut hiLself.

Although. this type of sentence seers to fit the pattern, the
second noun--in this case, a special pronoun which Lay be called
a reflexive, pronoun--establishes this sentence as a special type
of PATTERN THREE sentence.

PATTERN FOUR grows directly out of PLTTERF THREE and Lay be
represented in the following Lanner.

D) N1 V (D) N3 (D) N2

Our secretary gave our class the Linutes.

This pattern adds another noun to the structure of PATTERN
THREE. The action of the verb in this pattern m.sses.
over to a first noun, which we Lay call the direct ohacto The
action then, lasses. indirectly over to a second noun, which we Lay
call an indirect quote Notice the sequence of the nouns in the
saLple sentence. The third noun "class" comes iiiediately after
the verb "gave," instead of cooing after the second noun, "ninutes,"
which appears last. We Lay test the correct order of these nouns- -
which is "direct" and which is "indirect"--by asking this question:
What did the secretary give? The class? (or) The Linutes?
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Obviously, she gave the "Linutes". The "Linutes," in turn
were given to the class. Why can't we re-phrase the sentence,
you Lay ask, as the following:

Our secretary gave the Linutes to our class.
Our secretary gave our class the Linutes.

Basically, the 14Anina of the two sentencls is the saLle, but
the structure--or the pattern--is definitely not.

Here are sane exaLples of PLTTERU FOUR sentences.

(D) N
1

V

The suitor gave
iy mther bought
The goverment sent
The antique shop found
His father gave

(D) N
3

(D) N2

his sweetheart an anteater.
a piggy bank.

her a notice.
the lady a what-not.

hiu the devil.



LESSON TWELVE;

SENTENCE PATTERNS THREE I,ND FOUR

Exercise A. Write five exaLples of each of the four basic sentence
patterns that we have just considered. Try to Lake the sentences
as original and interesting as possible, but be sure that you follow
the basic pattern

PATTERN ONE: (D) N V (Adv.)
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PATTERN TWO: (D) N V Adj.
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Lesson Twelve -2-

PATTERN THREE: (D) N1 V (D) N2
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PATTERN FOUR: (D) Ni V (1)) N3 (D) N2
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aW.0 ...rwarg/M, msWmta IIM0.iw MINIONOINMMENNI

..~00,1WWmOr .wAV.NIMMO.1111010.1NUM11140,!.4~M.S.MINIVIMIN

Exercise B. Before each sentence, write the nuuber of the basic
pattern which the sentence represents. Be prepared to explain yourchoice.
Exalaple: 14- Several hours of music give tie a headache.

1. The hyena laughed hideously.

2. She folded her handkerchief.

3. Hy father gave Le a piece of his Lind.

4. The study period seeLed so dull.

5. This chili tastes unbearably hot.
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Lesson Twelve .3.

Exercise B. (continued)

6. This chili smells tasty.

7. Ny brother overseas sent Le a Bavarian beer Lug.

8. The hunters blasted the defensel6ss cow.
411/1110010111..MINIB

9. The geese cackled viciously.

10. Ey favorite cousin dropped Le a line from Japan,

11. The sun shone brightly.

12. The sun seemed overwhelmingly bright.

13. The walrus roared for his mate,

14. The walrus roared an incredible love song.

15. hr s. Lintwillow keeps so lovely:

16. I simply detest limp cornflakes.

17. Harry gave Le the greatest idea for becoming a millionare.

18. Robert patted himself on the back for playing such a good
game.

19. Robert bought hiLself a giant pizza for hitting the win-
ing hone run.

20. my father's cigar smells rancid just like a can of old
bacon grease.
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LESSON THIRTEEN:

Sentence Patterns Five, Six and Seven

You have examined.and written examples of four basic
English sentence patterns* Nov we shall study the remaining
three patterns that we shall consider. You remember that we
stated that the word be and its other forms would be placed in
a special category because it does not act lik3 other verbs.
The remaining sentence patterns that we shall study are all
formed with the word be.

PATTERN FIVE is similar to PATTERN ONE, except that in
PATTERN FIVE the adverb must occur. It cannot be set off by
parentheses. Also, the adverb that follows the verb must be
one of place or time.

(r) N be Adv.
The girl is here.

She is late.

In this particular pattern, we cannot use adverbs like
carefully, guichlz, or com-..t2e-t91.y.

The girl is 9. gllzprefc
She is completely*

You also may recall that there are eight forms to the word
be. You should learn the forms and learn how to use them in
your language. They are as follows:

To be a carefree boy is fun.
I am carefree.
You are irrespqnsible*
He is unhappy*
He vjui- dibkespec;ttul.
They were ecstatic.
Being a wrestler involves much training.
Having been an expert sailor, he won the race easily.

Here are some examples of PATTERN FIVE sentences:
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(D)

The

N
She
kittens
Henry
I

They

-2-

be Adv.
was tardy.
are here.
is upstairs.
am curious.
were in.

PATTERN SIX has almost the same pattern as PATTERN FIVE
except that the adjective, follows the word be in PATTERN SIX,
not the adverb. These are examples:

(D) N V
The roses were

Oscar was
Rosemary is
John is

The film was
James Bond is

Adj.
lovely.
insipid.
sophisticated.
desolate.
hilarious.
devastating.

Notice that in each PATTERN SIX sentence, the adjective
in the predicate modifies the noun in the subject. The adjec-
tive may then be called a predicate, adjective. This position
for the adjective--as you remember--is one of the common places
for adjectives, the other being before the noun.

PATTERN SEVEN, the last basic pattern that we shall
examine, has the following structure:

(D) N be (D) N
1 1

The umpire is my uncle.

As in PATTERN THREE, we find a noun, a verb (or word be),
and another noen.. ic the ?mi.= diffeliervNa lotvaan +11.(4 fign
patterns, besides the difference between a verb and a form of
the word be? Of course, the nouns in PATTERN THREE refer to
different things while the nouns in PATTERN SEVEN refer to the
same person, object, or idea. The following are examples of
PATTERN SEVEN sentences:
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CD) N
1

be CD)

He is
The cop is
The play was
The party was
The record is
Ny aunt is a

She is a
They were a

A2

my uncle*
our friend*
a bomb.
a brawl.
a blasts

gossip.
scream.
fright.

For our purposes, these seven basic patterns will serve to
illustrate the most common sentence patterns in English. Some
linguists, however, have noted a few other patterns that seem
to recur occasionally. You might be interested in knowing what
they are, even though we won't be studying them.

(D
The

) N1
baby
Laura
Norman

V (D)
N1became a man.

seemed a lovely girl.
remained our friend.

This pattern, of course, is quii;e similar to PATTERN SEVENin that the first noun and the second noun refer to the same
person or object. Actually there are only a few verbs in this
pattern. The most important ones are become, seem, and remain.
Speakers cf English in Great Britain might add two other
verbs, which are rather uncommon in this particular use in Eng-
lish.

cp) N1 v N1
He grew a fine lad.

The player looked a fool.

Two other types of sentences that are considered by some
linguists to be basic patterns are those like the rolloviillg;

(D)
'2

N
2

The class thought Joan a brain.
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In this type of sentence, the noun in the subject is
followed by a second, different noun as an object of the verb,
which, in turns is followed by a third noun which completes
the meaning of the second noun, In the preceding

bra
sentence,

the word in completes or further describes the object of the
word Joan. The word brain, because it completes the meaning of
the word Joan, is called an objective com plement.

An interesting fact about this type of sentence is that
an adjective may be an objective complement as well as a noun.

(D) Ni V N2 Adj.
The class thought Joan brainy.

A third and final type of unusual sentence pattern that
we shall look at uses just a few verbs such as elect or choose.

(D) N1 V N? N2Our team chose David Captain.
The class elected ary secretary.

The words captain and secretary, because they complete
the meaning of the words David and haxi4 are also called
objective complements, It is interesting to note that in this
pattern an adjective may not act as an objective complement.
We cannot say, for instance

Our team chose David courageous.
The class elected nary competent.

Although we have examined three additional types of
sentences, we will only be concerned with the first seven basicpatterns that we have studied, These are the most common of
English sentences--the ones we use most in our speaking and
writing- -and, therefore, they are the patterns that are most
important for us at this time.

You might wonder why we have spent so much time on basic
sentence patterns in English. Do we speak or write, using such
simple sentences? Do we always use statements in English and
never ask questions? Of course not.
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Linguists think--and they are spending a great deal of
time and energy trying to prove this idea- -teat by the time a
person is five or six years old he has learned a few thousand
words, the common, important sentence patterns in English,
and the basic rules for changing these simple sentence patterns
into new longer, more descriptive, more complex, and more
interesting sentence patterns.

How is this done? In the next lessons we hope you will
begin to understand better just how this process occurs. This
understanding seems to be at the heart of language itself: how
a person learns -as he grows older and more matureto form
new, interesting, and correct sentences from a few original
patterns.
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LESSON THIRTEEN:

Sentence Patterns Five, Six, and Seven

Exercise A. Write five examples of sentence patterns five,
six, and seven. Try to make the sentences as original and
interesting as possible, but be sure that you follow the
basic pattern. Write the appropriate symbols for the pattern
above the words in each sentence.

Example: (D) N be Adv.
PATTERN FIVE: The pancakes ire there.

PATTERN FIVE: (D) N be Adv.

mgamal11111.MINNIIIMMINIM10.1......111.....

1111.111.+11=11.10.0...

PATTERN SIX: (D) N be Adj.

.....01101.1.1111

InMmnlymeMM.111.ftMEO,

=111/.1111.0.

-.11111111ft01.111111111%
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PATTERN SEVEN: (D) N
1

be N
1

sly 1410111MIIIM

1lMamoNMwmImMnmMrwwrwnwwowwI1M....PVd

Iremowniftpl.ftmagompasnamismairrta.....imftrealsolimainnI1111111 mmormillibilliiiImie

....m.mener...linlasksvolollftimren.4111.111.11nolliI

Exercise B. Before each sentence, write the number of the
basic pattern which the sentence represents. Write the appro-
priate symbols for the pattern above the words in the sentence.
Be prepared to explain your choice.

Example: Ni V N TO N2
My collie gave m a big slurp.

1110.111.1111MONIIII

1. The senator is a brilliant speaker.

2. The senator is brilliant.

3. The senator is always punctual.

4. The milk tastes sour.

5. The television crackled unbearably.

6. Ey father gave me a sports car.

_____7. I like loud records.

8. The rocket roared into the air.

9. You are my sunshine.

14 Boring people give me a pain.
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11. The hamburg was delicious.

12. She saw the ideal dress.

13. A bicycle seemed indespensible.

14. Laura appeared frightened.

15. Norman it. At home.

16. You are your brother's keeper.

17. James acts pugnacious.

18. The rowboat is there.

19. The old rowboat is unsafe.

20. Hy trusty rowboat is my friend.

Sentence Patterns
5

1
6

1
7

Exercise C. Write two examples of the seven basic sentence
1:) terns that we have studied. Write the appropriate symbols
for the pattern above the words in each sentence.

Exampi61 (D) N V Adj.
PATTERN TWO: Our mother appeared faint.

1. PATTERN FOUh:

2. PATTERN THREE:

11111M11

.1111MMIN

3. PATTERN ONE: ..........

(1=r=111111.111111.111 11111111M111
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1+. PATTERN SIX:

-ftommaggssensffeseamesiessatMEIMES010;11113 -ilia

Sentence Patterns
5, 6, 7

5. PATTERN FIVE:

4.111E114. ..m

6. PATTERN SEVEN:

.....=41...mr41Mlow

7. PATTERN TWO:
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LESSON FOURTEEN:

Kernel Sentences and Transformations

In the past lessons, we have studied how words act together
in English sentences. We found that sentences could be divided
into two parts: the subject and predicate. We also found that
two types of words could be found in English sentences: form class
words and structure words. These types of words could be easily
identified. For instance, we could even tell the kinds of words
in a nonsense sentence, in which the Leaning of the individual
words was not known.

A stuny rang spickled the linnest blurbs tetly.

In other words, at this point, you can pretty well describe
the types of words that are used to form English sentences.
But this is only part of the mystery of your language. Yext we
have to ask ourselves how boys and girls--usually by the time
they are 5 or 6 years old--learn how to put together words to
Lake new but correct sentence patterns.

How do we learn to speak or write new sentences that we
have never heard or read? Once we find out the answer to this
question, we till know how language ability develops in individuals.
For instance, these two sentences are very similar.

1. John is easy to please.
2. John is eager to please.

These are both very simple sentences, but they are really
quite different. If they were alike, then we could change them
both exactly the same way. Can we do this? We can change sen-
tenoe I to

3. It was easy for us to please John.

but we cannot change sentence 2 to

4. It was eager for us to please John.

How did you know sentence 3 was a correct English sentence
while sentence 4 was incorrect? Your knowledge of English gram-
nar told you, but we can't quite explain the process right now.
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Let us look at two other sentences created from sentences
1 and 2.

5. He was eager to please us.
6. He was easy to please use

Again, your intuitive knowledge of English grammar tells
you that sentence 5 is correct while sentence 6 is incorrect,

The next step in English grammar, then, would be to find
some way to explain why sentences 3 and 5 are acceptable English
sentences while sentences 4 and 6 are not acceptable.

One very interesting study which helps to explain how chil-
dren learn to use English was made by Brown and Beliugi. Over
a period of time, the researchers listened to children who were
just learning how to talk as they talked with their mothers.
The linguists found that there were three mays 1.1, which the
children learned to talk.

First, the babies imitated their mothers' speech, but they
dropped parts of words and even whole words from the mothers'
speeches.

':other
Daddy's briefcase
Fraser will be unba.:Ty
He's going out

Baby
Daddy briefcase
Fraser unhappy
he go out

Second, the mothers repeated what the babies said, but the
mothers added Lore words, hoping the babies would add these words
also.

Baby :mother
Baby highchair Be *y is in the high chair
Eve lunch Eve is having lunch
Sat wall He sat on the wall

Third, and this is very interesting, the babies would
to say completely new sentences -which 11,22 had never heard
Of course they made ListEles, but they were not repeating
they had heard before.
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-Pew speeches .11 babies

A bags
A scissor
You naughty are
Put on it

Why it can't turn off?
Cowboy did fighting te.

digged a hole.

Linguists think that this process is just the way that
individuals learn how to say and write new sentences.

We might look at this problem of language development in
another may. We have studied seven basic sentences which are very
colon in English. Let us call these sentences kernel sentences.
The PATTERN THRZE sentence "John saw Bill" is a kernel sentence,
for instance. All other sentences, or parts of sentences that
we create from this particular sentence, are different or trans-
formed parts of the original kernel sentence. 4e Lay call these
new sentences transformations.

Kernel: John saw Bill,

Transformations: Did John see Bill?
John didn't soe Bill.
John did see Bill,
Who saw Bill?
That John saw Bill.
Bill was seen by John.

All of these transformations are different from the kernel
sentence, but it seems obvious that they all sten from the ori-
ginal sentence, "John saw Bill." Could we speak or write new
sentences or parts of sentences from a new pattern such as "The
cobra saw the mongoose"? Of course we can because many years agowe learned the rules--or grammar--for creFting new sentences from
basic sentence patterns, or kernel sentences.

For instance, let's look at.the rules for changing the kernel
sentence "John saw Bill" to the transformed sentence "Bill wasseen by John." This particular transformation is called thesuave transformation.



John saw Bill.

1. The object tflres the subject position.
Bill was seen by ;Aka.

2. The proper form of ,12..t Lust be chosen.
Bill seen by John.

3. The past participle of the verb Lust be chosen.
Bill was seen by John.

4. The original subject
Bill was seen ky

5. The original subject
entirely.

Bill vas seen.

is now preceded by the word la.
John.

and the word la may be dropped

Of course, you don't go through such a process every time
you speak or write new sentences--at least not consciously. Butin some amazing way you learned very early that this is the way
you make the passive transformation.

Let's look at a rather long and fairly complex sentence. Isit difficult to understand grammatically? Yot if we see how all
the elements of the sentence are simply transformations of basic
sentence patterns.

The tall laughing boy who is my brother tripped when he ran
down the street because he didn't see the sleeping alligator.

the boy is tall
the boy laughs
the boy is my brother
the boy tripped
the boy ran down the street
the boy didn't see the sleeping

alligator

PATTERN SSA
PATTERN ONE
aTTERN SEVEN
PATTERN ONE
PATTERN ONE

PATTERN THREE

If we look at language in this Lanner, then it doesn't
seem quite so difficult to understand. Learning to use language
simply means using basic patterns and other devices for making

fl sentences loner i_ore exact until we have said most nearlywhat e wish to say.



LESSON FOURTEEN:

Kernel Sentences and Transformations

Exercise Ao The following sentences are examples of the PATTERN
THREE sentence. Change them to passive transformations by using.
the rules that we discussed.

1 []

Example:

1. The inquisitive bee spied the flower.

My hungry guest gulped down the sandwicho
The sandwich was gulped down by my hungry guest.

[1

2. Several bees stole the nectar.1110 .411011111.

3. Back to their hive, the bees carried their prize.

4. The queen bee saw them.

1111.1111111110111..=Mill...11.10.

[1

El5. She ignored the lazy drones.

fl6, Two boys saw the horde of bees.

=11111.1. 11.111111101100011.111F11110.1

11

7. They heard the loud buzzing.
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Lesson 14 -2- Kernel Sentences
Transformations

8 Hal and Bob climfd the tall tree.

9. The bees heard the boys.

10. Needless to say, the bees persuaded the boys to leave.

Exercise B. The following sentences are examples of transformed
sentences. Break them down into their basic patterns or kernels
and identify the parts.

Example: That unhappy, crying girl, who lost her ticket to the
movies, is Jennifer Smith.

(D) N be Adj.
that girl is unhappy
(D) N V
that girl cries
(D) N V (D) N2
that girl lost her ticket

to the movies
(D) Ni be N1
that girl is Jennifer Smith

PATTERN SIX

PATTERN ONE

PATTERN THREE

PATTERN SEVEN

1. Ny smiling, seven year old cousin is happy because he beat
my slightly puzzled mother at chess.
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Lesson 14 .3. Kernel Sentences
Transformations

2. Husky, athletic Esther Jones, who is the best skier in our
class, finally fell and broke her leg.

3. The freedom-loving soldiers, who had never liked living under
a dictator, fought fiercely to overthrow the strong, powerful
tyrant.

4. Laughing and hooting loudly, the boisterous students, who were
overjoyed that school was overt ran dowathe street, while their
teachers looked out the classroom roam.
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LESSON FIFTEEN

Expansion by Lbdificr,tion: Adjectives and Adverbs

We have stated that there are a few, basic kernel
sentences in English from which all other new sentences--
or transformations - -are derived. It is obvious that people
do not use just kernel sentences all of the time. If they
did, then communication would be very liLited and dull.
As the speaker of English grows older and his thoughts
become more complex, then he must find the words and new
sentence patterns to express his Lore mature and complicated
thoughts.

There is an added problem for expressing thoughts in
written language, however. The speaker of English makes a
statement or asks a question, and he then may Lake a move-
ment, Lake a face or use his voice--by making it softer or
louder--to help give added meaning to his spoken statement.
For instance, a girl may say to her friend, "Is that your
brother?" The second girl may simply say in reply:

"My brother."

There are uany ways that these two words Lay be
spoken and there are many physical gestures that can be
added to make the intended Leaning clear. Ht.re are some
possible different meanings:

"Mx brother?" she asked as her eyebrows wrinkled in
a puzzled frown.

"My brother!" she said loudly as she covered her
mouth and gasped quickly, her eyes open wide in
fright.

"My brother," she sighed wearily as she shook her
head wearily and shrugged her shoulders slowly.

Actually, the Leaning of these sentences is still
not as clear as it would be if we could actually see the
person who was speaking and could observe her actions.
The problem for the writer is to Lake his Leaning clear
with written words and sentence patterns only.

How does the writer expand his sentences and possibly
make the Leaning clearer? One way of doing this is by
modification. Let us start with the simplest kind of
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modification: the single word adjective or adverb. Notice
the following sentence:

PATTERN FOUR: A boy gave his parents Luch pleasure.

This is a basic PATTERN FOUR sentence. It is perfectly
acceptable, but it is also so general that it is not very
interesting. We want to know the answers to sone questions.
What kind of a boy? What kind of parents, for instance?
Adjectives can help to give us answers to such questions.

Single adjectives help to qualify the Leaning of the
words which they Lodify. Whether they occur singly or in
a series they usually appear before the word which they
modify.

a bright boy
a bright, polite boy
a bright, polite, serious boy
a bright, polite, serious, bard-working boy

Although these single word adjectives help to qualify
the noun "boy" and help to Lake the thought core coLplex,
they remain transformations from basic patterns. In order
to show how all other elements of sentences are built from
basic kernels, let us analyze, the preceding phrase.

PATTERN TWO:
PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN TWO:
PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN TWO:
PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN ONE:

a bright boy
The boy looks bright.(or)
The boy is bright*

a polite boy
The boy looks polite.(or)
The boy is polite.

a serious boy
The boy looks serious.
The boy is serious.

The hard-working boy
The boy works hard.

derives from

derives from

derives from

derives from

All of the adjectives, then, are seen to be transforma-
tions of kernel sentences.

We said that single word adjectives usually precede the
word that they modify. You know that the other position for
adjectives in English is after the word be or after the
linking verbs such as seems, Amears, looks. We could also
write the adjectives which we have just used in the following
manner:
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The boy is bright.
The boy is bright and polite.
The boy is bright, polite, and serious.
The boy is bright, polite, serious, and hard-working.

The single word modifier, of course, can occur with
nouns in the predicate, as well as with nouns in the subject.

A bright boy gave his parents
gave his old parents
gave his old, tired parents
gave his old, tired, foxy parents

All of these adjectives are transformations of kernel
sentences.

his old parents
PATTERN SIX: His parents were old.

his tired parents
PATTERN SIX: His parents were tired.

his foxy parents
PATTERN SEVEN: His parents were foxes.

derives from

derives.1192

derives from

The single word adjectives can also occur with other
nouns in the predicate.

A bright boy gave his parents much pleasure.
much deserved pleasure
much deserved, unsolicited pleasure
much deserved, unsolicited, warm pleasure.

These adjectives all derive from PATTERN SIX kernel
sentences,

PATTERN SIX: The pleasure was deserved.
The pleasure was unsolicited.
The pleasure was warm,

It is important to emphasize that although we have used
many single adjectives to expand and make more precise the
meaning, the basic sentence pattern remains.

PATTERN FOUR: The bright, polite, serious, hard-working
Ni V N3
boy gave his old, tired, foxy, parents

much deserved, unsolicited, warm
N2

pleasure.
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More imlportant, probably, than the use of adjectives
in the sentence is the fact that such a sentence has value
only as an example, It is indeed a verbal monstrosity.
The writer may and should use adjectives, but he oust choose
them carefully. They should say what he wants them to say,
but the ability to choose interesting and appropriate
adjectives can only be developed by much thoughtful practiced

Other words may also be used as single word adjectives.
Nouns, for instance, may do the work of adjectives.

Nouns as Adjectives

shoe salesman
airplane harig0
school bus
cat food
apple picker

These nouns used as adjectives derive frr-7- kernel
sentences in the following manner:

PATTERN THREE :

PATTERN FIVE:

PATTERN FIVE:

PATTERN:FIVE:

PATTERN THREE:

The salesman sells shoes.

The hanger is for airplanes.

The bus is for schools.

The food is for cats.

The picker ricks apples.

Verbs may also serve as single word adjectives. Later
you will study how these verbal adjectives may be expanded
into verbal phrases, but for the present we shall siLiply
note that verbs may appear in the adjective position.

Verbs as Adjectives

laughing girl
jumping flea
running water
crying baby
itching arm

These adjectives derive from the following kernel
sentences:
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PATTERN ONE:

-5..

The girl laughs.
The flea juLps.
The water runs.
The baby cries.
The arm it

The past participle form of verbs may also be used as
adjectives. These forms come from a kernel sentence by way
of a passive transformation.

Past Participles as Adjectives

singed toast
hurt finger
broken arm

the singed toast derives from
The toast was singed (by "someone"), derives from

"Someone" singed the toast.

the hurt finger derives from
The finger mas hurt (by "samec7017 derives from
"Someone "hurt the finger.

the broken arm derives from
The arm was broken (by "-oneoli7777----- derives from
"Someone" broke the arm.

Just as we can show the pattern of a kernel sentence
by symbols, we may show the pattern of the passive
transformation.

NI V (D) N2
PATTERN FOUR: Joe broke his arm.

(D) N2 be Past. Part. (by Ni)
PASSIVE TRANSFORMTION: His arm was broken by Joe.

The symbols for the passive transformation show that
the second noun becomes the first noun, the proper foru of
the word be must be chosen, the past participle form must
appear, and the first noun--preceded by the word by. - -ray or
may not appear.

Although we have observed that the usual position for
single word adjectives in English is before the noun or
after linking verbs or the word be, we should realize that
in some special cases the adjective may occur directlx
after the word it modifies.
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the body itolltic
God
chapter ten
soldiers three
water enough

the journey inland

All of these adjectives are transformations of a
PATTERN SIX sentence. "The body is politic," "God is
almighty," "The chapter is ten(th)," "The soldiers are
three," "The water is enough," and "The journey is inland."

The adjective gains added importance when it is used
after the noun. Although the adjective is used for special
emphasis here, you should reLeuber not to over-use the
adjective in this Lanner, or it will lose its force.

Adverbs nay also be single word modifiers that are
added to basic patterns to qualify simple ideas. Many
adverbs, as you reneLber, end in the letterslx, but other

rewords such as he, now, then, there, often, late, still,
almost, and sarletimes are also adverbs. One Lajor difference
between the adverb and adjective is that while the adjective
has two, fairly constant positions, the adverb nay be rived
around quite easily to different positions in the sentence
pattern.

HaDu4y the boy gave his dog a bone.
Then the boy gave his dog a bone.
The boy happily gave his dog a banes
The boy then gave his dog a bone.

The adverb nay also be placed in different positions
in relation to the verb and its helpers.

The boy hamilv was giving his dog a bone.
The boy then was giving his dog a bone.
The boy was nutugiving his dog a bone.
The boy was then giving his dog a bone.

Adverbs are not usually placed at the end of such a
sentence, but you nay do so for special emphasis.

The boy gave his dog a bone hawilY.
The boy gave his dog a bone then.

Single word adjectives and adverbs then, help to
expand a sentence pattern without changing the basic pattern.
They also help to make the neaning of the pattern clearer and
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nitre exact. However, you. must learn how to use adjectives
and adverbs so that they hup your Leaning and do not detract
frou it, You Lust practice using adjectives and adverbs
but you Lust also learn when to leave then out. If you
simply tack on Lodifiersas we have done in our sauple
sentences--you will write sentences that are overdone,
awkward, andworst of all-- boring.

Your big job in learning how to write well is to know
by experience and practice when you have chosen the best
adjective or adverb for the best position in a sentence
pattern.
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LESSON FIFTEEN

Expansion by modification: Adjectives and Adverbs

Exercise A. Write a noun with an adjective that may be
derived from the following basic pattern sentences.
Exanple: The painter paints a house.

the house painter

1. The boys crashed the gate. 1....1A

2. The boys ate the pizza.

3. The boys threw popcorn.

4. He kicks a football.

5. He plays basketball.

6 The baby cries.

7. The girl screws.

8. The deer hides.

ANNIIMMID

9. The student failed.

10. He chases girls.

11. The girl is frightened.

12. The lady is charming.

13. The wreckers destroyed the house.

14. The net was tightened.

15. The hotdog was delicious.

16. The lake is frozen,

17. He skits on the water.

18. The rope is loosened.

19. The movie was incredible.

20. The dancer jumped.
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Lesson 15 -2-

Exercise B. prAngkalutlyes. In the following paragraphs
the adjectives have been left out. From the adjectives here
listed, write in those words that help to Lake the paragraph
more accurate and interesting.

long
tiny- looking
dark
pine
Bail y-colored
brilliant

Mary stood in the

do wn the

rose behind the

100

many
crisp
ski
green
narrow
leather
deep

slone.

white
ski
massive
bright
fast-moving
blue

snow and looked

mountains-

lodge. The

to the slope next to her.

and

trees caLe right down

OP
wwwwwwwww.w. jackets

caps dotted the hill. - skiers

swished back and forth along the snow. She put

on her gloves. Her eyes

squinted. She took a breath and shoved off.
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Lesson 15

Exercise C. UsinE Adverbs.
adverbs have been left out*
in those words that help to
and interesting.

happily
up
frantically
slowly
painfully

.3.

In the following paragraph, the
Frola the adverbs listed

9 write
Lake the writing Lore accurate

suddenly
down
cleanly
gently

weakly
quickly
forcefully
up
slowly

Dan heard a terrified shout. He looked

over the water. A tiny head was bobbing

and 2 and a thin am was waving

Racing along the hot sand, he dived

into the water and swan to the sinking head. A

frightened face looked at him* It was a little

boy. Dan got a fire grip on his chin and towed hire to the

shore* He picked up the boy and carried %in to

the dry sand. The boy coughed s rolled ovor

$ and then sLiled
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LESSON SIXTEEN:

Txpansion by Pbuxiliary or Helping Verbs

Another way of expanding the bcsic sentence patterns is byadding mall= or helming verbs. These auxiliaries, like the
single word adjectives or adverbs, help to explain in Lore de-
tail the meaning of a sentence.

Ni V N3 N2PATT7RN FOUR The boy &lte his parents pleasure
The boy had been zil.a.n_ his parents pleasure.
The boy was rioirgi to Liare his parents pleasure.
The boy should have been about to pive his

parents pleasure.

As you can see frau the preceding sentences, the auxiliarieshelp to Lake the action of the verb clearer. The intended Leaning--
the attitudes or feelings-- of the speaker or the writer toward
the event that he is describing is clarified. Notice that noLatter how many auxiliaries are added, the sentence pattern re-mains the sane. It is important to see that the last word in theverb phrase is the vain verb. In all of these example sentences,the verb ave is the Lain one.

The siLple verb-- without auxiliariesmerely sets the tine ofan action without making the action specific.

I z,o, to the YMCA.

The verb go in this sentence leaves many questions to beanswered. When do you go? Are you going now? Will you go to-morrow, next week? Auxiliaries help to answer these questions.

I have been Lola& to the MCA on Saturdays.
I at =DJ: to the YMCA right now.
I shall Ea to the YMCA tomorrow.
I my, be ainc to the YMCA all of next week

if we don't go toThashinton, D.C.
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One type of auxiliary shows the speaker's wood or attitude
about an event happening. The indicative Lood shows that what is
reported as happening may be accepted as a fact.

NorLan catches colds. He should not go skiing.

The indicative verb catches tells us that it is a fact,
"Norman catches colds." Therefore, he should not go skiing.

The subjunctive mood shows a doubtful or uncertain state of
affairs.

If Norman be susceptible to colds,
he should not go skiing.

If I were Batman, I'd clean up
Gotham City.

I wish I were a Lillionaire, I'd
sail to the South Seas.

The underlined verbs all show the subjunctive mood and
represent doubtful conditions.

The subjunctive mood in English, then, nay help to make clear
the mood of the speaker or writer toward events that are imaginary.
The subjunctive Lood may show intention, probability, possibility,
necessity, or hope.

V
PATTERN ONE: I will a to Boston.

I Lay .0 to Boston.
I 1.ight, ,go to Boston.I an Lcos to Boston.
I Lust po to Boston.
I should to to Boston.
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In order to show the subjunctive mood, we may ad: to the verb
mood auxiliaries--or uodals-- which help to signify a non - actual
situation7MS modals are the words can, could, shall, will,
might, must, and should.

The Lodals always occur directly before the siLple form--or
basepart--of the verb. We may show such an addition to our basic
sentence pattern by adding the symbol "M" for modal.

Base S-part Past Past Part. Pres. Parts

go goes went gave going

N V
Girls au.

N M V
The girls may zo.

The verb may also be expanded by adding such auxiliaries orhelping words as have, has, or had to the past participle forte: ofthe verb.
N V

PATTERN ONE: Ray ,goes to scouts.
Ray has ant to scouts.
7:ay had am to scouts.
They have ant to scouts.

We can show these helpers by the letter "H" in the sentence
patterns. Notice that the past participle form of the verb
eiaus follows this helper. We can show the past participle formof the verb by using the letters "PP."

N H PP
PATTERN ONE: Mary has run home often.

N H PP
PATTERN ONE: hike had sung in choir for years.

N H PP
PATTERN TBRM: The girls have thrown cut all their records.



1

Although the words have, has, had uay be helpers, they of
course may also be Lain verbs.

PATTERN THREE: He ha a new sailboat.

PATTERN' THREE: She had a bad cold.

PATTERN THREE: They all have detention tonight"

Another way of expanding the verb is by adding sone form of
the word beal, are is vas, or were--to the present participle,
or -IDE form of the verb.

PATTERN OHM: I1La.
an going.

They are Esgna.
She was aim.
He is Ls....)U.n.

They mereimiarl.

We can
the word be
form of the

PATTERN ONE:

show this expansion by using 12 to show the addition of
and the form Pres. 2. to show the present participle
verb.

(D) N be Pres. P.
The boys were going to the 1,,ovies"

There are some other auxiliaries which help to expand the verb,
such as the words about and going.

PATTERN FOUR: John is about to give his dog a bone.
John is Eng to rive his dog a bone.
John was about to rive his dog a bone.
John was r:oince; to Prim his dog a bone.

Such general auxiliaries we can designate the letter "R."
Remember that the last word in the verb phrase is the Lain verb.

Ni H H V (D) N 03 N2
PATTERN FOUR: John is about to give his dbg a bone.
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1
The practice of exi_!anding the verb in spoken English by the

II use of helpers is a very couLon one. In order to make our verbs
say precisely what we want theL to say, we all add Lodals and
auxiliaries.

ii
LI

I could be about 12-C, to za to the party if I didn't have
Elto Low the lawn:

Such a sentence would be quite normal in speech. We under-
0 stand clearly what the situation is. In written English, however,

the writer Lust be very ca:eeful in '.?is use of verb helpers. For
the most part, simple verb forms can and should be substituted for
long, complex verb forms. liodals and auxiliaries do not carry as
much meaning as a simple, direct verb.

I should be minc to be about finished with my homework.

I finished my homework.

11

Since the Lodals nd auxiliaries do not signify direct
meaning, if we have too many, of them in a sentence, then we may
have a weak sentence. In this lessons you have been studying how
auxiliaries may be added to the verb so that you can understand
how this is done in our language.

You should remember that in written the,siimle
verb form is lasally the best. Second, if you to use Lodals and
auxiliaries to expand your sentence patterns or to make your uean-
ing clearer you should save them for the few occasions when they
are really needed.
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3. (D) V Adv.

LESSON SIKTEEN:

mffltamesammovarainsastwainwittillatrr

Exransion by Auxiliary or Helping Verb

EXERCISE A. Under the symbols, write original sentences. Before
each sentence, write the number of the basic sentence pattern that
it represents. These are the new symbols that we have discussed.

nodal (should, would, could, Light)
H - helping verb (have, has, had, going, about)
P.P. - past participle (run, sung, talked, thrown)
Pres. P. - present participle (-ing form: running, singing,

talking, throwing)

1. (D) N H PP Adv.

2. (D)

411111111.

N
1

be Pres. P N2

+. (D) N1 V N2

~,
5. ( D) NI H PP (D) N3

(D) N2

MMIOMMIW.IMIMIIPIMIIMNMIIIW.MMMO.N..M.M1.II.MMITO'YNIMI1OIOANNIIMMO.IMIPAII.NIM.M111111111/PMI

6. N
1

be

00.1111111111MW-1.1A1111114IMPoINNOMMIOMONIMII

(D) N1

(contirted on page 2)
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-2- AuYiliaries

PP (D)

aniallwer. vos.asesowwwww.e. aft,. .0 OS a +0,04 we. 040.. Awe ob. 4. 4.44.6644446044 .1. We, 40...M. +11.

be Adv.

V Adj.

.4011.010 0410.0400046

10. (D) 14 H be PP

U

Adv.

,M=ON.18011111.-.1111. .....

0.1011.01..

EXERCISE B. The following sentences have conplex verb phrases with
modals and auxiliaries ade,ed to the Lain verbs. Pe-write the sent-
ences by raking the verb phrases as staple as possible. Underline
the verb phrases. Before each sentence, write the nuLber of the
basic sentence pattern that it represents.
Example: The dancers should have queen about to st2p. when the

whistle blew.
The dancers stopped when the whistle blew.

1. George Lay have been about to go fishing when his Lather
called.

001061404010411m.

-...m.....wMrewmeel.M.M1111M1 41P110 INIMM.10~1110.101101111011.10
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Lesson 16 .3.

2. The captain has been giving orders.

3. Any talkers Lust be going hone when the novie starts.

46 Little boys nay like licorice.

5. any husbands may have given their wives vacuuu cleaners.

6. Mary ought to become a starlet*

7. Our senior play should have been the best one ever.

8. The coats ought to have been here.

9. Larry Light have been about to give his fauaus recitation
of the bob-tailed tom-cat in the blackberry bushes.

10. All nenbers should have been going to display their
entries.
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Lesson Sixteen

EXERCISE C. Write five (5) original sentences using these verbs
and some of the follow auxiliaries,

should has throw
could have sing
Light had climb
may about laugh
going be swim
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L2SSON SEV". T:

Expansion by Prepositional Phrases

Prepositional phrases are also used to expand basic sentence
patterns in our language. You reLez_ber that we said that nine
simple prepositions are the Lost iLportant ones in English.

at froL of
by in to
for on with

Prepositions are used to connect nouns, pronouns, or groups
of words to other groups of words.

PLTTERR THREE: The boy threw the eraser. (which boy?)

The boy (with the red hair) threw the eraser.

The preposition with connects the word group the red hair to
the noun boy. repo. The psitional phrase with the red, hair answers
the question, "Which boy?" Such a phrase helps to Lake clearer the
general word, 104 and, in the process, of course, expands the
sentence.

As you can see each prepositional phrase Lust contain a
preposition and a noun or pronounwhich is called the object of the
preposition. Determiners and Lodifiers nay also be added.

P N
(with hair)
P (D) N

(with the hair)
P (D) Adj N

(with the red hair)
P (D) Adj /..dj N

(with the bright red hair)

To show the prepositional phrase in a sentence, we will use
the parentheses and the letter "P" to signify preposition.

Although there are other prepositions in English besides the
nine simple ones that we have noted, the relationships that pre-
positions have to other words or groups of words Lay be grouped into
three categories. ,Je have studied these three groups before, but
let's review they:.
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Relation of location

(at the house)
P N
(by the house)

(in the house)
P N
(on the house)

Relation of direction
P N
(to the house)
P N

(frau the house)
P N
(up the house)
P N
(down the house)
P N
(off the house)
P N
(through the house)
P N
(out the house)

Relation of association
P N
(of the Jones' family)
P N
(for the cause of liberty)
P N
(with the revolutionists)

01111111111.011MON)

Prepositional phrases, then, are added to basic sentence patterns
to show a relationship along words and other words and groups of
words. As with other parts of sentences which expand or uodify, they
do not change the basic sentence pattern, and they derive from
other sentence patterns.

P N
PTITTEREFIW: The student is (froti EastLan School).
PATTERN ONE: The student sings beautifaly. becoLes
PATTERN ONE: The student (fron EastLaeSchoofFirEET beautifully.
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The noun in the prepositional phrase can also be related to
another prepositional phrase, and that noun Lay be related to
another phrase as well.

PATTERN ONE: The student sings beautifully.
P N

PATTERN FIVE: The Eastman School is (for music) beclomeS
P N P N

The student (from Eastman School) (of music)

sings beautifully.
P N

PATTERN FIVE: The Eastman School is (in Rochester, New York)

becomes
P N

The student (from Eastman School) (of Lusic)
P N
(in Rochester, New York) sings beautifully.

Such prepositional phrases Lay be added to basic sentence
patterns indefinitely. Of course, if we use too Lany prepositional
phrases, our sentences become awkward and boring. Your task, as
always, is to leprn how to choose the right number and type of
prepositional phrases that are just right for your Leaning. Only
by much practice will you be able to do this.

Prepositional phrases can also be used to show a relationship
among words and other words in the predicete as well as among words
in the subject.

PATTERN THREE: The student sang a song.

- sang a song P
PATTERV FIVE: The song was (from a collection) becomes

P N
- sang a song .(froL a collection)

P N
PATTERN FIVE: The collection was (of show tunes) becomes

-sang a song P
(from a collection) P

(of show tunes)
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P N
PATTERN FIVE: The show tunes were (from Broadway hits) becomes

-sang a song P
(from a collection)

P N
(of show tunes) P

(of Broadway hits)

PATTERN FIVE: The Broadway hits were (from 1920 to 1930).

becomes

-sang a song P
(from a collection)

P N
(of show tunes) P

(of Broadway hits)
P N

(from 1920 to 1930).

To the general word song, we have added a number of prepositional
phrases which help to tell us precisely what kind of song was sung.
An effective writer would probably never use prepositional phrases
alone for expansion and modification, but the following, complete
sentence would at least show how prepositional phrases La x provide
codification.

The student from Eastman School of music in Rochester,
New York, sang a song from a collection of show tunes of
Broadway hits from 1920 to 1930.

Host prepositional, phrases follow directly the word which they
are related to.

P N
The boy (with the red hair) is my friend.

P N
The Louse ran (up the clock.)

P N P
Alice is afraid (of bats) (in the dark.)
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Some prepositional phrases are used to connect whole sentences
together, such as on the whole, on the other hand, in suLLary? or

the lea. Such prepositional phrases Lay be called transitional
phrases because they connect sentences or paragraphs. These phrases
may be moved around quite easily in the sentence.

P N
(On the whole), the students worked hard.

P N
The students, (on the whole), worked hard.

P N
The students worked hard (on the whole.)

Although the nine siLple prepositions are used Lost in
English, there are many other words and conbinations of words that
serve as prepositions.

There are double prepositions, for instance. We Lay take the
simple preposition in and add the word side to make the double
preposition inside. The following are used as double prepositions:

outside
underneath
upon
within
without
towards

Sometimes we uay use prepositions of two or three words. These
are called group prepositions.

in back of
in front of
inside of
on board
on top of
outside of

according to
by way of
due to
in accordance with
in addition to
in case of

in place of
in regard to
in view of
on account of
on behalf of
with respect to

Such group prepositions should only be used to Lake meaning clear,
Many times a siuple preposition will be shorter and more precise
than a group preposition. Use group prepositions sparingly. If
you use them often, your writing becomes too wordy and dull.
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Group prep.
Double prep.
Simple prep.

Group prep.
Double prep.
Simple prep.

Group prep.
Simple prep.

Esther was
Tzther as
Esther was

in back of the bath house.
Taind the bath house.
ky the bath house.

George sat
George sat
George sat

I'm playing
lin playing

suirkinc on 12R of the flag pole.
sLirking uron the flag pole.
sLirking on the flag pole.

center on behalf of George.
center for George.

Which prepositions are the best choices in the preceding
sentences? In most cases, the simple preposition Lay be the right
one. You should know the other prepositions that are available
for you to use in English. You can then use thew when they are
appropriate.
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LESSON SEVENTEEN:

Expansion by Prepositional Phrases

EXERCISE A. In the following sentences, mark off the prepositional
phrases by parenthetical Larks, the preposition by the letter "P," and
the object of the preposition by the letter "N" for noun.
Example:

Jane went (to the hairdresser.)

1. The dog and cat raced down the street.

2. They literally flew through tars. Brown's new, sparUing-clean

laundry.

3. We heard them barking and spitting underneath a garage.

4. Over Mrs, Gaylord's new roses they ran.

5. Throughout the neighborhood people were lookinc out their windows.

6. Without a pause, they ran into our garaL7e, jumped out of an oper

window, and scurried in front c)1 d car.

7. Finally the cat juLDed on top of hr. Henderson's new car.

8. The dog scratched and clawed against the door of the shiny

automobile.

9. Mr. Henderson threw e great bucket of water on the: yelping dog.

10. With great dignity, th.,.? cat leaped off the car, stalked away

from the vet dog, :i.nd strolled calmly down the street.

11

EXERCISE B. Write sen original sentences using soLe of the suggested
prepositions. Nark your prepositional phrases as you did in Exercise L.,

at with outside in case of
by froo toward by way of
for iu upon according to
on of within on top of

11 to beside without with respect to
P N

ExaLplet (In case of fire) throw on this gasoline.
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Lesson 17 -2- Prepositions

EXERCI .E C. In the following sentences, double prepositions have
been used. Re-write the sentences, substituting sirale prepositons
when you can. Be prepared to explain why your choice is better.
Example: jaz dint of great strength, George placed the Volkswagon

on the sidewalk.
With great strength, George placed the Volkswagon on the
sidewalk.

1. laz Leans of hook or crook, I'll go skiing.

2. I like ice crean in relation to fresh strawberries,

3. L11 the girls like Paul on account of his long hair.

4. Larry's fathc.r thought he was hiding in back of the garage.

5. nary will be waiting in front of the pizza place.

6. Everyone Lust go on board the ship.

7. Ellen laughed and laughed outside of the classroon.

8. The rickety old bus vent hone by wav of all the back roads.

9. Mr. Kerstetter's new job is in connection with the telephone
company.

10. We finally found the Dunn's dog inside of the fifty gallon drums.
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LESSON EIGHTEEN:

Expansion by Relative and Subordinate Included Patterns

Basic sentence patterns Lay be expanded by adding relative
included ratteps. Such parts of sentences are derived fron basic
sentence patterns; they have a subject and predicate. They are
called relative patterns because they are related to sone other word
or group of words in the sentence. They are called included patterns
because they are included within another pattern. Relative patterns
are introduced by structure words such as the following: who, whom,
that, which, whose, whoever, and whoLever.

(D) N1 V a)) N2
PATTERN THRTLE: The boy owns a car.

(D) N1 be 0 N1
PATTERN SEVEN: The boy is Ly friend. becoLes

(D) N1 R V Q) N be (D) N1
PATTERN SEVEN: The boy [who owns a cax9 is Ly friend.

The relative included pattern who owns a car derives froL the
basic pattern the la owns a car. The relative pattern is introduced
by the structure word who and is related to the noun kga. The
relative patterns always follrvi the word to which they are related.
In order to show such a pattam, we shall use brackets and the letter
"R" to stand for the relatiT who which introduces the pattern.

In every case the relative patterns Lodify--or, in other words,
Lake Lore specific a noun or pronoun. Therefore, the relative pat-
terns Lodify--or do the work of the fort. class word, adj,ztive--
within the basic sentence pattern. The relative patterns, unlike
single word adjectives which precede the word which they Lodify,
always follow the word which they Lodify.

Any of the basic sentence patterns Lay use relative patterns
to show relationships alLong words and other groups of words.

th4.44424.A.,Ule,..M.44;,V`',41 S.,

PATTERN ONE: The an lives down the street.

PATTERN SIX: The an is tall. becoLes
(D) N R V P (D) N n be Adj.

PATTERN SIX: The Lan cwho lives (down the street)] is tall.
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PATTERN THREE: The rat has white whiskers.

PATTERN ONE: The rat scurried away. becones
(D) N R V Adj.---r-

PATTERN ONE: The rat /Which has white whiskerS1

PATTERN THREE:

PATTERN TWO:

PATTERN TWO:

PATTERN THREE:

PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN SIX:

V Adv
scurried away.

Lula May saw the rat.

Lula May became pale. becomes
N R V (D) N V Adj

Lula Nay who saw the ratJ became pale.

Ellen lifts weights.

Ellen is strong. becoLes
N R V

Ellen [Who lifts weights]

PATTERN THREE: Ellen

PATTERN SEVEN: Ellen
NI

PATTERN SEVEN: Ellen

be
is

can lick any boy.

is the class chanpion.
R M V (D)

bill° can lick any boy.'

Adj
strong

becomes
be Adj
is class

N1
champion.

The relative included pattern does not determine the basic
sentence pattern. Relative patterns can, of course, also appear in
the predicate of a sentence.

PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN THREE:

PATTERN THREE:

The ice crew was delicious.

Tony gobbled the ice cream. becomes
N V (D) N2 R e Adj. .,
Tony gobbled the ice cream [which was deliciousA

The relative pattern Lay be related to the object of a preposition.

PATTERN ThMEE:

PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN SIX:

We saw the headless horseman.

We were afraid of the headless horseman. kessios.
N be Adj P (D) Adj N R
We were afraid (of the headless horseman) rwbom
N N
we sawd
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PATTERN THREE:

PATTERN ONE:

PATTERN aNE:

..3

Nobody noticed the fire hose.

We parked on top of the fire hose. becomes,
N V P N P (D) Adjo N R N
We parked (on top) (of the fire hose) which no

V
one noticed

It should be obvious that included relative clauses Lay be
used in almost endless ways for modifying words in basic sentence
patterns and thereby expanding them. It is icportant to remeLber
that the relative pattern follows directly the word to which it is
related.

Another type of pattern which nay be included with other basic
sentence patterns is the subordinate included pattern. The subordinate
pattern may do the work OTTOTECUEs adverb and answer the questions
of where? Az? when? how? Subordinate included patterns are introb
duced by such structure words as the following: af untilter, unt, where ,

if, when, while, after, since, althouAh, l, because, and unless.

PATTERN THR.E: She loves Le.

PATTERN THREE: I spend all of Ly allowance on her. iataaLlie

PATTERN THREE: She loves Le because I spend all (of ny allowance)

(on her.i]

We shall use the letter "8" to show the subordinator structure
word. Notice that this subordinate included pattern, "because I
spend all of Ly allowance on her," answers the question, "why?"

Subordinate included patterns Lay also derive from any of the
basic patterns.

PATTERN ONE: The sneaky cat leaped there.

PATTERN THREE: She heard a noise. becomes

PATTERN ONE: The sneaky cat leaped there (-since she heard a noise
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PATTERN ONE I will stomp and screaE.

PATTERN FOUR: My uother gives Le a ticket to Bercuda. becomes
N H V V ,... LS (D) Ni V

PATTERN ONE: I will stoup and scream [unless ny Loner gives
N1 0) N9 P N
mt a ticket (to Bermuda. )l

PATTERN SEVEN: Lary is Ley best friend.

PATTET1N SEVEN: She is an extravagantly pretty girl. becomes
N1 be (D) Ni S N be (D) Adv.

PATTERN SEVEN: Nary is LI friend [although she is an extravagantly
adj. N
pretty girl 0

It is inportant to note that subordinate included patterns do
not have a fixed order. Unlike relative patterns, they may be
moved around within the basic sentence pattern.

PATTERN THREE; The boys liked Jane.

PATTERN SIX; She was pretty.
S N be Adj.

[Since she was pretty the boys liked Jane.
S N be Adj.

The boys liked Jane riince she was pretty:3
S N be Adj

Jane [Since she was pretty] was liked by the boys.

Subordinate Inallattaunarns provide another way in English for
you to make your Leaning clearer in written sentences, When such
patterns are used, sentences are expanded and become Lore complex.
As with all methods of expansion, you should not be afraid to try
new arrangeuents of patterns until you have the sentence--or sentences--
that sound best to you and that Lake your meaning just as clear as
possible.

Mr..,,,,AIN2,0*.i./0 TN71.0Miara ,ffria.Wwwwwomto.....w..*
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LESSON EIGHTTEN:

Expansion by Relative and Subordinate Included Patterns

EXERCISE A. In the following sentences, identify the relative
included yatterns by the method which has been used in this lesson.
Also write before the sentence the number of the basic sentence
pattern. Remerler, included patterns do not represent the basic
sentence pattern.
Example: (D) Adj N R V Adv P N be

Our class pictures [Which cone out (in February are
Adj
funny. PATTERN SIX

10 Lloyd, who is the best skier in our class, fell and broke

his ankle.

2. He has skied in Austria, which has some of the finest

winter resorts in the world.

3. Aspen, Colorado, whose slopes are almost always covered by

a dry powder snow, is another favorite.

LE. He prefers skis and boots that are the Lost expensive.

5, The ski instructors whom he admires the most are those

without fear.

6. The story that he told us was incredible.

7. He went to a golf course which is next door to his house.

8. He climbed up a hill which was quite gentle and small.

9. Then the boy who had skied all over the morld went down this

novice slope.

11.1aMP10. The resultt which we still can't believe, is a broken ankles
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Lesson 18 -2- Included Patterns

EXERCISE B. Combine the following pairs of basic sentence patterns
into one basic sentence with a relative included pattern. Be pre-
pared to explain the reasons for your choices.
Example: We have a neighbor.

He has a piper cub.
We have a neighbor who has a piper cub.

1. Hrs. Barry has a pet parrot.
She is very attached to it.

2. Esther prints a newspaper.
Few students read it.

3. I have a brother.
He is a chemical engineer.

4. Some boys arrived late at the party.
We were not expecting them.

5. The teacher asked for the homework.
Nobody had it.

6. Larry's mother always bakes cookies on Saturday morning.
She is the most appreciated mother in our neighborhood.

7. The last period of the school day is free time.
We like this time best.

8. Joe has not come home yet.
Joe's dog chased hrs. Sweaton's cat.

9. The story was not Tead.
We preferred the story.

10. Mrs. Grundy lets us have a buzz session if we're good.
We all like tits. Grundy.

EXERCISE C. Write five original sentences with relative included
patterns, using the following relatives.

who whose
which whom
that
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Lesson 18 Included Patterns

EXERCISE D, In the following sentences, identify the subordinate
included tattns by the method which we have used in this lesson.
Write before the sentence the number of the basic sentence pattern.
Example: S Ni V (D) N2 N MM V P (D) N

fIf I mow the lawn0 I can go (to the pool.) PATTERN ONE

1. Though Pete has only lived here six months, we are sure of

his victory.

2. When he first moved in, he made many friends.

3. Pete has been on the student council since the first week

of school.

4. Unless we are mistaken, he is honest and conscientious.

5. While his opponent stayed with a small group of friends,

Pete has met many new people.

6. Mary and George, because they trusted him, became his

managers.

7. Because Pete ran an honest campaign, most students trusted

him.

8. Pete is tough if he is double-crossed.

9. Petels opponent, since he had held office before, predicted

a landslide.

10. When the ballots were counted, we knew Pete had won the

contest,

EXLRCISEE. Combine the following pairs of sentences into one basic
sentence pattern with a subordinate included pattern. Be prepared
to give reasons for youi7HaUes.

1. We sold more copies of the yearbook.
We lowered the price.
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Lesson Eighteen
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2. I must now the lawn tonight.
My mother says so.

3. The principal talked quietly to us.
He was very serious.

4. My old model-T Ford will start.
You turn the crank.

5. Joe had a bad cold.
He went to the swimming meet.

Included Patterns

6. I couldn't do my homework.
All my brothers and sisters were jumping and yelling.

7. You spend the time tonight,
You will be ready for the test,

8. We saw the cost of the movie.
We changed our Linds about going.

9. We were all tired.
We finished cleaning up the gym.

10. You are given too much candy.
You will be sick.

EXERCISE F. Write five original sentences with subordinate included
patterns/ using the following subordinators:

until because
after although
since
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LESSON NINETEEN

Expansion by Included Verbal Patterns

Nany professional writers and teachers of writing state that
one sign of a nature writer is the ability to use verbals. Like
other types of uodification; included verbal patterns help to
express Lore precise Leaning and to qualify and to Lodify other
words or groups of words in the sentence. Verbal patterns also
expand the basic sentence.

Partici:Q.1El. One type of verbal included pattern is called a
participle. Participles are words like crouchinR,
running, burnt: strewn, enclosed, LeituRecl, packed, and burped.
SoLe participles end in the letters -Ina. Others Lay end in the
letters -n, -t, or -ed. Like other included patterns, verbal
patterns are derived fror.1 bapic sentence patterns.

PATTERN THRrEt John heard the coLLotion.

PATTERN omr: John ran to the place of disturbance. becaLes

Adj V (D) N N V P (D) N
< Hearing the coLLotior4John ran (to the place)
P N
(of disturbance.)

The verbal included pattern "hearing the coLLotian" is derivedfroze the basic sentence pattern, "John heard the cora.:otion." Theverbal provides a way of coLbining the two patterns without re.peating the noun, "John." You should realize that the second patterncould just as well been converted into a verbal included pattern.The choice is up to the writer. which sounds better? Which statesyour intended Leaning better?

Adj V P (D) N P
PATTERN THREE: Running (to the pla:;e) (of disturbance))

JlorAnV (D)
heard the coLLotion.

It is obvious, however, in this exariple that the first choiceis better. It seeLs reasonable that John heard the comotionfirst and then he ran to the disturbance. How you Lake suchdecisions like these deteruines your style of speaking or writing.Especially in writinc, you should consider how your choice of wordsand patterns of words will convey your Leaning.
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In order to distinuish it froL other patterns, we shall show
the verbal included pattern b the syLbol of the angular brackets:
<running>, Notice also that me place the letters al. at the
beginning of the partici:le l'unnin and the letters V at the end
of the word. These syLbols show that the :articil'ae is both adjec-
tive and verb.

well.
Participles Lay derive frog:, other basic sentence patterns as

PATTERN ONE

PATTEflN

PATTERN ONE

PATTEnN

PATTERN ONE

PATTERN THRID:

mhe boy crouched lou,

The boy saw the twelve-point
Adj. V Adv (D) N1 V
prouching low the boy saw

The snol

The snow
kdj

falls quietly.

buc, becomes
(D) Adj. N2
the twelve-point buck.

see-Led friendly and soft.
Ldv (D) N V

quietly the snow seemed

becones,
Adj Adj

friendly and soft.

The sand settled into every Lovin:; part.

The sand stopped the Lotor.
Adj V P (D) Adj

03ttling (into every Loving
V (D) N2

stopped the Lotor.

becomes
N (D) N1

part,)/ the sand

As me have stated, not all rarticiples end in the letters

PATTERF THEE

PATTERN TOFE:

NI V (D) N2
John burned the toast.
Ni V Lev (D) N2

three,} out the toast
Adj V P N N1

<Burned (by John,)) we

becomes
V Ldj (D) N2

threw out the toast.

We know im2ediately that this construction is incorrect. As
the sentence stands, it looks as if "we" were burned by John. Such
a construction is called a danRlinF lartickille. We Lust therefore
apply the passive transforuation to the second pattern.
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Adj V P N (D) N H V Adv
Burned (by John,)) the toast was thrown out.

ReLeLber, the sentence, "The toast was thrown out" is not a
basic sentence 1:attern, :::ut a passive transforLation of the basic
pattern, "Je threw out the toast." -- a :-.1TTERN THREE sentence,

PATTERN TIME::: His Locher walked hit:, hone.

PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN THREE:

PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN SIX:

Lddie was Lortified. lecoLes
Adj V Adv P (D) N , N be Adj

Valked hone (by his Lother)) Eddie was Lortified.

The high fence enclosed the pool.

The pool was hidden. becomes
jrLdj V P (D) Adj N

s.
(D) N H V

'Enclosed (by a high fence
7
)/ the pool was hidden.. _

Infinitives. Another type of verbal included pattern is the
infinitive. Infinitives are verb forLs like to walk, to run, to
laugh, to love, to wash, and to swiL. Totice that infinitives
always begin with the word to, They also derive froze basic sen-
tence patterns.

PATTERN

''AT TARN

PATTTRN

PATTERN

PATTERN

PATTERN

ONE: We stop for a haLburg.

OE; We stop for fun. becomes

SEVEN: To stop (for a haLburg) is fun.
V P a)) N 'be N

ONE: I sins lustily.
N be Ldj

SIX: Singing is enjoyable.
N V Adv be Adj

SIX: 1*() sine lustily is enjoyable.

Ni V (D) N2
PATTERN THREE: I see the dawn.

PATTERN Seeing the dawn is exciting.
N V (D) N be Adj

PL ?TERN SIX: <To see the dawn), is exciting.
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Infinitive inclue.ed ratterns .ay also be used in the predicate

of a sentence, as the object of the verb or after the word be.

PATTERN THREE: I like driving.

PATTERN THREE: I drive Ly father's car. becoLes
N V (D) (D) N

PATTERN THRIE: I like (to drive my father's car:,

PATTERN THREE: He has an aLbition.

RA:!TERN SEMI: His aubition is becoLing President. becoLes

(D) N be N V
PATTERN SEVEN: His artition is (to becoLe President:)

Gerunds. Gerundive included rat-terns are always used to

substitute for nouns in basic sentence ratterns, and they always

end in the letters -inv..

PATTERN ONE

PATTERN 3EVTY:

PATTERN SEVEN:

PATTERF ONE

PATTERN SEVEN:

PATTERN SEWN:

PATTERN THP.EE:

PATTERN SIX:

PATTERN THEICE:

PATTERN ONE:

PATTERN TIME

PATTERN THREE:

0

We raced out of the theater.

It was e great joke. .becaues

N V Adv P (D) N be a* Adj N

(Racing out (of the theater) was a great joke.

I write correctly.

It is a difficult task. becoLes
N V Ldj be (D) Adj

qTriting correctly/ is a difficult task.

I like watching.

The basketball E;aLe is good. becol:.es

ITT V N V 0) Adj Adj

I like (patching a good basketball GaLe4

The ducks quacked.

My dog heard it.
D) N V (D) (D) N
lay doh; heard the ducks' cquacking.)
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Notice that in the last sentence, the word du ckst before the
gerund, quacking is in the possessive forL. In English, such

11 words as Ly, our, John's and his are always used before the gerund:
rev lifting, our laughing, John's singing, his flying.

11 As you have probably noticed in this lesson, it is not easy
to use included verbal patterns. liany tiles they show rather
unusual and coLdley relationships arLonc words. It is iLportant

[I for you to identify verbal included patterns so that you will
understand hov they work in a sentence. It is Lore iLDortant,
holJever, that you practice using theL in your own written sentences.

[I Don't be discouraged if the verbals don't always sound right.
Practice using theL and Loving theL around mithi- your sentence
patterns. By continual prrletice with Loddfication and expansion

ri
devices

)
especially verbals, and with the various types of English

Li sentence patterns, you should becone a better triter.

CG
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LESSON NINTTIZR

Expansion by Included Verbal Patterns

fl EXERCISE A. In the following sentences, identify the inclurlcd
II verbal _patterns by .che L.ethod which has been used in this lesson.

Write after the sentence the nuLber of the basi" sentence pattern.
ReLeLber, the included pattern does not represen the basic sentence
pattern. IN V V P (D) N be Adj N
ExaLple: (Eating popcorn (in the Lovies)) is great fun. PATTERN 7

N V N P (D) N be Adj N
(To eat popcorn (in the t.(To is great fun. PATTERN 7
Adj V N P (D) N N H V
Vating popcorn (in tne Lovies);) we never did see
(D) N
the picture, PATTERN 3

1. Hearing the great caLlp gong for the first tine, the boys eagerly
got out of bed.

iL

2. To see theL spill out of their tents was a funny sight.

3. Shrieking and hollerik; along the beach, they julaped into the
lake.

4. Soue boys decided to swin out to the raft.

5. Others wished to dip only their toes in the cold water.

6. Racing to their tents, soLe caLpers fell along the way.

7. To go back to the "lake for a quick c 1.1' was their punishuent.

8. Eating breakfast was on everyone's Liind.

9. To grab a bowl of cereal and a plate of sc:vambled eggs was
their only thought.

10. Forgetting the icy dip, they all ate noisily.

EXERCISE B. Cor.bine the following pairs of basic, sentence patterns
into one basic sentence pattern with an included verbal pattern.
Be prepared to explain the reasons for your choices.

ri Exauple: ItrN glfIgliNl newspaper.
t_

Running the school newspaper is difficult.
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Lesson 19

1. I write good stories.
It is hard.

ZMIllatletroc AVENaditoopvgillerrmaxocroatWeit.r.ffetc:

2. They read interesting news,
Everyone likes it.

3. I get the ads.
It is a special job.

4. I plan the layout.
It takes tire.

5. They sell the paper.
HoLe people like it.

6. I edit and revise.
They are my favorite jobs.

Included Verbal Patterns

7. The editorial staff chooses the best stories,
It is a ticklish job.

8. They work hard.
They somehow send the copy to the printer.

9. The printer sometines runs the presses all night.
He finally gets the issue out.

10. We celebrate a new issue.
It seems the best time of all.

EXPRCISE C. Write fifteen original sentences with included verbal
patterns, using the following verbals.

Participles
swimming
kicked
laughing
burning
loved

Infinitives
to eat
to play
to hide
to read
to work
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Gerunds
studying
dancing
driving
drinking
fishing
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BACKGROUND

p
One of the most important problems that faces the public

school teacher is the question of the relationship between
instruction which students receive in grammar and its effect upon
their ability to write better compositions by whatever criteria.
Although many linguists and teachers who work in applied linguistics
state that modern English grammars will not affect students' ability
to write better, a few scholars maintain that a program in which
f,tudents receive information about the English language based upon
the most accurate information available from modern linguistic
science will produce a marked effect upon the students' writing
production with relation to selected criteria.

OBJECTIVES

1. The major objective of this study was to determine the
effectiveness of English language instruction, using materials
adapted from structural and generative grammars, upon the ability
of students to write more mature compositions. The study was
origniaily intended to test also the relationship between such
language instruction and the students' ability to understand poetry
and short fiction; but because of limitations during the actual
study, the problem was delimited to include only the relationship
between modern grammar study and student writing improvement. The
actual study was also limited to seventh-grade students only,
not seventh- and eighth-grade students.

2. The further significance of such a study was to determine
th feasibility of applying the principles and procedures in a
fully-articulated program of language instruction for grades
kindergarten through twelve in the pubic schools.

PROCEDURE

The Director prepared linguistic materials and exercises
designed to provi....e seventh-grade students with an understanding
of how to analyze English sentences by a structural grammar
approach and of how to create and combine new sentences by a
generative-transformational approach. The lessons included from
one to three sets of exercises; the titles of the individual
lessons are as follow:

ONE: WHAT IS GRAWMAR?
TWO: GRAMMAR AND USAGE
THREE: FORM CLASS WORDS
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FOUR: FORM CLASS WORDS: NOUNS
FIVE: FORM CLASS WORDS: VERBS
SU: FORM CLASS WORDS: ADJECTIVES
SEVEN: FORM CLASS WORDS: ADVERBS
EIGHT: STRUCTURE WORDS
NINE: THE SENTENCE: SUBJECT
TEN: THE SENTENCE: PREDICATE

_ ELEVEN: SENBNCE PATTERNS ONE AND TWO
TWELVE: SE to CE PATTERNS THREE AND FOUR
THIRTEEN: SENTENCE PATTERNS FIVE, SIX, AND SEVEN
FOURTEEN: KERNEL SENTENCES AND TRANSFORMATIONS
FIFTEEN: EXPANSION BY MODIFICATION: ..aDJECTIVE AND

ADVERBS
SIXTEEN: EXPANSION BY AUXILIARY OR HELPING VERBS
SEVENTEEN: EXPANSION BY PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES
EIGHTEEN: EXPANSION BY RELATIVE AND SUBORDINATE

INCLUDED PATTERNS
NINETEEN: EXPANSION BY INCLUDED VERBAL PATTERNS

The linguistic materials were field-tested and then revised
and re-written. For the study itself forty-three students were
given the experimental linguistically-oriented materials, and .

fifty students were given traditional English grammar instruction.
One teacher taught both experimental and control groups.

The new ideas for each lesson were presented by the teacher;
the exercises were done in the classroom itself by the students,
with explanations and suggestions given by the teacher. As pre-
tests, all students were given the STEP Writing Test, 3A, and
contributed a pre-writing sample, which. was completed during one
class period. As post-tests, all students took the STEP Writing
Test, 3B, and produced a post-writing sample, which was again
completed during one class period.

The t test of significance was the basic statistical treatment
applied to the STEP Writing Test, Forms 3A and 3B, scores. On the
basis of the findings by W. Kellogg Hunt in his study of Differences
in Grammatical Structures Written at Three Grade Levels& The
Structures To Be Anal zed b Transformational Methods that the
best predictor of grade level ability in writing was the mean 71
unit length, it was considered, then, that the mean length of IL
units in the writing samples would be the best indicator of
student growth throughout the experimental period. The T-unit
was simply the number of words found in a sample of writing which
contained one independent clause and any other subordinate clauses
or verbal phrases.

\

For instance, here is an example of one of the pre-writing

2.
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samples gathered for the study.

Autumn

The bright red and yellow leaves fall, the
mornings grow cold /and the scent of autumn fills
the air. (Topic Sentence)/ 1(And) it reminds me of
hunting and fishing. 2When all the ducks and geeses
come back:and the fish begins to jump. 3(And) when
I go out in the flieds with my gun, and see very
many kinds of deer and the pretty leaves it always
makes me think of autumn. (And) when I go fishing
in the streams I hope to catch a fish. 5(And) when
you look carefully you may see two turtles, and it
looks as if they are thinking of a place to sleep.
6(And) then the air becomes colder and the water
becomes colder, then you no that winter is on its
way, then all of a sudden thing begin to turn while,
but some day autumn will be back. 7(And) the leaves
and trees will be a bright color red and yellow.

If we exclude the topic sentence, do not count the "and's"
and "but's" at the beginning of groups of words, and consider a
sentence as a group of words between a capital letter and. a
period (as has been done with previous studies which considered
the length of sentences as the criterion for evaluating student
writing), then we find that this student has written seven
"sentences" with an average number of 19.14 words per sentence.
Without an explanation, we would find the number of words per
nitence quite impressive for a seventh grader; his composition,
=et; must be examined more carefully. "Sentence" six, for

instance, is callposed of 36 words; however, the words are
joined in the following fashion: two independent clauses joined
by an "and"; an independent clause tacked on with a comma (a
run-on sentence, in popular terminology); and another independent
clause trcked on with a comma and joined by a final independent
clause connected by the coordinate conjunction, "but." This
hardly seems to be mature writing.

Following the directions for identifying the T-unit, we
find that the preceding composition 'an be broken up into the
following T-units:

3
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Autumn

The bright red and yellow leaves fall, the
mornings grow cold/ and the scent of autumn fills
the air. (Topic sentence)/ 1(And) it reminds me
of hunting and fishing. When all the ducks and
geeses come back and the fish begins to jump./
'(And) when I go out in the flieds with my gun, and
see very many kinds of deer and the pretty trees
and leaves, it always makes me think of autumn./
3(And) when I go fishing in the streams I hope to
catch a fish./ 4(And) when you look carefully you
may see two turtles,/ 5(and) it kooks as if they are
thinking of a place to sleep./ (And) then the air
became colder/ 7(And) the water becomes colder,/
8then you no that winter is on its way,/ 9then all
of a sudden thing begin to turn while,/ 10 (but)
some day autumn will be back./ 11(And) the leaves
and trees will be a bright color red and yellow.

We now find that the student has written 11 T-units, of which
the average length in words is 11.90. This appraisal seems a great
deal more accurate than the former.

Since the writing samples were written by the students in
school during a class period, many of the pre-writing samples were
shorter in number of words than were the post-writing samples.
To account for the difference in length of writing samples, the
average T-unit lengths were weighted and converted by multiplying
the number of the length of the average T-unit by 1 if the words
in the sample ranged from 0 to 25 words; 2, for 26 to 50 words; 3,
for 51 to 75 words; 4, for 76 to 100 words; and 5, for 100 plus words.
The t test of significance was also applied to the average length of
T-units for each writing sample and to the converted scores of the
average length of T-units.

RESULTS

The results of the t test applied to the scores of. the STEP
Writing Test, 3A, for the students in both groups revealed that
the linguistic group was significantly higher than the control
group. The two groups represented intact classes previously
assigned in a public junior high school; therefore, it is not
surprising that in terms of this standardized test, the groups
were significantly different in achievement. The results of a
t test applied to the STEP Writing Test, 3A, and the STEP Writing
Test, 3B, showed that both groups made significant gains in
achievement during the study. The linguistic group also made
significantly higher scores on the post-test STEP Writing Test,
3B, than did the control group; however, a comparison of the



gain scores of the two groups revealed that, although the linguistic
group had made a significantly higher gain over the period of the
study, there was no significant difference in the gain between
the two groups.

A t test applied to the mean length of the T-units of the
pre-writing samples demonstrated that there was no significant
difference between the two groups at the beginning of the study.
Since the linguistic group was significantly higher in achieve-
ment on the STEP Writing Test, 3A, scores than the control
group, it should be emphasized that there was no significant
difference between the two groups with respect to the mean length
of the T-units from the pre-writing samples. Possibly the STEP
Writing Test and the T-units measure two unrelated elements in
the writing process.

The linguistic group made a slightly higher gain in the length
of mean T-units over the period of the study than did the control
group, but the gain was mt significant. A comparison of pre- to
post-gain scores of the two groups revealed essentially the same
results.

In terms of converted scores of the mean length of the T-
units of the pre-writing samples, the linguistic group had
significantly higher scores than did the control group. This
greater achievement of the linguistic group at the beginning of
the study was probably due to the greater length of the pre-
writing samples produced by the linguistic group. Both groups
made significant gains in converted scores of the length of mean
T-units; the difference between the gains, however, was not
significant. A study of the gain of the converted scores of the
length of mean T-units showed that, although the control group
had made a slightly higher gain than did the linguistic group,
the gain was not significant.

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS

The original aim of this exploratory study was to determine
whether or not students would show increased maturity in writing
as measured by the mean length of T-units in writing samples after
instruction in materials based upon selected aspects of structural
and generative grammars. The results of the study sustained the
null hypothesis: as measured by a standardized writing test, the
mean length of T-units in writing samples, and by converted scores
of these same average T-units to account for the length of writing
samples, there in no significant difference in student ability to
write compositions between students who have materials based upon

5
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structural and generative grammars and students who have tradi-
tional Latinate grammar instruction. The writer believes,
however, that another study, following the same theoretical
basis ,nd controlling more carefully some of the factors, would
show a significant positive correlation. The one overall
impression that remained with the writer after the study and
the analysis of the data was the enormous complexity in attempt-
ing to measure in objective terms writing improvement.

The following factors, in the judgment of the writer, tended
to limit the results of the study:

1. The teacher who taught the linguistic materials needed
more time to assimilate the new ideas and approaches.

2. The students could not comprehend the linguistic lessons
as easily as it was first anticipated.

3. More time than was originally planned was therefore
needed to present the linguistically-oriented materials. It is
recommended that a future study of this nature require at least
two years.

4. For the study, the teacher was given lessons explaining
linguistic concepts and exercises; the students were given only
the exercises to work on and keep. It would seem more effective
if all of the students had individual copies of the explanatory
lessons.

5. A need was seen to have a uniform number of words for each
of the writing samples. For the study, students ere asked towrite a paragraph at school within the limit of the class period.
This resulted in writing samples ranging from one paragraph of24 words to several paragraphs of more than 50 words. For a
future study, three or four pre- and post-writing samples might
be collected, and a random sample of approximately 100 words
could be observed and analyzed.

6. There was an unnerving lacis of correlation between student
performance on the standardized writing tests and the mean length
of the T -units from the writing samples. It may be possible thatwhat is measured by this particular standardized test has very
little relation to the ability of the students to write longer,more complex, and more mature sentences.

7. The time actually expended in analyzing the data from the
writing samples was simply much longer than had been anticipated

6
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In the future, st :idents could be matched by some external criterion,
and a smaller number of writing samples could be analyzed.

8. The writer is now convinced that the approach used with
the students of moving from fora class and structure words to the
manipulation of syntactic patterns such as phrases and clauses
was the opposite one which should have been used. A future
study should start with the manipulation of syntactic patterns
first and then move to the identification of form class and
structure words, if so desired.

9. A final disquieting observation from the exploratory study
was the fact that some students wrote longer T-units at the begin-
ning of the study than they did at the end. It would seen that
there are still other factors and variables which have not been
identified yet in this complex, psychological act of writing. In
spite of the problems encountered in this exploratory study, however,
the writer thinks that the T-unit can become a reliable and objective
means for measuring growth in writing maturity.

Notwithstanding the results cf this study, the writer maintains
that students who have an insight into how they and professional
writers manipulate syntactic patterns and who have much practice
in creating new and varied linguistic patterns, will write longer
and more mature sentences. Although the effectiveness of a
phrase- and clause-building approach to writing basea upon the
most appropriate knowledge to be gained from structural and
generative grammars has not been substantiated, it has not been
disproved either. It may be that there is no correlation between
a student's knowledge of grammar -- any grammar, be it Latinate,
structural, or generative-transformational -- and his ability to
write longer, more complex, aid more mature sentences; the writer
prefers to think, however, that the ways of isolating and con-
trolling the numerous physical and psychological factors in such
studies that may help to disprove such a hypothesis have still
eluded us.

On the basis of the experience gained from conducting and
of analyzing the data from this exploratory study, the writer
wishes to make the following recommendations:

1. Future studies should be conducted with students at
different grade and ability levels in which much attention is
given to a sentence - combining approach to creating new sentences
based upon insights gained from generative-transformational
graumars.

2. An attempt should be made to determine how the T-unit can
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be made to serve in an accurate and objective manner as a criterion
for judging more mature writing after special instruction.

3. Attention should be given to the differences in linguistic
structures among such varied modes as narration, description,
exposition, and persuasion or among such modes as fiction, non-
fiction, and poetry.

4. Finally, besides activities leading to an adept manip-
ulation of linguistic patterns, information .111,,..ch provides students

with specific and accurate tools for analyzing syntax in student
and professional writing and literature of all kinds should be
an integral part of the general English language curriculum.
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